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ACHIEVING PRACTICAL FUNCTIONAL ELECTRICAL STIMULATION-DRIVEN
REACHING MOTIONS IN AN INDIVIDUAL WITH TETRAPLEGIA

DEREK NATHANIEL WOLF
ABSTRACT

Functional electrical stimulation (FES) is a promising technique for restoring the abil

ity to complete reaching motions to individuals with tetraplegia due to a spinal cord injury
(SCI). FES has proven to be a successful technique for controlling many functional tasks

such as grasping, standing, and even limited walking. However, translating these successes
to reaching motions has proven difficult due to the complexity of the arm and the goal-

directed nature of reaching motions. The state-of-the-art systems either use robots to assist
the FES-driven reaching motions or control the arm of healthy subjects to complete pla

nar motions. These controllers do not directly translate to controlling the full-arm of an
individual with tetraplegia because the muscle capabilities of individuals with spinal cord

injuries are unique and often limited due to muscle atrophy and the loss of function caused

by lower motor neuron damage. This dissertation aims to develop a full-arm FES-driven

reaching controller that is capable of achieving 3D reaching motions in an individual with

a spinal cord injury.
Aim 1 was to develop a complete-arm FES-driven reaching controller that can hold

static hand positions for an individual with high tetraplegia due to SCI. We developed a
combined feedforward-feedback controller which used the subject-specific model to auto

matically determine the muscle stimulation commands necessary to hold a desired static
hand position.
Aim 2 was to develop a subject-specific model-based control strategy to use FES to

drive the arm of an individual with high tetraplegia due to SCI along a desired path in the
subject’s workspace. We used trajectory optimization to find feasible trajectories which

explicitly account for the unique muscle characteristics and the simulated arm dynamics
of our subject with tetraplegia. We then developed a model predictive control controller to

iii

control the arm along the desired trajectory.
The controller developed in this dissertation is a significant step towards restoring full
arm reaching function to individuals with spinal cord injuries.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1

Motivation

There are approximately 294,000 individuals in the United States that are living with a

spinal cord injury (SCI) with nearly 60% of these injuries resulting in some level of incom
plete (47.2%) or complete tetraplegia (12.3%) [1]. The repercussions of the injury on the
quality of life for these individuals are vast. Financially, the lifetime cost for an individual

with high tetraplegia is $5.1 million [1]. Additionally, employment rates remain less than
half of the pre-injury rates even decades post injury. A significant factor leading to the

financial struggles and loss of occupation is the need for frequent healthcare aid and a lack
of ability to independently complete activities of daily living. The development of reha

bilitation and assistive technologies that can restore daily independence to individuals with

paralysis due to spinal cord injuries is of critical importance to alleviating these concerns
and improving their quality of life.

According to individuals with tetraplegia, restoring hand and arm function is the highest
priority for improving their quality of life [2]. The ability to reach is the way in which we, as
humans, manipulate our environment and is critical to completing many activities of daily

living such as self-feeding and grooming. Unfortunately, the options available to help these
individuals regain this critical ability are limited. To date, there is no complete medical
cure for a high spinal cord injury. For individuals with some residual muscle control, there
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have been advances and successes in rehabilitation therapies [3]. Additionally, there are
some surgical options available to individuals with tetraplegia to improve their hand and

arm function include tendon transfers [4, 5] and nerve transfers [6]. The viability of these
procedures depends on the level and extent of the spinal cord injury. For individuals who

lack residual muscle control, or for those who the above procedures do not fully achieve

their personal goals, the development of assistive technologies is critical to provide the
necessary hand and arm function for independent daily life.

There are two main assistive technology approaches to restoring reaching motions to

individuals with high tetraplegia, robotics and functional electrical stimulation (FES), also

known as neuromuscular electrical stimulation (NMES). Robotic solutions include ex
oskeletons that assist and move the subject’s arm directly [7], robotic arm supports [8],

and stand-alone robots that the subject uses in place of their arms such as the one presented

by [9]. These devices are often bulky, complex, and require large amounts of power to
drive the actuators making them difficult to use in daily life. FES, on the other hand, is able
to move the arm using comparatively little hardware and power by taking advantage of the
natural actuation of the arm, the muscles. Successful development of FES-driven reaching
controllers will allow for easier adoption of the technology and thus greater independence

in daily life for individuals with tetraplegia. Even in individuals where FES alone cannot
achieve all functional reaching goals, accurate FES control in combination with robotic ac

tuation can create a much more viable system for use in everyday life (see [10] for a review
of hybrid FES-robotic systems).

1.2

A brief background on functional electrical stimulation

FES systems restore functional movement by using electrical stimulation to create action
potentials in the peripheral nervous system which propagate across the neuromuscular junc

tion to cause the paralyzed muscles to contract [11, 12]. (Stimulation of the central nervous
system is another feasible technique [13], but I will focus on peripheral stimulation in this
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research.) The stimulation can be applied either via an implanted system [14, 15], per
cutaneous electrodes where the electrodes are inserted through the skin via a needle [16],
or surface electrode arrays [17]. The stimulation is delivered via either monophasic or

biphasic pulses with the amount of muscular activation controlled by varying either the

pulse-width, amplitude, or the frequency of the stimulation. Biphasic pulses are generally
used in implanted systems to balance the charge and minimize the amount of damage that

can occur at the electrode-tissue interface [11].
There are important limitations of FES when trying to use it to restore functional move

ments to individuals with paralyzed limbs. First, all motor function FES applications op

erate by activating the nerve instead of directly activating the muscle because the electrical
threshold for activation is lower [11]. Therefore, the lower motor neuron must be un

damaged in order for FES to produce muscle contractions. This is notable for the work
presented in the current document because in cases of high tetraplegia, there is often lower

motor neuron damage in muscles critical to controlling the arm. These muscles often in
clude the biceps, supraspinatus, and deltoids and sometimes include the pectoralis, triceps,

and lattisiumus dorsi [18]. Additionally, activating muscles by electrical stimulation re

cruits muscles in the opposite order of the physiological size principle [11]. This leads to

more rapid fatigue of the muscles when electrically activated instead of physiologically ac

tivated, although there are some methods of mitigating this issue via different stimulation

patterns [19]. Lastly, there are time delays which are introduced by the low frequency of
stimulation, generally 12-15 Hz, which limits the speed at which a control input can be
implemented and the frequency with which corrective control action can occur. Despite
these shortcomings, FES is a promising technology that has already demonstrated signifi

cant success in restoring functional movements to individuals with spinal cord injuries and
individuals with residual deficits following a stroke.

FES has proven to be a successful technology in restoring many functional movements
to individuals with paralysis due to a spinal cord injury including bladder control [20],
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standing [21], and some walking [22-24]. For individuals with spinal cord injuries at
the C5-C6 level, FES has demonstrated success in improving pinch force and grasping

functions [14], and the Freehand system was briefly available as a commercial product

[25]. These hand functions have the ability to drastically improve the quality of life for

individuals with a lower level of SCI. However, for individuals with high tetraplegia due
to high cervical (C1-C4) SCI, the need to control the full-arm is critical to improving their

daily independence.
Functional electrical stimulation for controlling reaching

1.3

To unlock the full potential of FES to restore independence to individuals with spinal cord
injuries, there is a critical need to develop controllers capable of controlling FES-driven
reaching motions. It has been proposed in [26], that the best control method for FES uses a

hierarchical hybrid structure where high level decisions are then implemented by low level
controllers. To implement an FES controller, Lynch and Popovic [27] have proposed the
following framework that must be met for clinical use of an FES system, “The FES system

must:

1. compensate for the nonlinear, time-varying, and coupled nature of the muscle being
controlled, including the effects of fatigue and training.

2. be stable in the presence of the time delays and perturbations (reflex contractions)
that are inherenet to the system.

3. be implemented in portable, battery powered electronics, and should be designed for
at least 16 hours of operation each day...
4. be compatible with efficient setup and calibration procedures that are simple enough

to be performed by a therapist or patient...”
Additionally, they specify that the control strategy must be tested with individuals with SCI
as their response to electrical stimulation will vary greatly from those of healthy subjects.
4

To date, FES controllers for reaching motions have had limited success in achieving these

goals along with accurate control of desired motions. The purpose of my dissertation re
search presented here is to develop a low-level controller for FES-driven reaching motions
that moves the field closer to meeting these desired goals.

Control of grasping function was achieved with a relatively simple implementation of

applying a stimulation pattern in a proportional manner to an EMG signal [14]. Expanding
these techniques to individuals with high tetraplegia due to high cervical (C1-C4) SCI for

the purpose of achieving full reaching function to the complete arm has proven difficult.

Controlling reaching motions requires coordinating the shoulder, elbow, wrist, and hand to
complete reaching motions throughout the subject’s workspace. Additionally, subjects with

SCI who are using FES present unique muscular characteristics - muscles which cannot be
activated due to lower motor neuron damage, rapid fatigue, and general weakness due to

muscle atrophy - which make restoring full-arm motions with FES difficult. More complex

control strategies have been implemented in lower limb functional restoration, but these
controllers typically take advantage of the cyclic nature of the motions for activities like

walking and cycling [28, 29]. For goal-directed, non-repetitive reaching motions, these

control strategies are difficult to implement.
There have been many attempts to extend these control strategies, both simple and

complex, to control one or two degrees of freedom of the arm. For example, elbow flexion

has been controlled using reinforcement learning [30], co-activation of antagonist muscles
[31], as well as position and torque based feedback controllers [32]. In rehabilitation set

tings, model-based, input-output linearization and iterative learning control has been used
to control the arms of individuals with stroke [33-35]. The results of these systems are very

exciting and prove the ability of a controller to accurately drive reaching motions. How

ever, these systems generally actively control only two degrees of freedom and again rely
on the repetitive nature of a rehabilitation setting which allows for a significant learning

period. For a reaching controller to be effective in everyday life, the controller must be
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able to complete novel, non-repetitive tasks.
The move to controlling the complete arm system in a non repetitive environment, in
stead of just a couple of degrees of freedom in a rehabilitation environment, has proven
difficult. Many different techniques for controlling full-arm reaching have been imple

mented in simulation including threshold control [36], optimized PID control [37, 38],
reinforcement learning [39], combined feedforward-feedback control [40], a feedforward

feedback controller that accounts for the electromechanical delays of the FES system [41],
and multi-muscle control with co-contraction [42]. Although many of these ideas have

guided the practical implementation of FES-reaching controller, few of these controllers
have been successfully implemented due to the significant differences between simulation
studies and the muscular dynamics and characteristics of individuals with SCI.

To date (and to my knowledge), there have been only four main groups to practically

implement full-arm FES controllers: the MUNDUS/ReTrainer team [30, 43, 44], the Brain-

Gate2 clinical trial team [16, 45], Razavian and McPhee [46-48], and the Cleveland FES
Center group of which my lab is a part of [15, 20, 49]. Each of these projects have had

significant successes and moved the field closer to achieving full-arm FES-driven reaching

in individuals with SCI. However, each group’s methods have significant limitations.
A seminal work to achieving FES-driven reaching motions, the MUltimodal Neuro

prosthesis for daily Upper limb Support, MUNDUS, project [43, 44] used a passive, lock

able exoskeleton in combination with FES to drive reaching motions in individuals with
high-level SCI (see Fig. 1 to view the experimental set-up). The system used surface

electrodes to apply stimulation to four channels in order to control the biceps (elbow flexion/extension), and the deltoids muscles (shoulder rotation, and shoulder flexion/extension).

The system could be donned in less than 10 minutes and required about two minutes for

calibration thus eliminating the need for a long learning period. The passive exoskeleton
provided gravity compensation as well as the ability to lock joints once their desired po

sition was achieved. The system used a sequential control strategy driving one degree of

6

Figure 1: Experimental setup for the MUNDUS project showing a lockable exoskelton with motion
driven by FES. Image is from [43] and is used with permission

freedom at a time while the exoskeleton provided braking to lock the other joints. This

results in a completely decoupled system that is significantly easier to control. Using the
system, the subject was able to place the hand within 2 cm of the desired position which

allowed the subject to drink from a cup with some head movement to compensate for small

errors in the placement of the straw. While the accuracy and functionality produced by
the relatively simple controller are tremendous successes, by controlling each joint sequen
tially, the system required, on average, 71.4 seconds to complete a drinking task and pro

duced motions which appear unnatural. Additionally, significant errors arose because the
exoskeleton could not prevent the shoulder from slipping in the horizontal rotation degree

of freedom. By controlling the arm as a complete system, instead of sequential decoupled

joints, more physiologically natural movements can be achieved, and the shoulder rotation
can be actively controlled to produce more accurate reaches.

The BrainGate2 clinical study [16, 45] is the current state-of-the-art system for reaching
motions in individuals with high tetraplegia (see Fig. 2(A) for an illustration of the system).
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The system used an implanted brain control interface to send commands to percutaneous
FES electrodes to control the triceps and biceps in the arm (elbow flexion/extension) as

well as control of hand and arm function. Unlike the MUNDUS project where all motion
was driven by FES, in the BrainGate2 system, shoulder ab/adduction was controlled via a

robotic mobile arm support. The FES system decodes neural commands to select a stimula

tion command setting from along a predetermined stimulation pattern to produce a desired

motion (see 2(B)). The system is able to produce more natural motions, and a subject able
to drink from a cup and self-feed in a much faster, though still relatively slow, period of
time, 20-40 seconds. The BrainGate2 system again demonstrated tremendous advance

ment for an individual with high tetraplegia due to SCI to be able to complete functional

tasks independently. However, when controlling multiple joints, the largest failure mode

(63% of all failures) were categorized as control interface challenges. These failures were
largely caused by the motion of the arm support leading to undesired coupled motions in
the other degrees of freedom. This also created a greater cognitive burden on the subject as

they tried to control multiple degrees of freedom with coupled dynamics. A low-level con
troller, with high-level inputs from the decoded neural signals, which controlled the arm as

a complete system with knowledge of the coupled dynamics could allow for fewer failures.

Additionally, in individuals where stimulation of the muscle in the shoulder produces tan
gible muscle contractions, removal of the robotic arm support could significantly decrease
the size, complexity, and power requirements of the system.

The Cleveland FES Center IST-12 system is a surgically implanted system for control
ling the arm and shoulder ofan individual with SCI [15, 20]. The system has 12 stimulation
channels to send stimulation to the muscles and two EMG channels for recording signals
that can be used for control (see Fig. 3). Communication to the device is via a radio

frequency link in the subject’s abdomen. When using the system, subjects typically require

a passive mobile arm support because their stimulated shoulder muscles are unable to sup
port the arm against gravity. However, all motion is actively controlled by FES and the
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Figure 2: (A) Experimental setup for the BrainGate2 clinical trial a robotic arm support for control
ling the shoulder motion and percutaneous FES electrodes for controlling elbow flexion/extension
and wrist/hand motions. (B) Stimulation patterns from which the neural signals are decoded to se
lect a desired stimulation to drive the arm to a desired position. Image is from [16] and is used with
permission
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Lower Pectoralis —
Musculocutaneous

Figure 3: Illustration of the IST-12 system showing the muscles and nerves which can be stimulated
by the device. Image is courtesy of the Cleveland FES Center.

device can control the arm as a complete system. Reaching motions have been achieved
in two subjects with tetraplegia via a set of preprogrammed reaching motions. These mo

tions were designed in simulation and then tuned by an engineer to account for differences
between the simulation and real subject. The preprogrammed stimulation patterns were a

great proof of concept that the shoulder and elbow can be completely controlled by FES.
However, preprogrammed patterns are not feasible to complete the large number of possi

ble reaching patterns necessary for every day life. Even if all motions could be developed
in simulation, the requirement of an engineer to tune the patterns to account for the unique

muscular characteristics of each individual with tetraplegia makes it an overwhelming task

to apply this technique for an everyday implementation of FES-driven reaching. For prac
tical implementation of an FES-driven reaching controller, the control scheme must be able

to achieve novel reaching motions that it has not been explicitly trained on.
The use of model learning techniques to develop subject-specific models of a subject’s
muscular abilities and their arm’s response to electrical stimulation has been shown to be
10

one of the most promising techniques to control the complete arm system. These meth

ods require a model-learning phase where the electrical stimulation is mapped to either
the force or torque produced by each muscle group. Razavian and McPhee [46-48] used

artificial neural networks to create a hand position dependent mapping of the stimulation
of muscles to the isometric 2D force produced. Their system uses this model to determine
the surface stimulation needed to activate five muscles (anterior deltoid, posterior deltoid,

biceps, triceps, and pectoralis major) to drive the shoulder and elbow to create desired posi
tioning of the subject’s hand in a 2D planar task-space. The models are used to decompose
the muscle forces at each point into muscle synergies which produce force that span the

space. A feedback controller is used to select a desired force and a linear combination
of muscle synergies is selected to produce that force. The system produced reaches with

a tracking error between 1-4 cm for planar motions. Additionally, the controller was im
plemented in healthy subjects which do not exhibit the aforementioned difficult issues in

muscle actuation seen in subjects with SCI. Expanding this controller to 3D reaching mo
tions in individuals with SCI significantly increases the complexity of the problem and has
yet to be reported as successfully implemented.

In prior work from my own lab, they have also worked to develop subject-specific mod

els ofa subject’s arm when driven with FES [49-51]. Working with the IST-12 system, they
have used semiparametric Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) models to map the electrical
stimulation input to the amount of isometric torque and/or force produced by each muscle

group. The models have successfully been used to control endpoint forces in the subject’s
workspace. Semiparametric GPR models have also been developed to model the dynamic

torques produced by stimulating the muscles of the arm [52]. However, due to the mus
cle weakness and denervation seen in subjects with SCI, planning trajectories with these
dynamic models was difficult due to there being many states which were uncontrollable.
In [52], uncontrollable states were solved using a robot, but for daily reaching motions

without robotic assistance, the controllability of the system at each state was be explic
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itly accounted for. To date, none of these techniques have been successful at controlling

complete arm, 3D reaching motions in individuals with high tetraplegia.

1.4

Research goals

The overall goal of the research presented in this dissertation is to build upon the previous
successes of model-based FES controllers and develop a subject-specific model based con
troller that is capable of achieving accurate complete-arm FES-controlled reaching motions

in individuals with high tetraplegia due to SCI. The research is broken into two main aims:

Aim 1: Develop a complete-arm FES-driven reaching controller that is capable of holding

static hand positions for an individual with high tetraplegia due to SCI.
In this aim, I demonstrate the effectiveness of using a subject specific model based feed
back controller to hold the arm in a static position. Previous controllers have demonstrated

the ability to achieve desired torques and forces [52, 53]. Additionally, many controllers

have demonstrated the ability to control single joints [31] or a couple joints in a rehabilita

tion setting [33]. However, to date, there has not been a controller which controls both the
shoulder and elbow degrees of freedom to achieve 3D hand positions in an individual with

tetraplegia. To complete this aim, we used model-learning methods to identify a configu

ration dependent model that mapped the muscle activation to the amount of force/torque
produced by the muscles. We then used this model as the basis of an open-loop controller
to hold 3D static wrist positions. After verifying that the open-loop controller, we added

feedback via a PID controller to improve the performance throughout the workspace.

Aim 2: Develop a subject-specific model-based control strategy to use FES to drive the

arm of an individual with high tetraplegia due to SCI along a desired path in the subject’s

workspace.
In this aim, I present a novel control strategy that uses the subject-specific model pre

sented in Aim 1 as the basis of a control strategy for 3D reaching motions. To date, there
12

has been limited success in controlling 3D reaching motions with FES especially when
accounting for the difficult muscular dynamics associated with individuals with SCI. Most

examples have required robotic assistance to control the shoulder [16, 43], worked in a
rehabilitation environment where the reaching tasks are repetitive [33], or have been planar
motions with healthy subjects [48]. In the work presented here, I demonstrate the need

to plan trajectories to ensure controllability along the desired path by accounting for the

subject-specific muscular capabilities of the individual who is being stimulated. I then

compare a feedforward-feedback control scheme to a model predictive control scheme in

a simulation of the arm. Finally, I implemented the model predictive controller in an in
dividual with high tetraplegia due to SCI and demonstrate its capability in controlling the
shoulder and elbow through 3D reaching motions.

1.5

Outline

This dissertation is divided into nine chapters.
• Chapter I discusses the background, motivation, and main aims of this dissertation.
• Chapter II presents a summary of the main methods used in the dissertation.
• Chapters III-IV address Aim 1 of the dissertation.
- Chapter III presents an open-loop control strategy for holding static 3D wrist

positions. The results validate the subject-specific model of the arm and its
response to stimulation and demonstrate the feasibility to use the models to

control full-arm reaching motions.
- Chapter IV presents a feedback control strategy for full-arm control of static 3D

wrist positions. The results demonstrate the feasibility to use a subject-specific

model the arm and its response to stimulation as the basis of a controller capable

of achieving 3D reaching motions in an individual with high tetraplegia due to

SCI.
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• Chapters V-VI address a series of practical improvements that led to the development

of the final controller presented in this dissertation.
- Chapter V compares a feedforward-feedback controller with a feedback only

controller to drive the arm to a desired wrist position without a planned path.

The large overshoot and oscillations, along with relatively low accuracy led to
the need to plan paths. Additionally, the large overshoot of the feedforward

feedback controller began to demonstrate the need for an open-loop controller

which directly accounts for the dynamics of the system. To build on these
results, we then present a simulation study to compare controlling the arm using
a quasi-static path. The results again demonstrated the need for path planning.

Additionally, due to the nonlinearities and time delays inherent to an FES driven
system, derivative gain was shown to increase oscillation and instead it was

shown that adding damping to the mobile arm support would create a more
suitable environment for accurate reaching.
- Chapter VI presents an attempt at completing straight line paths in a damped

environment. The overall results demonstrate the need for smarter path plan
ning than straight line paths as the arm was unable to reach all sections of the

workspace with equal accuracy (notably with low accuracy to the right half of
the workspace). Two additional advances to arise from this chapter: 1) devel

opment of a faster, day-of modeling procedure which finds a subject-specific

model in approximately 30 minutes by using the previously trained model hy
perparameters, and 2) the need for and a first attempt at handling feedback

overcompensation, when the controller asks for more torque than the muscles

can produce which can be a common problem in individuals with SCI due to

increased muscle weakness.
• Chapter VII addresses Aim 2 of the dissertation. It presents a simulation study which
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uses trajectory optimization methods to plan feasible trajectories and muscle acti

vation patterns that account for the specific capabilities of the subjects muscles. A

feedforward-feedback controller and a model predictive controller are then used to

control the arm through the desired trajectory. Using the methods developed in sim
ulation, we then practically implement a model predictive control scheme to control

full-arm 3D reaching motions in an individual with high tetraplegia due to spinal

cord injury.
• Chapter VIII concludes to the dissertation and points to future directions of research.
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CHAPTER II
A DESCRIPTION OF THE METHODS USED IN THIS DISSERTATION

This chapter serves to provide the reader with background knowledge of the underlying

methodology for the research presented in this dissertation. The research in this disser
tation uses model-learning methods including Gaussian process regression to learn the

statics of the subject’s arm and its response to stimulation. Trajectory optimization is used

to find feasible trajectories while accounting for the subject-specific muscle capabilities
and arm dynamics. Model predictive control is then used to control the arm through FESdriven reaching motions. In this chapter, we summarize these techniques which are the

basis of the dissertation research.
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Throughout the research presented in this dissertation, three main techniques are used
to model and control the arm: 1. Gaussian process regression, 2. Trajectory optimization,
and 3. model predictive control. We present a brief description of each of these methods

here.

2.1

Gaussian process regression

Throughout this dissertation, we train Gaussian process regression (GPR) models of the
arm’s statics and response to electrical stimulation. GPR is a “black-box”, Bayesian ma
chine learning method which creates a mapping from a query input, xq (which in our work

is the arm configuration or position), to the predicted output, f * (which in our models is the
torque or force measured by the robot), given a set of training inputs, X , and training out
puts, y. We use GPR over other nonparametric methods, such as artificial neural notworks,

due to the automated nature of determining the complexity of the model by maximizing
the marginal likelihood (see [1] for details on the quality of the model). Additionally, GPR

offers an explicit calculation of the uncertainty of the model at given locations in the input

space which may be useful for model update techniques or in determining better system
identification methods to better map the entire workspace. The methods presented here are

implemented using the GPML MATLAB toolbox which is based on [2]. I present a brief
summary of GPR here to provide background to the reader.

For a general regression problem, we select a subset of functions and attempt to deter
mine the parameters that best fit the data. Especially when considering complex functions

for which the expected shape of the function is difficult to predict, this technique can lead
to the regression model not being flexible enough to encompass all the detail of the function
if the selected function set is not complex enough or can lead to overfitting if the selected

function is more complex than that underlying data. GPR offers a solution to this issue in
that it considers all possible functions and then weights the functions which are more likely

based on the training data. To consider all possible functions, Gaussian processes are used.
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Figure 4: This image shows an example of Gaussian process regression with sample data. The prior
model uses a mean function of zero and squared exponential covariance. Once conditioned on the
training data (shown with zero noise), the posterior mean is drawn to the training outputs and the
uncertainty at points near the training data shrinks.

Gaussian processes are defined as “a collection of random variables, any finite number of

which have a joint Gaussian distribution.” GPR models create a joint distribution based on
the training data to determine a posterior distribution which can be used to predict the value
of the function. The act of predicting an output for a query is simply completed by condi

tioning the joint Gaussian distribution on the observations. Fig. 4 illustrates this technique.
The prior distribution is often considered to have a mean of zero. By conditioning the

prior distribution on the training observations, the posterior distribution includes only data
which fits the training data. The mean of the function posterior distribution corresponds to
the predicted output.

Mathematically, the joint distribution of the training observations with system noise,
(X, y), with Gaussian noise of variance ^22 and the query data points, (X*, f J, is de

scribed by
y

f*

~N

k (x, x )+- i )

K(x, x*)

K(X*, X)

K(X*, X*)

0
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(2.1)
)

where K(X , X) represents the covariance matrix for the training inputs with themselves,
K(X, X*) is the covariance matrix of the training inputs and the query inputs, and
K(X*, X *) is the covariance matrix of the query inputs with themselves. By conditioning
the distribution on the training data, the query outputs, f* can be predicted by

f * = K(X*, X)[K(X, X) + ■' I)]-1y.

(2.2)

The covariance matrix, K, represents the relationship between outputs of the function
relative to inputs. The standard covariance function used in this dissertation is the squared

exponential covariance function where each element of K is defined by
(x-x0)T (x-x0)

k(x,x0)= p1e

2p2

(2.3)

where p1 is the vertical scale and p2 is the length scale. These parameters are known as

hyperparameters, and they determine the effect on the predicted output the training data
has. The vertical scale determines how much the function can vary in magnitude. The

length scale affects how quickly the function can vary. Practically, the length scale weights

which training observations are “close enough” to effect the prediction. The act of training
a GPR model is to determine the optimal hyperparameters to best make predictions. To
determine the optimal hyperparameters, we select the hyperparameters which minimize
the log marginal likelihood which balances model complexity with fitting the training data.

In our experiments, we often use the GPML toolbox’s squared exponential with automatic
relevance detection covariance function. This function includes a separate length scale for

each dimension of the input space.
We also use semiparametric models in this dissertation [1]. These models follow much

the the nonparametric GPR method described above, but they incorporate an explicit basis

function to the prediction of the model. This parametric model is often a simple linear
model and allows predictions to be made in areas of the workspace with minimal training
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data. The nonparametric GPR model is then trained on the difference between the paramet

ric model and the training observations. By simply adding the parametric model prediction
with the GPR prediction, a predicted output can be found for any query point.

2.2

Trajectory optimization

To find feasible reaching trajectories, we use the trajectory optimization methods developed

in [3]. I present a summary of those methods here.

The method of direct collocation is used to solve the trajectory optimization. Direct
collocation transforms the dynamics problem into a constrained nonlinear optimization
problem. As opposed to the shooting method which optimizes the initial conditions and
open-loop controls of the trajectory, direct collocation attempts to optimize the entire state
and control trajectory at one time. This allows for a more computationally efficient solution.

In this method, the trajectory is discretized over n nodes equally spaced in the time domain.

The trajectory optimization seeks to calculate the state of the system (joint angles and
joint velocities in this dissertation), and input to the system (in our case, muscle activa

tions), at each node. An objective function, f (x, u), is developed where x represents that
vector of states at all nodes and u represents the vector of inputs at all nodes.

The constraints of the optimization problem must then be defined. The state and input
to the system can be bounded. Additionally, task constraints are defined. For example,
these constraints include starting and ending at the desired arm configuration. The final
requirement for trajectory optimization is the addition of dynamics constraints. A model of

the system dynamics is required for this constraint. Between each node, the semi-implicit

Euler method is used to predict the dynamics of the system based on the state and inputs at
the nodes. The dynamics constraint ensures that the predicted state at each node based on
the state, dynamics, and input need to be consistent with the dynamical model.

Once the problem is defined, IPOPT [4] was used to solve the constrained nonlinear
program for the optimal trajectory. The optimal trajectory consists of the states and in
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puts at each node which minimize the objective function while meeting the bounds, task
constraints, and dynamical constraints.

2.3

Model predictive control

Model predictive control (MPC) is a powerful tool for controlling dynamical systems. It

seeks to find the optimal control inputs which best produce the desired trajectory based on

a model of the system dynamics. With an accurate model, MPC is especially well suited
to handle situations where there are system constraints on the inputs or states because
those constraints can be explicitly defined in the optimization problem. It is this ability to

handle input constraints which makes it a valuable tool in controlling reaching motions in
individuals with spinal cord injuries. The methods used in this dissertation are developed

in [5]. I present a summary for completeness here.

For a given state, x, and input, u, at time t = k and a discretized state-space model of
the system dynamics, A, B, C, D, the next state and output of the system at t = k + 1 of
the system can be predicted by

x(k + 1) = Ax(k) + Bu(k)

(2.4)

y(k) = Cx(k) + Du(k)

(2.5)

. For the controller developed in this dissertation, it is assumed that D = 0. Model pre
dictive control uses these equations to predict the state of the system based on the inputs
applied. To add integral action to the controller, the state is augmented to include the cur

rent control input and the state-space matrices are augmented as well. The new control
input is defined as the change in control input from time-step k to k + 1, Au, and the
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augmented state-space system becomes

x(k + 1)

AB

x(k)

B

^u(k)

(2.6)

+ DAu(k).

(2.7)

+
u(k)

0I

u(k - 1)

I

x(k)

y(k) = [CD]

u(k - 1)

For a given state and desired trajectory, the state-space matrices are found by linearizing
a nonlinear dynamic model of the system about the current state of the system. These

matrices are then augmented as above and assumed constant for the control calculations.
The controller aims to select the input commands which minimize the objective function
ny

nu -1

J = Xe(k + i)Te(k + i) + A X Au(k + i)TAu(k + i).

(2.8)

i=0

i=1

The first term of the equation minimizes the error, e(k + i), for a given time-step which

is defined as the estimated output as calculated by equations (2.7) subtracted from a de
sired reference trajectory. The prediction horizon, ny , determines for how many time steps

forward the model predicts states and system error. In an ideal situation, the controller
would use an infinite horizon, however, computational limits require a smaller horizon.
The second term minimizes the change in control input and functions as an effort limiting
and control input smoothing term. The control horizon, nu , determines the number of time

steps forward that the controller optimizes control inputs. For time steps nu < i < ny,
Au = 0. The lumped scalar weighting A is used to weight the importance to the optimiza

tion of minimizing the change in system input. Increasing A results in less variability in the
system inputs.

The optimization problem is formulated as a quadratic program with the required con
straints on the inputs and state. When the optimal change in control input for the entire

control horizon is determined, the change in control input for the next time step is applied
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to the system. The new control input is then calculated by u(k) = u(k

— 1) + Au.

The

system applies the new control input and the optimization begins again to find the optimal

control input for the next time-step.
There are a few limitations of an MPC controller. The accuracy of the model is critical

to the controller performance. As described in [5], the MPC controller presented here acts

as a state feedback controller with integral action. However, the controller is not robust
to large errors in the model. If the nonlinear model is not an accurate representation of

the real system or there are large errors produced by linearizing the system, the controller

will not produce accurate control. It is possible to perform MPC control directly with the
nonlinear model, but the computational burden makes it currently impractical to implement

with our system. Even with the linearized state-space matrices, the computational burden
can be high as a quadratic program needs to be solved at every time-step. The control and

prediction horizons must be tuned to achieve desired performance in the amount of time

available between time steps.

2.4
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CHAPTER III
EVALUATING AN OPEN-LOOP FUNCTIONAL ELECTRICAL STIMULATION

CONTROLLER FOR HOLDING THE SHOULDER AND ELBOW CONFIGURATION
OF A PARALYZED ARM

Function electrical stimulation is a promising solution to restore reaching motions to in

dividuals with paralyzed limbs due to spinal cord injuries. In this chapter, I present our
method of modeling the arm and its response to electrical stimulation.

We develop a

subject-specific, data-driven model that is capable of predicting the required joint torques
needed to hold a desired arm configuration and the torques produced by stimulating the

muscles in a given configuration. This model will form the basis of all controllers moving
forward in this dissertation. To validate the model, we demonstrated its capabilities to be

used as an open-loop controller to hold static wrist positions.

Conference publication:

1. Derek N Wolf and Eric M Schearer. Evaluating an open-loop functional electrical stimulation con
troller for holding the shoulder and elbow configuration of a paralyzed arm. In 2017 International
Conference on Rehabilitation Robotics (ICORR), pages 789-794. IEEE, 2017.
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ABSTRACT

Functional electrical stimulation (FES) is a promising solution for restoring functional mo

tion to individuals with paralysis, but the potential for achieving full-arm reaching motions

with FES for various desired tasks has not been realized. We present an open-loop con
troller capable of calculating and applying the necessary muscle stimulations to hold the

wrist of an individual with high tetraplegia at any desired position. We used the controller

to hold the wrist at a series of static positions. The controller was capable of discrimi
nating between different wrist positions. The average distance to the target wrist position,

or accuracy, was 7.7 cm. The average radius of the 95% confidence ellipsoid for a set of
trials with the same muscle stimulations, or precision, was 6.7 cm. Adding feedback or
online model updates will likely improve the accuracy for tasks requiring finer control. The

controller is a good first step to controlling full-arm motions with FES.

3.1

Introduction

There are approximately 282,000 individuals with spinal cord injuries (SCI) in the United

States, of which 58.8% have some level of tetraplegia [1]. For these individuals with
tetraplegia, the loss of functional motion in their upper extremities severely limits their
quality of life, and restoring arm and hand function is their greatest priority for improving

their quality of life [2]. Functional electrical stimulation (FES) is a promising technology

for restoring function to individuals with SCI.
FES restores function in individuals with SCI by stimulating the paralyzed muscles
to activate in desired patterns. FES has demonstrated success in restoring functions to
subjects with SCI including standing [3], bowel control [4], and hand function [5]. These

functions are typically achieved using fixed stimulation patterns. We aim to build upon
these achievements in FES control to restore shoulder and arm function to patients with

paralysis of their upper limbs due to high-level tetraplegia.
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Full-arm reaching has been achieved in simulation using various controllers includ
ing artificial neural networks, PD, and PID controllers [6][7]. Practical implementation

of these strategies with human subjects with high tetraplegia has proven difficult due to

the complexity of the arm and shoulder systems and differences between the computer
model and human subjects. Notable successes in FES-controlled full-arm reaching are the

MUNDUS project [8] and the neuroprosthesis developed by the Cleveland FES Center [9].
Both projects significantly improved the subjects’ abilities to perform activities of daily

living, providing functions such as wiping the nose or lifting a cup to drink through a straw.

MUNDUS achieves joint motion through controlling a single degree of freedom at a time

while using an exoskeleton to lock the other motions. This technique does not exploit the
redundancy of the arm to achieve different paths to the same target or modulate stiffness,

thus limiting the flexibility of the tasks to be achieved. For the Cleveland FES Center
neuroprosthesis, expert-tuned, predefined stimulation patterns are used to achieve reaching
tasks. These specific motion patterns are useful for exercise routines and specific motions,

but the lack of flexibility limits everyday practicality.

Full-arm functions are goal directed, and to achieve these goals, an individual must be

able to move their arm to any place within their workspace to account for variations in the
goal. For example, while eating a meal, the food and utensils will not be in the same place

every day. The sheer number of possible goal positions makes retraining the controller for

each goal improbable. Therefore, there exists a need for the development of a controller

which can determine the stimulation commands necessary to achieve any desired task.
As a solution to this need, we, along with our colleagues, have developed a method for

identifying a data-driven, subject-specific model of an arm driven by FES [10]. The model
uses semiparametric Gaussian regression to estimate the arm’s dynamics and response to

stimulation. We aim to use this model as part of a controller to move the wrist of a subject

with tetraplegia along any desired path. Given a desired goal path, our model can be used
to determine the stimulation commands to achieve the goal. Our working hypothesis is that
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reaching can be achieved by quasi-static tracking control, e.g. moving from static point to

static point along a path from starting position to goal position. In this study, as a first step
to this quasi-static control, we have focused on achieving static wrist positions. We use the

model to determine the open-loop stimulation inputs necessary to achieve the desired static
wrist position. These inputs are used to control the arm of a person with tetraplegia.
We completed this study as an initial step in developing a practical FES control strategy

for functional reaching in an individual with tetraplegia. The overall goal was to mea
sure the efficacy of our model as an open-loop controller for holding static wrist positions.
Specifically, we quantified the accuracy and the precision of the controller.

Preliminary results of this study were presented in [11].

3.2

Materials and Methods

To evaluate the controller, we identified the model for a subject with high tetraplegia and
an implanted neuroprosthesis, selected target wrist positions, and calculated and executed

the stimulations necessary to achieve the targets. The model was identified on day one,
and the accuracy and precision of the controller were tested over two subsequent days. The

three-day process was completed twice.
3.2.1

Experimental Setup

We performed the experiments with a single human subject with tetraplegia. The subject

was a 59-year-old female who sustained a hemisection of the spinal cord at the C1-C2 level.
She is unable to move her right arm but does have sensation. She experiences hypertonia in

some of the arm muscles. Additionally, the subject’s wheelchair is equipped with a passive

arm support to assist against the force of gravity. More details can be found in [12] (subject

1).

The subject is implanted with a stimulator-telemeter in her abdomen [13][14][15]. This
device has leads which carry current to intramuscular electrodes [16] and nerve cuff elec
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trodes [17] to activate muscles in her right arm and shoulder complex. We refer to each

muscle or group of muscles stimulated by a single electrode as a muscle group. In this ex

periment, we controlled the nine muscle groups. Power and control signals are sent to the
implanted device via an inductive radio-frequency link. Muscle stimulation uses bi-phasic,
charge balanced pulses delivered at 13 Hz. The amplitude of the pulses is determined for

each muscle group. The force generated by each muscle group is controlled by varying the

pulse-width (referred to as the stimulation input) from 0-250 ^s. The vector of stimulation

inputs for every muscle group is the control input. We send stimulation commands to the
implant using real-time control code on a computer. Appropriate stimulation and amplitude
limits were determined for subject safety. The controller commands cannot exceed these
limits. Protocols used for this research were approved by the institutional review boards

at Cleveland State University (IRB NO. 30213-SCH-HS) and MetroHealth Medical Center

(IRB NO. 04-00014).
Data for developing the model were gathered using a HapticMaster (Moog FCS) robot

with three degrees of freedom. The robot records the 3D forces and position of its end
effector. An Optotrak Certus Motion Capture System (Northern Digital, Inc.) was used to
capture data which was used to estimate the arm’s configuration by adding smoothing to

the extended Kalman filter method and MATLAB® code from [18]. The arm’s configura

tion was defined by the joint positions of the shoulder elevation plane, shoulder elevation,
shoulder rotation, elbow flexion, and elbow pronation as defined in [19].
3.2.2

Model Identification

We developed a three-part model consisting of: 1. inverse statics (the mapping from config

uration to joint torque) 2. muscle torque production (the mapping from configuration and
activation to the torques produced) and 3. recruitment curves (the mapping from muscle

group stimulation to activation). The model was identified using the approach defined in
[10]. A summary is presented here for completeness.
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(a) Identification of arm statics; No muscle stimulation

(b) Identification of muscle torque production; Stimulation of one muscle group

Figure 5: This shows an illustration of the model identification. The torques from the robot, tr, are
the shoulder and elbow torques which would produce the same static position as the force applied by
the robot during a trial. For a given joint configuration, x, when no muscle groups are stimulated (a),
the robot torques are equal to the torques, p(x), required to hold the arm in the configuration. With
one muscle group stimulated at 100%, the robot torques are equal to the difference between p(x)
and the torques produced by the muscles. For each trial, we choose the muscle group activation,
compute the robot torques, and use our identification technique to determine the arm statics and
muscle torque production blocks.

To gather data for the model identification, a robot held the subject’s wrist at a series of

positions within the subject’s workspace. The subject’s wrist was connected to the robot via

a ball-in-socket joint that does not transmit torque. The robot was equipped with a three
dimensional force sensor at its end-effector. For each position, the kinematic Jacobian of

the arm at the wrist was used to transform the force recorded by the robot into the joint
torques,

tr,

about the shoulder and elbow which would produce the equivalent force.

To determine the arm statics, the robot held the arm in a position with zero muscle

stimulation (Fig. 5(a)), as such all muscle activations, a, are zero. Therefore,

tr = p(x)
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(3.1)

where p(x) are the the torques necessary to hold the arm in the static configuration, x,
determined by the shoulder elevation plane, shoulder elevation, shoulder rotation, elbow
flexion, and elbow pronation as defined in [19].
To determine the torque production of a single muscle group, the muscle group was
stimulated at its maximum stimulation command (Fig. 5(b)) so that a was a vector of all

zeros except for an activation of one for a single muscle group. The calculated joint torques
from the robot are then defined by the difference of the robot torques with zero stimulation
and during stimulation,
tr

where R(x)

e

= p(x) — R(x)a,

R4x9 is the linear mapping of muscle activation to joint torque and

(3.2)
p(x)

are the torques when stimulating no muscles. The assumptions of the forces produced by

muscles combining in a linear fashion was validated in [20]. Each row of R(x) represents
the torque about each degree of freedom. Elbow pronation torque is omitted as it does

not affect the position of the wrist which is the focus of our study. Each column of R(x)
represents the amount of torque produced in each degree of freedom by 100% activation

of a muscle group. The elements in R(x) are determined by subtracting the total torque,
p(x) — R(x)a, during stimulation from the previously identified inverse static torques.

This process of determining p(x) and R(x) for a joint configuration, x, was completed

for 27 positions within the subject’s workspace. The sets of 27 positions were repeated
as many times as possible in the allotted time (5 for maximization experiments and 6 for

minimization experiments as defined in section 3.2.4). Within each set, the order of posi

tions was randomized, and the order of muscle group activations was randomized for each
position. The data was used to train a semiparametric Gaussian process regression (GPR)

[21] which can be used to determine p(x) and R(x) for any configuration, x, within the
subject’s workspace.

The mapping from the stimulation input to the muscle group activation, known as the
recruitment curve, was identified using the deconvolved ramp method [22].
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Figure 6: Controller block diagram

Model methodology adjustments throughout the dissertation

For the model presented in this chapter, the input to the model is the configuration of the
arm defined as the joint angles. The model is then used to determine the torques produced
by each muscle. Throughout the dissertation, we worked with different definitions of the

arm configuration and with force-space vs torque-space models. These changes will be

discussed in each chapter as they are used. The general modeling process is largely the
same regardless of these adjustments.
3.2.3

Controller

Using the model presented in section 3.2.2, our controller determines and applies the open

loop stimulation inputs necessary to hold a desired set of joint angles. An illustration of
the controller is seen in Fig. 6. The controller first maps the desired joint positions to the
joint torques necessary to hold those positions. The muscle group activations necessary to
achieve the desired torques are then determined and mapped to the stimulation inputs and

applied to the arm.

The inputs to the controller are the desired joint positions, x,

G

R5, that correspond

to the desired wrist position. The joint positions are the shoulder elevation plane, shoulder

elevation, shoulder rotation, elbow flexion, and elbow pronation. The first block of the
controller uses the GPR model of arm statics to calculate the desired joint torques, p(x,),
necessary to hold the configuration. The next block of the controller uses the GPR model

of muscle torque production to identify the elements of the mapping from joint torques to

muscle group activations, R(x,).
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Knowing the desired joint torques, p(x*), and the mapping, R(x*), we calculate the
muscle activations, a, by solving R(x*)a = p(x*). R(x*) is not square as there are more
muscle groups than degrees of freedom. Therefore, this becomes an optimization problem
of the form
minimize:

||a||2

a

subject to:

R(x*)a = p(x*)

ai

E [0,1]

•

(3.3)

Vi e {1, 2,..., 9}

A quadratic programming routine is used to solve (3.3). The routine returns a set of muscle

activations if a feasible solution is found or a flag if a solution is not found.
Equation (3.3) can be solved for both minimizing and maximizing the muscle acti
vations. A good starting point would be to minimize the activations to limit the energy

usage and fatigue. However, minimizing the muscle activations limits co-contraction. Co

contraction of antagonist muscles has been observed in able bodied movements and results
in benefits such as increased damping to limit overshoot [23]. In the present study both
maximization and minimization of muscle activations were tested.
If a feasible solution to (3.3) is found, the recruitment curves are inverted (third block of
the controller) to determine the stimulation inputs to achieve the desired muscle activations.
These stimulation inputs are sent to the stimulator to be applied to the arm.
3.2.4

Static Hold Experiments

To evaluate the controller’s ability to hold static positions, we quantified the accuracy and

precision of the controller at various targets in the subject’s workspace during four sessions
held on separate days. For each individual trial, the robot moved the subject’s wrist to the

desired target position. With the robot holding the wrist stationary, the calculated stimula

tion input was applied to the arm. After holding for one second, the robot allowed the arm
to move freely depending on the stimulation of the muscles for 5 seconds. The final wrist

position was recorded. A perfect controller would result in a stationary wrist position for
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the entire trial, while a less than perfect model would result in movement away from the

starting position.

The targets were selected as the nearest feasible positions (as determined by the ability
of the controller to solve (3.3)) to the 27 targets used in the model identification. For each

target, the stimulation input to hold each position was calculated. For one set of experi

ments, the maximum muscle activations were found (referred to as maximization experi

ments). For the second set of experiments, the minimum muscle activations were found
(minimization experiments). The experiments were repeated twice, 2 days after model
identification and 7 days after model identification, as determined by subject availability.

For each set, the targets were completed in a random order. The number of sets completed
each day was determined by the allotted time.
To start each day of experimentation, every target position was tested for subject com

fort. If the subject reported any discomfort in a target position, the target was removed
from all future trials. Due to the varying nature of the subject’s muscles, especially mus
cle tone, the comfortably reachable workspace varied from day to day. For a single set of
experiments, the targets on the second day of testing were the same as the first day except

for those targets which were removed due to subject discomfort on the second day. For
the maximization experiments, we tested 13 sets of 15 targets on day one and 10 sets of

13 targets on the second day. For the minimization experiments, we tested 12 sets of 22

targets on day one and 13 sets of 20 targets on day two.
3.2.5

Data Analysis

The accuracy of each trial of the static hold experiments was defined as the Euclidean

distance from the final wrist position and the target wrist position. For a set of trials, the
accuracy was the average of all trials in the set. The precision, r, for a set of trials is defined

by
r = VxAmax,
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(3.4)

where Amax is the maximum eigenvalue of the covariance matrix for the end positions of
the trials and represents the largest spread of the points in any direction. x is the inverse of
the chi-squared cumulative distribution function. In this case, for three dimensions and a

95% confidence, x = 7.8147. r is thus equal to half the length of the maximum axis for the
95% confidence ellipsoid of the data. Therefore, r represents the radius of a sphere which
will encompass 95% of the final positions from the distribution of the set.
A 1-way ANOVA was completed to determine if the accuracy and precision were sig

nificantly different for maximizing and minimizing the muscle activations.

3.3

Results

The controller is able to hold and discriminate between a variety of wrist positions. This can
be seen in Fig. 7 which shows the 95% confidence ellipsoid calculated using the standard

error of the mean of the final positions for each target of a representative set of trials. For
the most part, the ellipsoids do not overlap demonstrating the mean wrist position for one

set of muscle stimulations is different than for another set of muscle stimulations.
A representative example of a target with 12 repetitions from the first day of minimiza

tion experiments is shown in Fig. 8(a). The accuracy was 11.5 cm, and the precision was
14.0 cm. Fig. 8(b) shows a representative example of a target with 13 repetitions from the

first day of maximization experiments. The accuracy was 2.6 cm, and the precision was
3.7 cm.

The accuracy and precision were quantified for all targets. For the maximization exper
iments, the mean accuracy (standard deviation) was 6.3 cm (2.7 cm) for day 1 and 6.5 cm

(3.5 cm) for day 2. For the minimization experiments, the mean accuracy was 8.5 cm
(5.2 cm) for day 1 and 8.5 cm (3.8 cm) for day 2. The average accuracy for all trials was
7.7 cm (4.2 cm).

The mean precision (standard deviation) was 6.0 cm (2.0 cm) for day 1 of the maxi
mization experiments and 8.9 cm (2.7 cm) for day 2. For the minimization experiments,
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Figure 7: Representative example showing the mean final positions and 95% confidence ellipsoids
for the mean for the targets in day one of the minimization experiments. This image shows the
ability of the controller to discriminate between positions in the workspace.

the mean precision was 6.1 cm (4.1 cm) for day 1 and 6.6 cm (3.3 cm) for day 2. The
average precision for all targets was 6.7 cm (3.4 cm).

Maximizing the muscle activations resulted in a significantly better accuracy than min
imizing the muscle activation (p = 4.3e-13). There was not a significant difference in the

precision of maximization experiments and the minimization experiments (p = 0.2).
The final positions of some trials were limited by the workspace of the robot and not

by the subject or stimulation. For maximization experiments, 8.3% of the trials finished
at the limit of the robot workspace. For the minimization experiments, 44.1% of the trials

finished at the limit of the robot workspace.
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3.4

Discussion and Conclusion

In this study, we have presented an open-loop controller for holding any feasible static wrist
position with an FES-controlled paralyzed human arm. Most importantly, the controller is

capable of holding and discriminating between wrist positions.

The accuracy of 7.7 cm was similar to the accuracy achieved by [24]. Controlling el

bow joint angle tracking using feedback and co-activation of antagonist muscles, the au
thors achieved a root-mean-square error of approximately 9° for trajectories with no dis

turbance. Using the measured length of our subject’s arm, 57 cm, and translating the error
to the shoulder joint, the same joint angle error would result in a wrist position error of
9.0 cm. While our controller has only been demonstrated for static positions, having sim

ilar accuracy without feedback while including the degrees of freedom in the shoulder is

encouraging moving forward.
The accuracy found in this study is useful in many applications similar to those achieved
in other studies [8][9]. If the accuracy of 7.7 cm (about the length of a finger) was main

tained for an entire trajectory, a person could successfully comb one’s hair or move food
from a plate to their mouth with some head movement to account for the error in final
position. For finer movements, such as picking up food with a fork, improved accuracy
may be necessary. The controller presented in this study achieved this accuracy without

limiting the flexibility of the achievable tasks in that it is capable of determining the stim
ulation inputs for any feasible wrist position and has the potential to modulate the stiffness

by solving (3.3) with an objective other than the maximization and minimization of muscle
activations.

The average precision of 6.7 cm implies that applying the same stimulation inputs to
the muscles produces similar results during a single day of experiments. The experiment

has not been completed over enough days to make conclusions about the the results of a
stimulation pattern over several days. The controller’s achieved precision is encouraging

for its continued use moving forward. For performing quasi-static control of the wrist, this
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precision means the controller can place the wrist at unique points 6.7 cm apart. This may
not be fine enough for some tasks such as picking up a small piece of food with a fork.

For fine motions, further strategies are necessary to improve the overall performance of
the controller. The most obvious place to start would be the addition of feedback to our
controller. A similar combination of a nonlinear model and feedback has performed well

in simulation [6]. Additionally, model identification the day of the experiment may result
in better results. At the current time, the model identification process takes too long to both

identify the model and perform control experiments in a single day. Simpler methods for
identification have been tested [24], but they use large assumptions (such as linearity) which
may result in errors and differences between subjects. There exists a need for identifying

or updating the models to be used the same day.

Some trials resulted in a final wrist position at the limits of the robot’s workspace. The

error we measured for these trials is likely smaller than if the movement was not con
strained by the robot. Additionally, trials constrained by the robot’s limits may result in a
tighter grouping of final wrist positions. These facts likely have some effect on the overall

accuracy and precision numbers we present, especially for the minimization experiments,

where 44% of all trials ended at the limits of the robot’s workspace. During these ex

periments, it was observed that the arm frequently fell to the lower limits of the robot.
Additionally, the minimization experiments frequently ended up with the subject’s arm ex

tended to the right edge of the robot’s workspace. Minimizing muscle activations results
in less co-contraction. Without co-contraction, there is not an antagonist muscle to offset
the movement that occurs due to model error. This is similar to the results in [23] and [24]
showing co-contraction increases the stiffness of the joint.

This study presents a method of open-loop control of an FES-controlled paralyzed hu
man arm. Our controller is able to accurately and consistently hold feasible static wrist

positions. For fine movements, improved performance may be necessary. Adding feed
back to the controller may provide the best opportunity to do so. Using this controller,
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FES-controlled full-arm reaching can be achieved by commanding a sequence of static

positions along a path connecting a starting position to a goal position.
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(a) A target with an accuracy of
precision of 14.0 cm

11.5 cm

and

(b) A target with an accuracy of 2.5 cm and
precision of 3.7 cm

Figure 8: Representative examples showing the accuracy and precision for a single target (Cyan
represents the target, blue represents the mean final position, green represents the final position of
the individual trials, and red represents the 95% confidence ellipsoid used to calculate the precision).
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CHAPTER IV

HOLDING STATIC ARM CONFIGURATIONS WITH FEEDBACK CONTROL OF

FUNCTIONAL ELECTRICAL STIMULATION
Functional electrical stimulation offers promise as a solution to restore the ability to com
plete reaching motions to individuals with paralyzed limbs due to spinal cord injury. As a

step to achieving FES-controlled reaching motions, we present a controller that is capable

of selecting and applying the required stimulation to hold a subject’s wrist at a desired

location. I describe our modeling procedure in detail again, and then use the model as the
basis ofa combined feedforward and feedback controller. With the addition of feedback, our

controller is able to compensate for errors in the model to hold static, three-dimensional
wrist positions significantly better than with open-loop control. The main contribution of

this chapter is the development of a data-driven-model-based feedback controller for 3
dimensional wrist-position control of an FES-controlled paralyzed human arm.

Publication:

1. Derek N. Wolf and Eric M. Schearer. Holding Static Arm Configurations With Functional Electrical
Stimulation: A Case Study. IEEE Transactions on Neural Systems and Rehabilitation Engineering,
26(10):2044-2052, Oct 2018. ISSN 1534-4320.doi: 10.1109/TNSRE.2018.2866226.
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ABSTRACT

Functional electrical stimulation (FES) is a promising solution for restoring functional
motion to individuals with paralysis, but the potential for achieving any desired full-arm

reaching motion has not been realized. We present a combined feedforward-feedback con

troller capable of automatically calculating and applying the necessary muscle stimula

tions to hold the wrist of an individual with high tetraplegia in a desired static position. We

used the controller to hold a complete arm configuration to maintain a series of static wrist
positions. The average distance to the target wrist position, or accuracy, was 2.9 cm. The

precision is defined as the radius of the 95% confidence ellipsoid for the final positions of
a set of trials with the same muscle stimulations and starting position. The average preci

sion was 3.7 cm. The control architecture used in this study to hold static positions has the

potential to control arbitrary reaching motions.

4.1

Introduction

For approximately 166,000 individuals in the United States living with some level of
tetraplegia, the loss of functional motion in their upper extremities limits their ability to

self-feed, groom themselves, and perform other activities of daily living [1]. For these in
dividuals, their greatest priority for functional recovery is the restoration of arm and hand

function [2]. Functional electrical stimulation (FES) is a promising technology for restor
ing full-arm reaching function to individuals with spinal cord injuries (SCI).

FES restores function in individuals with SCI by stimulating paralyzed muscles to acti

vate in desired patterns. FES has demonstrated success in restoring functions to individuals

with SCI including standing [3], bowel control [4], and hand function [5]. These functions

have typically been achieved using fixed stimulation patterns. Implementing fixed stimu
lation patterns to control full-arm reaching has been attempted [6], but these methods lack
the flexibility to achieve any goal-directed task and to account for the complexity of the
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shoulder and arm mechanics.
More flexible methods have been developed to select the stimulation commands re

quired to control the arm’s joint or wrist position. Many strategies have been imple
mented in computer simulations including using an optimized proportional-derivative con
troller [7], combined feedforward-feedback controllers [8], reinforcement learning [9], and

threshold control [10]. While these, and other controllers, have proven successful in simu

lation, in practice, application has been limited due to the differences between the models
and constantly changing real-world arm dynamics.
Most practically applied control strategies for reaching motions have, to this point,

treated the joints independently instead of as a complete arm system. The MUltimodal

Neuroprosthesis for daily Upper limb Support (MUNDUS) project successfully achieved
some reaching tasks by using an exoskeleton to lock all degrees of freedom (DOF) except

for the single joint currently being actively controlled [11]. However, this method does not
take advantage of the kinematic redundancy of the arm which allows an individual to reach

points in their workspace following different trajectories. Additionally, this system results
in slower, less smooth movements than standard reaching motions.

The most advanced FES-controlled reaching system, demonstrated as part of the BrainGate2 clinical trial, used a percutaneous FES system controlled via an intracortical brain

computer interface [12]. The system controlled each joint simultaneously, but still treated
the joints as independent. Using a low level controller which independently controlled each

joint, it was difficult for the participant to accurately control the multiple degrees of free
dom necessary to complete full-arm reaching motions. The system also did not control the

shoulder using FES, which would significantly increase the difficulty of control due to the

increased degrees of freedom.

Model-based controllers which seek to control the entire arm system have been de

veloped to overcome these obstacles. Parameterized models have had some success in

controlling two muscles in rehabilitation of stroke patients [13, 14], but assessing the pa
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rameters of all muscles necessary for complete arm control requires significantly larger
amounts of data. Nonparametric models have thus been developed to eliminate the need
of direct parameter identification. We have previously demonstrated that these methods,
used in open-loop control, are capable of holding and differentiating between desired wrist

positions in the reachable workspace [15]. However, feedback is necessary to achieve the
accuracy required for many reaching tasks.

Feedback control of planar arm tasks has been achieved in healthy individuals using

a model-based controller [16]. The authors used an artificial neural network to map the
configuration in task space to the forces the muscles produce. The shift to a task-space (as

opposed to a joint-space) controller makes planning and feedback more intuitive as this is
the space in which the reaching is occurring. Overall, this technique was very successful

in planar reaching and may be useful for some tasks, but many other tasks require three

dimensional movements (for example, moving food from a plate to the mouth). Removing
the constraints of a planar workspace significantly complicates the problem.

To apply these ideas to practical, three-dimensional control of an impaired arm driven

by FES, we propose using a similar model-based method that isn’t subject to planar con

straints and controls the whole-arm system instead of individual joints. We present a
combined feedforward-feedback task-space controller. We identify a data-driven, person
specific model of an arm driven by FES which provides a feedforward aspect of the con
troller. Feedback is added to the system via a positional PID controller. The controller then
uses the model to calculate the muscle stimulations necessary to achieve the desired wrist

position.
We completed this study to test the feasibility of the presented control architecture for

controlling full-arm reaching movements with FES. The main goal for the project was
to evaluate the performance of the combined feedforward-feedback controller for holding

static wrist positions with an FES driven arm.
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4.2

Methods

To assess the controller, we identified the model for an individual with high tetraplegia
and an implanted neuroprosthesis and then used the model as the basis of a feedforward

feedback controller (referred to as the feedback+ controller) to calculate and execute the

muscle stimulation commands necessary to achieve a series of desired wrist target posi
tions. For the set of experiments, the model was identified over the course of a day, and the

controller was tested over two additional days. For simplicity, the two days of controller
testing will be referred to as Day One and Day Two respectively.

Each day of the experiments took place during a four-hour time block. Approximately
one hour was used to set up the motion capture system and the participant. The participant

would then take a half-hour break to eat lunch. The experimentation took place during the
remaining 2.5 hours with short breaks whenever the participant requested.
4.2.1

Experimental Setup

We completed the experiments with a single human participant who has high tetraplegia.

The participant was a 60-year-old female who sustained a hemisection of the spinal cord at
the C1-C2 level. She is unable to voluntarily move her right arm (the arm with which we

performed our experiments) but does have sensation. She experiences hypertonia in some
of the arm muscles. The participant’s wheelchair is equipped with a passive arm support

which produces a comfortable and achievable workspace by using elastic bands to assist

against the force of gravity. The arm support results in a resting equilibrium position with
the wrist approximately at the height of the participant’s chest. More details can be found

in [17] (Subject 1).

The participant is implanted with a stimulator-telemeter in her abdomen [18-20]. The
device has leads which transmit current to intramuscular electrodes [21] and nerve cuff

electrodes [22] activating muscles in her right arm and shoulder complex. We refer to each
muscle or group of muscles stimulated by a single electrode as a muscle group. In this
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experiment, we controlled the nine muscle groups shown in Table I. Power and control
signals are sent by a computer to the implanted device via an inductive radio-frequency

link. Muscle stimulation uses bi-phasic, charge balanced pulses delivered at 13 Hz. The
amplitude of the pulses is constant for each muscle group. The force generated by each

muscle group is controlled by varying the pulse-width (referred to as the stimulation input)
from 0-250 ^s. The maximum stimulation input for each muscle was determined as the
point when no additional muscle force was achieved or the participant reported discomfort
(shown in the last column of Table I). The vector containing the stimulation inputs for

every muscle group is the control input. Stimulation commands are sent to the implant

using real-time control code on a computer. Protocols used for this research were approved
by the institutional review boards at Cleveland State University (IRB NO. 30213-SCH-HS)
and MetroHealth Medical Center (IRB NO. 04-00014).
Table I: Summary of stimulation electrodes used
Current

Max

Amplitude (mA)

Pulse Width (us)

nerve cuff

2.1

250

arm abduction

nerve cuff

2.1

23

latissimus dorsi

arm adduction

nerve cuff

0.8

10

long thoracic nerve

serratus anterior

scapular abduction

nerve cuff

1.4

20

musculocutaneous

biceps, brachialis

elbow flexion

nerve cuff

0.8
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suprascapular

supraspinatus,

shoulder stability,

nerve cuff

1.4

62

nerve

infraspinatus

humeral roation

rhomboids

rhomboids

scapular adduction

intramuscular

18.0

107

lower pectoralis

lower pectoralis

shoulder horizontal flexion

intramuscular

18.0

22

upper pectoralis

upper pectoralis

shoulder horizontal flexion

intramuscular

20.0

25

Electrode

Muscles

Approximate

Placement

Targeted

Function

radial nerve

triceps

elbow extension

axillary nerve

deltoids

thoracodorsal nerve

Type

nerve

To identify the model, we gathered data using a HapticMaster (Moog FCS) robot with

three degrees of freedom. The robot records the 3D forces and positions of its end-effector.
An Optotrak Certus Motion Capture System (Northern Digital, Inc.) captured data used to

estimate the arm’s configuration. The arm’s configuration was defined by the position and

orientation of the wrist relative to the thorax. The motion capture system was also used to
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measure the real-time position of the wrist to be used for feedback during the static hold
experiments. A third order-moving average filter was used on the wrist position signal to
achieve smooth velocities.

The experiment was controlled using MATLAB xPC target on a Dell Dimension 8400
PC with a Pentium 4 3.20 GHz processor. The control and data collection occurred at 52

Hz, but stimulation inputs were updated at the stimulation frequency of 13 Hz.
4.2.2

Model Identification

We developed a three-part model consisting of: 1. inverse arm statics (the mapping from

configuration to the forces needed to hold the wrist in a position), 2. muscle force produc

tion (the mapping from configuration and activation to the forces produced at the wrist by
each muscle), and 3. recruitment curves (the mapping from muscle group stimulation input
to activation). Our controller uses the model of the inverse arm statics, the inverse of the

model of muscle force production, and the inverse recruitment curves as shown in Fig. 9.
A similar model identification procedure using a joint space configuration was defined in

[23]. Following the ideas of [16], we developed our model using the wrist position and

orientation because it produces a more intuitive system by working directly in the space

where the task is occurring without reducing the amount of information in the model (Our
joint space controller in [15] has five dimensions while the workspace of the controller

presented in this paper is six dimensional.). Additionally, by working in the task-space, we
are able to eliminate the need to accurately track the joint angles of the shoulder which is

difficult. We present a complete summary of our task-space model identification here.
To gather data for the model identification, a robot held the participant’s wrist at a

series of static positions within the participant’s comfortably reachable workspace. The

connection of the participant’s wrist to the robot was via a ball-in-socket joint that does
not transmit torque. The robot was equipped with a three-dimensional force sensor at its

end-effector, and the force needed to hold the wrist static, fr
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e

R3, was recorded.

Figure 9: Controller block diagram

To determine the inverse arm statics, the robot held the arm in a position with zero

muscle stimulation, and, thus, all muscle activations, a

G

R9, were zero. Therefore,

frstatic = p(q)

where p(q)

G

(4.1)

R3 are the forces necessary to hold the arm in the static configuration,

q G SE(3), determined by wrist position and orientation. The wrist position is defined

as x, y, and z coordinates of the center of the wrist relative to the thorax coordinate frame.

The wrist orientation is defined as the orientation of the forearm coordinate frame relative
to the thorax. The thorax and forearm coordinate frames are defined by [24].

To determine the force production of the jth muscle group, the muscle group was stim

ulated at its maximum stimulation command so that a was a vector of all zeros except for
an activation of one for the selected muscle group. The forces applied by the robot, frstimj ,

are then defined by the difference of the robot forces with zero stimulation (i.e. the required

static forces) and the forces produced by the muscle group,

frstim = p(q) - R(q)a,

where R(q)

G

(4.2)

R3x9 is the linear mapping of muscle activation to forces at the wrist and
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p(q) are the forces when stimulating no muscles. Each row of R(q) represents the force

at the wrist in each Cartesian direction. Each column of R(q) represents the amount of
force produced in each degree of freedom by 100% activation of the corresponding muscle

group. The jth column of R(q) is determined by subtracting frstimj, the recorded total force
during stimulation of muscle group j, from the previously identified inverse static forces,
frstatic ,
R(q)j = frstatic - frstimj.

(4.3)

This process of identifying p(q) and R(q) for a wrist configuration q, was completed

for 27 positions within the participant’s workspace. The set of 27 positions was repeated
five times as determined by the allotted time. Within each set, the order of positions was

randomized, and the order of activating muscle groups was randomized for each position.
The data was used to train 30 Gaussian process regression (GPR) models [25]. The inputs

for each GPR model were the wrist position and orientation, and the output was the forces
recorded by the robot. One GPR model was used for arm statics in each Cartesian direction

(three total models). For each muscle, a separate GPR model was used to determine the
forces in each Cartesian direction required to hold the wrist in place when the muscle is
stimulated (27 total models). Thus, using the GPR models, we can determine p(q) and
R(q) for any desired wrist configuration q within the participant’s workspace. When used

in the controller (Fig. 9), the GPR models form the basis of the “Inverse Arm Statics” and

“Inverse Muscle Force” blocks.
Relative to a parametric model, GPR does not have requirements on identifiability.

Compared to other nonparametric methods, such as artificial neural networks, we chose
GPR due to the automated nature of determining the complexity of the model by max

imizing the marginal likelihood (see [23] for details on the quality of the model). The

hyper-parameters for each model were selected by maximizing the marginal likelihood.
The kernel function used in the GPR was the squared exponential function using the dis
tance metric for rigid bodies defined in [26].
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The recruitment curves, the mapping from stimulation input to muscle group activation,
for each muscle group were identified using the deconvolved ramp method [27].
4.2.3

Controller

Our controller aims to determine the muscle stimulation commands necessary to maintain

a desired static wrist position. It does so by building upon the model presented in section
4.2.2 which requires the wrist position and orientation as inputs. The controller (Fig. 9)
uses the model to map the desired wrist position and orientation to the forces necessary to

hold the wrist statically at the desired position. The muscle group activations necessary to
achieve the desired forces are then determined and mapped to the stimulation inputs which

are applied to the arm.

The input to the controller (see Fig. 9) is the desired wrist configuration (position and
orientation), q

G SE(3),

that corresponds to the desired wrist position. The controller

calculates the desired open-loop forces at the wrist, p(q*), necessary to hold the position

by using the GPR model of the inverse arm statics. Feedback is added using a positional
PID controller which outputs corrective forces in each degree of freedom (x, y, and z direc

tions). These forces are added to the open-loop forces to get the required force necessary
to maintain the wrist position.
Next, the controller uses the GPR model of muscle force production to determine the

force produced by each muscle group. Equation (4.3) is then used to identify the elements

of the mapping from muscle group activations to wrist forces, R(q*).
It is important to reiterate that after the feedback controller is added to the output of the
inverse arm statics model, it still requires the model of the inverse muscle force to calculate

the desired muscle activations. After determining the desired forces and the muscle-force

mapping, R(q*), we calculate the muscle activations, a which will produce the desired

forces. R(q*) is not square as there are more muscle groups than degrees of freedom.
We resolve this redundancy and determine the muscle activations by solving the following
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optimization problem,

minimize:

2

||a||

a

(4.4)

subject to: R(q*)a = p(q*)

ai

E [0,1]

Vi e {1, 2,..., 9}

For feedback control, (4.4) must be solved in real-time as the desired forces, p(q*), are
being updated. We used the quasi-Newton method to minimize the penalty function,

2

i

||a|| + C kR(q*)a - p(q*)k2 + c2K
'
a2 if ai < 0

(4.5)

2

(a - 1) if ai > 1

K = P ki where ki =

0 if 0 < ai < 1

2 minimizes the muscle activations, c1kR(q )a — p(q )k2 penalizes activa
tions that do not produce the desired force, and c2K penalizes activations which do not
where

||a||

belong to ai

*

e [0, 1]. c1

*

and c2 were chosen to be 500 and 50,000 respectively because they

produced the same solution as the MATLAB function quadprog found for (4.4).

Equation (4.4) can be solved for a number of objective functions. As a starting point, we
chose to minimize the muscle activations as a way to limit energy usage and fatigue. Once

a feasible solution to (4.4) is found, the recruitment curves are inverted (inverse recruitment

curves block of Fig. 9) to determine the stimulation inputs to achieve the desired muscle
activations. These stimulation inputs are sent to the stimulator to be applied to the arm.
4.2.4

Static Hold Experiments

To evaluate the controller’s ability to hold static positions, we quantified the accuracy of
the controller at various targets in the participant’s workspace during two sessions held
on separate days. For each individual trial, the robot moved the participant’s wrist to the

desired target position. With the robot holding the wrist stationary, the stimulation input
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calculated by the controller was applied to the arm. Each individual trial lasted seven
seconds. To avoid transient dynamics of the muscle groups affecting the results, the robot
held the participant’s wrist in place with decreasing stiffness for the first two seconds. For
the next five seconds, the arm moved freely depending on the stimulation of the muscles.

The average wrist position over the final second of each trial was recorded. A perfect
controller would result in a stationary wrist position for the entire trial, while a less than
perfect controller would result in movement away from the starting position.

To select the targets, a 3x3x3 grid of points was developed within the space of the
training positions, thus ensuring a wide spread of targets distinct from the training positions.

For each point, the nearest feasible wrist position was selected. Feasibility is determined
by the ability to solve (4.4) using quadprog. From these points, 13 targets were selected
based on participant comfort (as reported by the participant) while maintaining positions

throughout the workspace.
A single target near the center of the workspace was selected to tune the PID controller.

The controller was tuned with the goal of improving accuracy while limiting oscillation

which could be disconcerting to the participant. After tuning was complete, every target
was tested once, and the tuning was adjusted if oscillations occurred at any of the targets.

The final proportional gain was 0.025 N/mm, derivative gain was 0.01 N-s/mm, and integral

gain was 0.1 N/mm-s. These gains were the same for all Cartesian directions and were used

for all targets and all trials across both days of static hold experiments.

For each set during testing, each target was repeated twice, once with the feedback+
controller and once with open-loop control (zero feedback forces) resulting in a total of 26

targets during a set. The order of the 26 targets was randomized in each set. The number

of sets completed each day was determined by the scheduled time (5 sets on Day One and
11 sets on Day Two).
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4.2.5

Data Analysis

The accuracy of each trial of the static hold experiments was defined as the Euclidean

distance from the target wrist position to the average wrist position over the final second of
a trial. For a set of trials, the accuracy was the average of all trials in the set.

The precision, r, for a set of trials is defined by

r = Vx^max,

(4.6)

where Amax is the maximum eigenvalue of the covariance matrix for the mean wrist posi
tions over the last second of the trials and represents the largest spread of the points in any
direction. For three dimensions and a 95% confidence, x, the inverse of the chi-squared
cumulative distribution function, is equal to 7.8147. Thus, r is equal to half the length of
the maximum axis for the 95% confidence ellipsoid of the data. Therefore, r represents the

radius ofa sphere which will encompass 95% of the final positions.
To quantify the response of the system, the maximum error and 5% settling time for
each trial was recorded. The 5% settling time was defined as the time after which the

distance between the wrist and the target position remained within 5% of the accuracy for
the trial.

The study was analyzed as a randomized complete blocked design where the blocks

were each set of 26 targets. 1-way ANOVAs were completed to determine if the accuracy,
settling time, and maximum error were significantly different for the feedback+ controller
than for the open-loop controller. A 2-sample t-test was completed to determine if the

controller affected the precision. A 2-sample t-test was also completed to determine if the

accuracy of the controllers changed from day to day.
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4.3

Results

The feedback+ controller generally performed with better accuracy and less maximum error
than the open-loop controller. Feedback control typically had a significant effect on the

overall controller during a trial and was dominated by the integral portion of control. To

illustrate these results in detail, we present a representative example (Fig. 10-11) along

with the numerical results from all trials.
Figure 10 shows the position of the wrist relative to the target, the desired forces (the

input to the inverse muscle force block of the controller), and the stimulation commands for
a representative trial of the experiments. The target shown is representative of the overall
accuracy of the controllers, the time history of the controllers, the contributions of the
feedback controller, and the complex relationship of the muscles.
Relative to the resting position of the participant (which is determined by the arm sup
port), the target was a wrist position away from the participant (negative x direction), to the
participant’s left (negative y) and slightly higher (positive z). To achieve the target position,
the elastic properties of the arm support must be overcome, and thus our model predicts
open-loop forces in the negative x, negative y, and positive z directions.

As the trial begins, the wrist was gradually released from the target position over the
first two seconds. At two seconds, there was an immediate movement away from the target
position, most notably in the positive y direction. To compensate for this movement, the

feedback controller calculated forces in the negative y direction. Due to this, the controller

increased the upper pectoralis stimulation command to 100%, and the lower pectoralis
quickly followed as more negative y force was needed. Additionally, the need for increased

x force led to an increase in activation of the biceps/brachialis and a slight decrease in the
triceps stimulation command. This new combination of muscles and stimulation commands

led the y position of the wrist to move back to the negative side of the target, while the x

position of the wrist moved very near the target. The y desired force began to increase

just after three seconds, and so the lower pectoralis stimulation command decreased. At
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Figure 10: This figure shows the controller performance during a trial of a representative target.
The top plot shows the time response of the position of the wrist (adjusted so the target is at 0) for
a single target with the open-loop (dashed lines) and the feedback+ (solid lines) controllers. The
middle plot shows the total force input to the inverse muscle force block (see Fig. 9) along with
the open-loop force commands (dashed lines). The bottom plot shows the stimulation levels (as a
percentage of the maximum pulse-width defined in Table I) for all muscles during the trial. (The
latissimus dorsi, deltoids, supraspinatus/infraspinatus, and rhomboids were not active during this
trial.)

six seconds, as the y desired force continued to increase, the upper pectoralis stimulation

command began to decrease since the lower pectoralis was already at 0% stimulation.

Overall, the feedback+ controller held static wrist positions with better accuracy than
the open-loop controller. As seen in Fig. 10 (top), the open-loop position moved away from
the target to a new final position while the feedback would drive the wrist back towards the
target. The mean accuracy and precision results for all trials of all targets are seen in

Table II. For the open-loop controller, the mean accuracy (standard deviation) was 12.3 cm

(9.5 cm). The mean accuracy of the feedback+ controller was 2.9 cm (2.2 cm). There was a
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Figure 11: Representative example showing the final positions for each trial for a single target
(blue). The open-loop trials (red) had an average accuracy of 10.4 cm and precision of 7.1 cm. The
feedback+ trials (green) had an average accuracy of 3.7 cm and precision of 7.0 cm.
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significant improvement in the accuracy of the feedback+ controller compared to the open

loop controller (p < 0.001). The example in Fig. 10 had a similar performance with an
accuracy of 16.0 cm for the open-loop controller and 3.3 cm for the feedback+ controller.

The complete set of trials for this target are shown spatially in Fig. 11 with an average
open-loop accuracy of 10.4 cm and feedback+ accuracy of 3.7 cm.
Table II: Comparison of Controllers

Mean
(standard deviation)

Open-loop

Accuracy (cm)
Precision (cm)
Maximum error (cm)
5% settling time (s)

12.3 (9.5)
7.7 (8.7)
12.7 (9.6)
4.3 (1.3)

Feedback+

2.9
3.7
6.1
6.3

(2.2)
(1.9)
(3.4)
(1.1)

p-value
<0.001

0.13
<0.001
<0.001

The mean precision (standard deviation) for the open-loop controller was 7.7 cm (8.7
cm). The mean precision for the feedback+ controller was 3.7 cm (1.9 cm). There was

not a significant improvement in the precision of the feedback+ controller compared to the
open-loop controller (p = 0.13). Fig. 11 shows trials spatially with an open-loop precision
of 7.1 cm and a feedback+ precision of 7.0 cm.
Figure 10 shows the representative contribution of feedback in a trial. Over all trials,

the feedback controller produced a median change of 97% from the open-loop forces. For

example, this means that a trial starting with a desired open-loop force of 10 N would end

with a desired force of 19.7 N. The feedback was dominated by the integral component with

it, on average, accounting for 75% of the maximum amount of force change desired due
to the feedback controller. Additionally, as shown in the figure, the feedback+ controller

was able to produce a significantly smaller maximum error (overshoot). The average time

response for each controller was quantified (defined by the settling time and maximum

error) as seen in Table II. The open-loop controller had a significantly lower settling time
(p < 0.001). The feedback+ controller had a significantly lower maximum error (p <
0.001).
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There was not a significant difference in the performance of the open-loop controller

on Day One vs Day Two (p = 0.61). There was also not a significant difference in the
performance of the feedback+ controller on Day One vs Day Two (p = 0.076).

4.4

Discussion and Conclusion

We have presented a combined feedforward-feedback (feedback+) controller for holding

any feasible static wrist position of a paralyzed human arm controlled by FES and have

quantified its performance throughout the workspace. Overall, the addition of feedback to
the controller produced better performance.

The accuracy of 2.9 cm was an improvement to the single joint accuracy achieved by
[28]. The authors of this paper controlled the elbow joint angle over a trajectory using

feedback and co-activation of antagonist muscles. An rms error of approximately 9° was

achieved for trajectories with no disturbances. With the length of our participant’s arm,
57 cm, and translating the error to the shoulder joint, this error would result in a wrist po

sition error of 9 cm. Our controller has been demonstrated for only static purposes, but the
improved accuracy while including the degrees of freedom at the shoulder is encouraging

to applying our controller to full reaching trajectories.

The accuracy found in the study was also an improvement over our previous study us
ing open-loop control [15] and is useful in similar applications to those achieved in the

BrainGate2 study [12]. An accuracy of 2.9 cm maintained over a trajectory would be good
enough for many reaching tasks including combing one’s hair or picking up a large piece

of food on a plate like a sandwich. Finer movements, such as picking up a small veg

etable with a fork, would require improved accuracy. The BrainGate2 study used a set of
stimulation patterns for each joint, and the participant used an intracortical brain-computer

interface (iBCI) to select the position on the stimulation pattern and achieve the desired arm

motion. The main failure mode was due to control interface challenges which demonstrates
the challenge of controlling joint dynamics directly. A low-level controller is necessary to
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account for these joint dynamics and allow the participant to focus on high-level goal in
puts such as a target position in Euclidean space. The ability to focus on high-level control

inputs also allows for additional control interfaces, such as an eye-gaze system, for indi
viduals who cannot or do not wish to use an iBCI due to the required brain surgery. This

paper demonstrates that our controller, with some improvement, has the potential to be a
low-level controller for FES-controlled arm motions for a high-level control input such as
the iBCI used in the BrainGate2 study.

Our accuracy of 2.9 cm was worse than the tracking accuracy of less than 2 cm found in
[16] where they completed arbitrary planar movements with a healthy participant. Remov
ing the planar constraints, however, makes the control more difficult due to the increased

degrees of freedom. The relative performance of our controller in a 3D workspace while
working with an SCI participant is promising for moving forward with the controller to

full-arm reaching.

Many methods of identifying muscle models have been proposed throughout the years.
The vast majority of such literature has focused on identifying the models for a single

muscle acting on a single degree of freedom. Examples of this include the use of such
methods in identifying the parameters of a muscle model about the knee [29, 30]. These

types of methods have been expanded upon to identify muscle models for two muscles
in the upper extremity [13]. Other upper-limb system identification methods have been
performed for single degrees of freedom [28] or in a restricted workspace [16]. While the

speed and accuracy of these methods have improved, the requirements to model the entire
arm still make them impractical for full-arm reaching. Our method defined in this paper
rises to the challenge of identifying a model of the entire arm of a person with a spinal cord
injury using a limited amount of data. The model can immediately be used as a controller

to be used for full-arm reaching tasks.
Achieving arbitrary, 3-dimensional reaching motions requires an accurate model. The

work in [16] shows that a model of the muscles and their actions is necessary for good con-
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Figure 12: Image showing the modeled direction of force produced at the wrist by the deltoids
throughout the workpspace. The direction of force changes based on the position and orientation of
the wrist.

trol. For feedback to work correctly, our controller must know the correct direction of force

induced at the wrist by each muscle. In a 2D workspace, this is relatively easier as each
muscle essentially acts about a single degree of freedom. However, in 3-dimensions, many
muscles (especially in the shoulder) act about multiple degrees of freedom. If we consider
the deltoids, the action of the muscle of arm abduction would lead to an expected positive

force in the z direction. Fig.12 shows the direction of the force produced by the deltoids in
the x-y plane according to our model. In configurations to the left side of the workspace,
the deltoids produce a force almost entirely perpendicular to the participant’s chest, but

towards the right side of the workspace the deltoids produce a force which pushes away
from the participant’s chest. It is necessary to know the force produced in all directions to
accurately control reaching.

This accurate model is critical to having a controller in 3-dimensional space which can
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automatically select the muscle stimulation levels. In the trial shown in Fig. 10, it is not
completely intuitive which muscles were selected to achieve the desired forces. For ex
ample, it is not clear as to why the biceps increased in activation instead of the triceps

decreasing activation since they are often considered simple antagonist muscles about the
elbow. The stimulation pattern selected by the controller was most likely due to the muscle

actions in other degrees of freedom. Without an accurate model and a method of automat
ically selecting the muscles for a given reach, it would not be possible to intuitively make

these muscle choices.

The required complexity for 3-dimensional control of the entire upper-limb demands
a significant amount of time to complete the system identification. System identification
methods which require less time have been presented in works such as [16, 28], but most

focus on single degrees of freedom or constrained workspaces. The data gathering for
our model identification took place over the course of approximately 2.5 hours. Our work
models a 6-dimensional workspace of the wrist position and orientation. This large increase

in dimensionality requires significantly more information compared to single joint control
methods (1D workspace) and planar methods (2D workspace). Our system also requires

modeling for controlling nine muscle groups as opposed to only two muscles in single joint
systems or even five muscles in [16]. This increase in control inputs requires more data to
accurately model. Additionally, an individual with SCI requires more frequent breaks than

a healthy individual which increases the amount of time required to gather the data.
A drawback of the amount of time required for our system is that, for real-world use, it

is difficult to complete the identification frequently to account for day-to-day changes in the
model. Additionally, there could be rapid changes to the system in real-time (for example,
if the individual picks up an object) which would lead to errors in the model. However, as

our controller has demonstrated, the addition of feedback is able to account for errors in the

modeling or changes in the system over several days. Therefore, the system identification
will need to be performed at less frequent intervals as opposed to daily and the system can
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account for changes due to picking up objects.
To improve controller performance, improved modeling or model adaptations may still

be necessary. For several open-loop targets, the wrist would start at the target, drift slowly
away for a second or two, and then quickly accelerate to the far right extreme of the par

ticipant’s workspace. It was noticed that this seemed to occur due to the triceps causing

elbow extension when other muscles caused internal rotation of the shoulder. Internal ro
tation of the shoulder would cause the triceps direction of force to change from one that is

pushing forward, to a force pushing to the right. This internally rotated shoulder does not
passively occur and therefore is not seen during the muscle identification procedure (the
triceps model is developed with only the triceps active). It is likely that performance could

be improved by using a richer amount of data which could better include the changes in

orientation which occur when multiple muscles are activated. However, compared to our
current method of identifying joints individually, stimulating multiple muscles would not
leverage the independence of muscles and would require significantly more time. To im
prove our modeling without adding more identification time, we aim to develop a system
of updating the muscle models during control tasks to improve the system performance.
More advanced controllers may also be necessary to improve the system’s performance.
Our controller has a relatively slow response as shown by the high settling time because

it is driven strongly by integral control (Fig. 10). This slow response leads to the wrist

moving an average of 6.1 cm away from the target before the feedback pushes the wrist
back towards the target. The controller gains were selected to improve the accuracy of

the controller while limiting oscillations which can be uncomfortable to the participant.

Due to the system dynamics and time delays in the system, increasing the proportional and

derivative gains led to oscillations. Techniques for accounting for these issues, including
electromechanical delay, have been developed but generally only for single joint systems
[31]. Developing and applying these techniques to our complete arm system may help
further improve the controller performance.
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A common issue in FES control is the rapid fatigue in the muscles which have been

controlled. During this experiment, we did not notice any significant changes in the perfor

mance of the controller over the course of a day (though this was not explicitly tested for).
For a single trial (or trials spaced out over time), the controller seems to be able to account
for changes in muscle dynamics due to fatigue (or other disturbances) as demonstrated in
the performance found in this study.

The goal of this paper was to develop a controller capable of achieving reaching tasks.
Though demonstrated for static positions, our control architecture shows promise in achiev

ing full reaching tasks. We propose using the controller (with the stated improvements) as

a quasi-static controller. The wrist will move along a path of feasible static wrist positions
connecting a starting position to the end goal position. The path of feasible points will be

selected from the set of feasible configurations as defined by the model in this paper. The

controller presented in this paper demonstrated the capability of achieving the static wrist
positions. By shifting the desired static position, we will be able to move the wrist along
any desired path.

The main contribution of this paper is the development of a data-driven-model-based
feedback controller for 3-dimensional wrist-position control of an FES-controlled para
lyzed human arm. Our controller accurately and consistently holds feasible static wrist

positions while maintaining the muscular redundancy of the arm. However, improved per

formance may be necessary for finer motions. Improved modeling and model updates are
the clearest opportunity to do so. Using this controller, FES-controlled full-arm reach
ing motions can be achieved by commanding a sequence of static positions along a path
connecting a starting position to a goal position.
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CHAPTER V
CONTROLLING SIMPLE QUASI-STATIC MOTIONS AND PRACTICAL

IMPLEMENTATION SOLUTIONS FOR FUNCTIONAL ELECTRICAL
STIMULATION-CONTROLLED REACHING MOTIONS
Functional electrical stimulation is a promising solution to achieving reaching motions in
individuals with tetraplegia. In this chapter, we present a simple model-based feedback

controller that uses no path planning to drive the arm towards a desired wrist position.
The controller demonstrates the potential of our model-based controller to achieve reach
ing motions with an individual with a spinal cord injury. However, the controller saw
significant oscillation and improved accuracy was needed. Building on the results of the

simple controller, we develop a simulation study to determine the conditions for which a

quasi-static controller can best control reaching motions with functional electrical stimula
tion. The main contribution of this chapter is developing a set of practical implementation

requirements for successful functional electrical stimulation-driven reaching motions. The

two main improvements recommended by this chapter are the need for intermediate path
planning and the need to use external damping to control oscillations. These results inform
the straight-line reaching controller described in VI.

Conference publication:

1. Derek N Wolf and Eric M Schearer. Simple quasi-static control of functional electrical stimulationdriven reaching motions. In 2019 9th International IEEE/EMBS Conference on Neural Engineering
(NER), parges 211-214. IEEE 2019.
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2. Derek N Wolf and Eric M Schearer. Developing a quasi-static controller for a paralyzed human arm:
a simulation study. In 2019 16th IEEE International Conference on Rehabilitation Robotics (ICORR).
IEEE, 2019.
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5.1

Introduction

Functional electrical stimulation (FES) is a promising technology that restores movement
to paralyzed muscles by delivering electrical current to the nerves and muscles directly.
Using FES to control reaching motions could allow individuals with paralysis from spinal
cord injuries to regain their independence.

Achieving reaching motions with FES has proven difficult due to the complexity of

human arm motions. For repetitive tasks such as standing [1] and hand function [2], the
complexities of the nonlinear, redundant musculoskeletal system have been overcome with

predetermined fixed stimulation patterns. The goal-directed nature of reaching motions,

however, requires different and potentially new stimulation patterns for every reach.
Many different control strategies have been proposed to achieve FES reaching. The
state-of-the-art strategy, demonstrated in the BrainGate2 clinical trial, simultaneously con
trolled each joint independently [3]. For each joint, the controller selected (based on user
intent recorded by an intracortical brain computer interface) a position along a predefined

stimulation pattern. While the user’s intent was accurately perceived, it was difficult to

control multi-joint movements because the independent joint control could not account for
the interactions of the joints. To accurately control reaching motions, it is necessary to treat
the arm as a complete system.

In simulations, optimized proportional-derivative control [4], combined feedforward

feedback control [5], reinforcement learning [6], and threshold control [7] have all proven
successful in controlling reaching motions. Practical implementation of these methods has

proven difficult due to the real-world arm dynamics differing from the simulation.

To control the arm as a complete system and determine the real-world arm dynam

ics necessary for accurate control, model-based methods have been proposed in previous
works. Physics-based models have shown some success in controlling two muscles for
rehabilitation after stroke [8]. However, identifying the physical parameters of the whole

arm requires significant amounts of data. Black-box model-based control methods have
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been developed to help solve this issue. One such method achieved feedback control of

planar arm tasks using an artificial neural network to produce a map of the task space
configuration to the forces the muscles can produce [9]. We have used similar nonparamet

ric and semiparametric concepts to produce a model-based controller capable of holding
three-dimensional static arm configurations [10][11]. However, extending these methods
to full-arm model-based three-dimensional reaching control has not yet been achieved.

Previous work has demonstrated that a semiparametric Gaussian Process Regression

(GPR) model could form the basis of a controller for achieving three-dimensional dynamic
trajectories [12]. However, including velocity in the controller made it difficult to select
trajectories that could be physically achieved with FES. Instead, we have developed a com
bined feedforward-feedback controller for holding static wrist positions [11]. To achieve

reaching movements, we propose using a version of this controller to move the arm through

a quasi-static reaching motion. We define a quasi-static path as a series of intermediate

static positions which connect the starting arm configuration to the target arm configura
tion. The controller will shift the desired static target wrist position to the next position in
the path until the final target is reached.

As an initial attempt at achieving quasi-static reaching motions and to guide the de
velopment of our controller, we first implemented a simple quasi-static controller which

only consisted of the target position and no intermediate points. The results of this study
demonstrated the need for intermediate path planning as well as a reduction in oscillation.
Therefore, we decided to try to implement the full quasi-static controller with intermediate

static positions.
Before implementing the quasi-static controller with a human subject, we conducted

a simulation study presented here. The simulation study was designed to replicate the

experimental conditions which we work with during our research with human subjects
[11]. This includes the use of an elastic arm support which people with high tetraplegia use
to assist against gravity to produce a more effective reachable workspace.
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Our simple quasi-static controller work demonstrated that the elasticity of the arm sup
port can combine with the time delays inherent to an FES system (the relatively slow fre

quency of switching the stimulation signal and muscular activation dynamics) to produce

oscillations (which can be uncomfortable for the subject) that basic derivative control is un

able to eliminate. Advanced control techniques have been developed to account for these
delays in single joint movements [13] as well as in a model-based controller of a simulated

arm [14]. Applying these techniques to an FES-controlled human arm, where the parame

ters of the model are not easily determined, has yet to be implemented. As a simple solution
to practically solving the oscillation issue, we propose the addition of damping to the arm
support.

The goals of the simulation study are to demonstrate the feasibility of a quasi-static
controller for controlling reaching and to determine the conditions for successful reaching.
A secondary goal is to study the effects of adding physical damping to the arm support.

5.2

Simple Quasi-static Control of Functional Electrical
Stimulation-Driven Reaching Motions

5.2.1

Methods

We assessed the efficacy of our model-based controller over a single day of experiments.

The controller used a model of the arm of an individual with tetraplegia to automatically

determine the stimulation commands necessary to achieve a desired wrist position. The
experiments took place over approximately two hours.

Experimental Setup

A single human participant who has high tetraplegia participated in our experiments. The

participant was a 60-year-old female who sustained a hemisection of the spinal cord at the
C1-C2 level. She cannot voluntarily move her right arm (the arm with which we performed

our experiments) but does have sensation. She experiences hypertonia in some of the arm
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muscles. A passive arm support produces a comfortable and achievable workspace by
using elastic bands to assist against the force of gravity. The arm support creates a resting

equilibrium position with the wrist approximately at the height of and centered upon the
participant’s chest. More details can be found in [15] (Subject 1).

The participant is implanted with a stimulator-telemeter in her abdomen [16][17][18].
The device has leads which transmit current to intramuscular electrodes [19] and nerve cuff

electrodes [20] activating muscles in her right arm and shoulder complex. We refer to each
muscle or group of muscles stimulated by a single electrode as a muscle group. In this
experiment, we controlled nine muscle groups including the triceps, deltoids, latissimus
dorsi, serratus anterior, biceps and brachialis, supraspinatus and infraspinatus, rhomboids,

lower pectoralis, and upper pectoralis. A computer sends power and control signals to the

implanted device via an inductive radio-frequency link. Muscle stimulation uses bi-phasic,
charge balanced pulses delivered at 13 Hz. The amplitude of the pulses is constant for

each muscle group. The force generated by each muscle group is controlled by varying the

pulse-width (referred to as the stimulation command) from 0-250 ^s. The maximum stim
ulation command for each muscle was determined as the point when no additional muscle

force was achieved or the participant reported discomfort. The control input is the vector

containing the stimulation command for every muscle group. Stimulation commands are

sent to the implant using real-time control code on a computer. Protocols used for this re
search were approved by the institutional review boards at Cleveland State University (IRB
NO. 30213-SCH-HS) and MetroHealth Medical Center (IRB NO. 04-00014).

An Optotrak Certus Motion Capture System (Northern Digital, Inc.) captured data used
to estimate the arm’s configuration. The arm’s configuration was defined by the position
and orientation of the wrist relative to the thorax. The motion capture system was also used

to measure the real-time position of the wrist to be used for feedback during the static hold
experiments. A third-order moving-average filter was used on the wrist position signal to
achieve smooth velocities.
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Desired

Predicted

Figure 13: Controller block diagram

The experiment was controlled using MATLAB xPC target on a Dell Dimension 8400
PC with a Pentium 4 3.20 GHz processor. The control and data collection occurred at 52

Hz, but stimulation inputs were updated at the stimulation frequency of 13 Hz.

Controller

Our controller (Fig. 13) aims to automatically determine the stimulation commands nec

essary to achieve a desired static wrist position. The controller was developed in detail in

[11], but some details are repeated here for clarity. While the controller was developed
and has been tested for static wrist positions, this study used the same control structure to
achieve movement from a starting position to a different goal position.

The controller uses a subject specific, data-driven model of the arm’s statics and re
sponse to stimulation. The model identification details are presented in [11]. The resulting
model consists of three parts: the inverse arm statics (the mapping from a wrist position and

orientation to the forces needed to maintain that wrist position), muscle force production
(the amount of force each muscle can produce in a given configuration), and recruitment

curves (the mapping from stimulation command to the muscle group activation). This
model forms the basis for the blocks in the controller.

The input to the controller is the desired wrist configuration (defined as the position
and orientation), q, which corresponds to the desired wrist position. The inverse arm stat
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ics model is then used to predict the wrist forces necessary to hold the desired static wrist
position. The forces are then added to the compensation forces determined by a PID con

troller based on the error of the wrist position. The resulting output of the summation are

the desired forces, f *, at the wrist needed to achieve the desired wrist position.

The desired force is mapped to the muscle activations needed to achieve the desired
force in the “inverse muscle force” block. The muscle force production model forms the

basis of this block. The output of the model is the linear mapping, R(q)

G

R3x9, of

the muscle activation to the force at the wrist in each Cartesian direction for a given arm

configuration. The jth column of R(q) represents the force produced in each Cartesian

direction by 100% activation of the jth muscle group. To determine the required muscle
activations, a

G

R9x1 to achieve the desired force, we must find a solution to the equation

(5.1)

f * = R(q)a.

R(q) is not square because there are more muscle groups than degrees of freedom. We

resolve the redundancy in real-time using the quasi-Newton method to find the a that min
imizes the penalty function,

1

||a||2 +c kR(q*)a - p(q*)k2 +

'

2

c K

a2 if ai < 0

(5.2)

(a - 1)2 ifai > 1

K = P ki where ki=

0 if 0 < ai < 1

where

||a||2

minimizes the muscle activations, c1kR(q*)a

- p(q*)k22

penalizes activa

2

tions that do not produce the desired force, and c K penalizes activations which do not
belong to ai

G [0,1].

c1 and c2 were chosen to be 500 and 50,000 respectively.

Once the required activations are found, the modeled recruitment curves are inverted
to map the muscle group activations to the stimulation commands which produce those
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activations. These stimulation commands are then applied to the arm and the resulting
wrist motion is tracked.

Desired Wrist Position Experiments and Analysis

We quantified the performance of the controller to achieve desired wrist positions at various

targets throughout the participant’s workspace. For each trial, the participant’s arm began

at the resting equilibrium. A desired wrist target position was selected and used as the input

for the controller. It is important to point out that the predicted wrist forces and R(q) within
the inverse muscle force block are based on the target configuration and are constant for

a trial. The controller applied the determined stimulation commands to the arm for seven

seconds with the goal of driving the wrist to the target wrist position. The position of the
wrist was recorded throughout the trial.

Thirteen targets were selected from a 3x3x3 grid of targets which filled the subject’s

reachable workspace. The chosen targets were selected based on subject comfort as well
as maintaining a targets spread throughout the workspace. Within each set of thirteen

targets, each target was repeated twice, once with the predicted wrist forces all equal to
zero (referred to as the feedback trials) and once with a combined feedforward-feedback
controller (referred to as feedback+ trials). The experiment was repeated over four sets

with a random order of the targets in each one.
To analyze the performance of the two controllers, the accuracy for each trial was de

termined by the Euclidean distance of the mean wrist position over the final second of the
trial and target wrist position. The accuracy for a controller was calculated as the mean

accuracy across all trials using that control strategy. Additionally, the system response was

quantified by calculating the 5% settling time and the maximum error for each trial. The

5% settling time was determined as the time after which the distance between the wrist po
sition and the target wrist position stayed within 5% of the final accuracy. The performance

of the feedback and feedback+ controllers were compared using t-tests.
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Table III: Comparison of Controllers

5.2.2

Mean
(standard deviation)

Feedback

Feedback+

p-value

Accuracy (cm)
Maximum error (cm)
5% settling time (s)

4.3 (3.3)
9.5 (4.5)
5.7 (1.8)

4.9 (3.5)
119.5 (5.3)
5.8 (1.4)

0.41
0.02
0.84

Results

The feedback+ and feedback controllers generally performed with similar accuracy and

settling time. The feedback controller performed with a lower maximum error than the
feedback+ controller. The maximum error is defined as the largest Euclidean distance of

the wrist position from the target during a trial.
A time history of the wrist position during representative trials using each controller

for a single target is shown in figure 14. As seen, the feedback+ controller initially drove
the wrist away from the target position, but the feedback was able to compensate for that

movement and drive the wrist back in the direction of the target. The feedback controller

is able to more immediately drive the wrist towards the target without the large initial
movement. Both controllers moved towards the desired position and finished with similar
accuracy.

The overall performances of each controller across all trials are compared in Table III.
As seen, the accuracy of 4.3 cm for the feedback and 4.9 cm for the feedback+ were not

significantly different (p = 0.41). The settling time of 5.7 s for the feedback and 5.8 s

for the feedback+ were also not significantly different (p = 0.84). The only significant
difference between the controllers was the maximum error of 9.5 cm for the feedback and
119.5 cm for the feedback+ (p = 0.02).
5.2.3

Discussion and Conclusion

Overall, the control architecture presented in this study shows promise in controlling reach
ing movements, but some improvements are necessary. The average accuracy of the feed91

back controller of 4.3 cm is slightly worse than the accuracy of 2 cm which has been

achieved in 2-dimensional reaching motions with a similar controller [21]. The additional

degrees of freedom in 3-dimensional reaching motions, however, significantly increases
the complexity of the problem. Thus, the limited decrease in accuracy with a significant

increase in difficulty is encouraging moving forward with this control structure.
When comparing the two controllers presented in this study, the feedback+ controller

often caused more aggressive initial movements which was seen by the overall difference in
maximum error as well as in Fig. 14. This rapid movement away from the target is due to er

rors in the model. Due to the fact that the accuracy and settling times of the two controllers

were similar, it may make sense to move forward with the feedback controller to eliminate
the large error caused by the predicted forces in the feedback+ controller. However, it has

been shown in simulation that using a combined feedforward-feedback controller results in

smoother muscle activation time histories during a trial and better performance in general
[5]. Smooth activation profiles are preferable as they would be more comfortable for the
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subject. Therefore, improving the feedback+ controller is a worthwhile pursuit.
A major reason for the error in the feedback+ controller may be because the configura

tion was assumed to be at the goal configuration. Since the feedback was able to push the
wrist in the correct direction after a while in both controllers, this assumption seems valid

for the inverse muscle force production block. However, the initial movement away from
the target position seen in the feedback+ controller would be dominated by the predicted

forces from the inverse arm statics block. It is likely that assuming the target configuration
led to large errors in the predicted forces (i.e. the forces our model expects are necessary to
achieve the position) relative to what was actually needed to move towards the target wrist

position. Using the same control structure to maintain static wrist positions after starting

in the desired configuration produced a better accuracy of 3.7 cm [11]. This also points to
the fact that the controller performs better when the wrist is in the configuration expected

by the model.
To improve the controller moving forward, we plan to use a quasi-static control method.

In this method, a path of static points will be chosen from the starting position to the
goal wrist position. By creating the path of points, the assumed configuration will be

closer to the true current wrist position and thus the model should produce more accurate
forces and thus better performance. Further research is necessary to determine the required

distance between each static position and the amount of time necessary to move between
positions. While dynamic trajectories could be useful and may improve the performance,
dynamic models of the arm require significantly more data and model complexity. While

the velocities must remain low, moving forward with a quasi-static controller would allow

for many reaching motions to be achieved with a much simpler model and less demanding
system identification.

Overall, we have demonstrated that our control architecture, with the stated improve
ments, is capable of moving the wrist to a desired wrist position.
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Developing a Quasi-Static Controller for a Paralyzed Human Arm:

5.3

A Simulation Study
5.3.1

Methods

The goal of the experiment was to simulate the experimental setup presented in [11] where
we used an implanted neuroprosthesis to actuate the arm ofan individual with high tetraple
gia (We will refer to this experiment as the laboratory study). We used a MATLAB based
dynamic simulation of the arm to recreate the conditions of the laboratory study. As in

human experiments, we assume that our controller does not have access to the true dynam

ics of the arm, and we identified a non-parametric model of the response of the simulated
human arm to muscle activation inputs. We used this model as the basis of a feedforward

feedback controller. We tuned the controller and added damping to the arm-support to
achieve good performance at static positions. The controller was then used to move the

arm to points of varying distances to determine the best distance and time between inter
mediate wrist positions in a quasi-static path. The best parameters were used to control
the arm through complete reaching motions and compared to a controller without a path of

intermediate static positions.

Simulation Experiment Setup

The goal of the simulation study was to recreate the conditions of the laboratory study. The
computer simulation thus consisted of a musculoskeletal model of the arm, an elastic arm
support, and a robot.
To simulate the subject’s arm, we used the Dynamic Arm Simulator, a MATLAB based
dynamic model of the arm [22]. The model has seven links, eleven degrees of freedom,

and 138 muscle elements. The model includes the multibody dynamics of the links as well

as muscle activation dynamics. In all parts of the present study, the time step used in the

simulation was 3 ms.
The Dynamic Arm Simulator model is actuated by inputting the neural excitations, u,
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which correspond to the desired muscle activations. The neuroprosthesis used in the labo
ratory study applies stimulation at a frequency of 13 Hz to induce the desired muscle activa
tions. Though the desired control input can be calculated at every time step, switching the

input can only occur at the stimulation frequency. In the Dynamic Arm Simulator simula
tion, we modeled this by restricting u to only change at 13 Hz. We controlled only the mus
cle elements which are able to be controlled by the neuroprosthesis in the laboratory study.
In the Dynamic Arm Simulator, we controlled the muscle elements related to the triceps,

deltoids, latissimus dorsi, serratus anterior, biceps/brachialis, supraspinatus/infraspinatus,
rhomboids, lower pectoralis, and upper pectoralis. When a neural excitation is applied to a

muscle group, all elements in the group receive the same excitation.
We simulated a passive arm support that is typically used by individuals with spinal

cord injuries to assist against the force of gravity and create a more functional workspace.

The support used in the laboratory study uses elastic bands to create a resting equilibrium
position of the wrist approximately at the top of the thorax slightly forward from the body,
and we aimed to simulate the behavior of this arm support. The stiffness of the support

were 0 N/m in the X direction and 30 N/m in both the Y and Z directions (due to the
orientation of the elastic bands in the laboratory study’s arm support, the majority of force

is applied in the Y and Z directions). The equilibrium point for the support was placed at
[0 m, 0.3 m, -0.15 m] (see the coordinate frame in Fig. 16). Choosing the damping of the

support is one of the goals of the study.
In the laboratory study, a robot is used during model identification and at the start
of control to hold the wrist in the desired position. In the computer simulation, a PID

controller was used to apply force at the wrist to mimic this robot.
We used the included Dynamic Arm Simulator OpenSim model to visualize all trials

and experiments [23][24].
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Model Identification

The model identification procedures are developed in detail in [11] and [12]. We present a
summary here.
We developed a two-part model consisting of the inverse statics (the mapping from

arm configuration to joint torque required to hold the configuration) and the muscle torque
production (the mapping from configuration and muscle activation to the joint torques pro

duced). In the same way as the laboratory study, to gather data for the model, the robot held
the wrist of the simulated arm in a series of 27 positions throughout the workspace. At each
position, each muscle group was individually activated at 100% neural excitation for 0.5

seconds, and for one period of 0.5 seconds, no muscles were activated, u = 0. The force
required for the robot controller to hold the wrist at a static position and the configuration

of the arm were recorded. The configuration of the arm, q, is defined by the angles between

the thorax and the humerus (shoulder elevation plane, shoulder elevation, and shoulder ro

tation) as defined in [25]) as well as the elbow flexion and pronation angles. The force
required to hold the wrist position and joint configurations were averaged over the last 10%

of each trial. The kinematic Jacobian was used to transform the recorded robot controller

force to the joint torques, tj, about the shoulder and elbow which produce the equivalent
force (j represents the muscle group being activated with 0 representing no muscles being
active).

The torques needed to hold the wrist in a static position, p(q)

G

R4x1, (The torque

about elbow pronation is not included as it does not affect the position of the wrist.) with
no muscles activated represent the arm statics, and therefore,

0

t = p(q).

(5.3)

The difference between the torques recorded with no muscles active and the torques recorded

with muscle group j active represents the amount of torque produced by muscle group j.
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The amount of torque produced by a muscle being activated is represented by R(q)a where
a G

R9x1 is the vector of muscle group activations and R(q)

G

R4x9 is the mapping from

muscle group activation to joint torque. The jth column of R(q), Rj (q), represents torques

about the shoulder elevation plane, shoulder elevation, shoulder rotation, and elbow flexion
produced by muscle group j. Therefore,

0

Rj(q) = T - Tj.

(5.4)

The data from the set of 27 training positions was used to train semiparametric GPR
models [26] which are used to predict Tj for j = 0, 1...9 for a given configuration. The
models can therefore be used to determine the static arm torques p(q) and the muscle force

mapping R(q) for a desired arm configuration.

Controller

Our controller (see Fig. 15) automatically determines the muscle activations required to
hold a static wrist position. The input to the controller is the desired arm configuration,
q , defined by the three angles between the humerus and the thorax (shoulder elevation

plane, shoulder elevation, and shoulder rotation) and elbow flexion and pronation. This
controller maps the desired arm configuration to the predicted torques needed to maintain
the configuration. These torques are modified by the feedback controller to produce the

desired torques necessary to be achieved by the muscles. The output of the controller is
the set of neural excitations which correspond to the muscle activations that produce the

desired torques, and these excitations are applied to the Dynamic Arm Simulator arm.

The inverse arm statics block uses the model developed in section 5.3.1 to calculate the
open-loop joint torques, p(q*), about the shoulder and elbow to hold wrist at the desired
position. A PID controller calculates corrective forces in each cardinal direction (X, Y, and
Z directions) required to hold the wrist at the desired position. The kinematic Jacobian is
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Figure 15: The block diagram for our controller. The controller uses model-based blocks and
a feedback controller to automatically calculates the neural excitations to apply to the dynamic
arm simulator (DAS) to to achieve the desired wrist position that corresponds to the desired arm
configuration.

used to transform these forces to the equivalent torques about the shoulder and elbow.
These feedback torques, tFB, are added to the open-loop torques to produce the total

desired torque,

ttotal

= p(q*) +

tfb.

The controller next maps the total torque to the muscle group activations which produce
the desired torques. The controller uses the GPR models of muscle torque production to

determine the muscle-torque mapping, R(q*), for the desired configuration. (Note: The
inverse arm statics and inverse muscle torques are found for the desired configuration and

not the current configuration.) Since the system is redundant, we determine the muscle
activations, a

E

R9x1, which produce the desired total torques by solving an optimization

problem which minimizes the muscle activations such that the desired torques are produced
and a

E [0,1].

The neural excitations input to the Dynamic Arm Simulator model are

equivalent to the desired muscle activations, uj = aj for the jth muscle group. The actual

activation achieved is determined by the muscle activation dynamics of the Dynamic Arm

Simulator.
The model was used to determine a set of feasible wrist positions throughout the workspace.
A grid of wrist positions within the positions used during model identification with 1 cm

spacing was produced. The feasibility of each wrist position was determined by the ability

of the model to find a set of muscle activations which can produce the required open-loop
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torques for the configuration that corresponds to the desired wrist position. The map of

feasible points is shown in Fig. 16.
To tune the controller, 15 wrist positions were randomly selected from the map of fea
sible points. The open-loop portion of the controller was used with the goal of holding

the static wrist position for three seconds. The final distance from the desired position was

recorded for all trials. The feedback controller was tuned at the position with the median
error. The controller was tuned with the goal of improving the accuracy of holding a static

position for three seconds while minimizing oscillations. The gains of the PID controller

were tuned to increase the accuracy of the holding the static position while also limiting os
cillations. As previously discussed, the existence of time delays in the system caused by the

13 Hz frequency of changing neural excitations as well as the muscle activation dynamics
meant that simple derivative gain in the FES controller was unable to eliminate oscillations
(see Fig. 18). Instead, damping was added to the arm support. The final FES controller was

a PI controller with tuned parameters of 250 N/m for the proportional gain and 80 N/m-s

for the integral gain. 120 N-s/m was chosen for the damping of the arm support. The gains

were the same for the X, Y, and Z directions.

Quasi-static Path Following

The controller was used to control the wrist to follow a quasi-static path. A series of static
wrist positions was selected from the feasibility map (Fig. 16) which connected the starting

position to the target position. As the arm moved along the path, the desired configuration

shifted to the next static point in the path and was input to the controller.
To determine a suitable distance and amount of time between points in a quasi-static

path, point to point reaches of different distances were completed. A starting wrist position
and target wrist position a set distance, d, away from the start position were randomly
selected from the feasibility map. The corresponding target arm configuration was input to

the controller and the controller drove the arm for three seconds. The final distance from
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the target wrist position and the 80% rise time were recorded for each point. This process

was repeated at 100 start wrist positions for distances, d = 2, 4, 6...16 cm for a total of 800

reaches. The mean accuracy and mean rise time of all targets of a single d were recorded.
From the single point to point studies, the best parameters (the distance between posi

tions, d* and the time between switching positions, tswitch) were selected to test on complete

quasi-static reaching paths. The required distance between positions, d* was selected based
upon the accuracy of the point to point reaches. The required time between switching posi

tions, tswitch , was determined by the average rise time of the trials. The reasoning for using
the 80% rise time was to switch to the next target after being close enough to the current

target to still have accurate control. If switching occurred fast enough, the motion could

become smoother (less stops and starts).
Using the selected parameters, complete quasi-static reaching paths were completed.
Start and end positions at least 30 cm apart were randomly selected from the feasibility

map. A path of wrist positions, each a maximum distance of d* cm from the previous
point, was selected which connected the two points. As the arm moved along the path, the

desired wrist position shifted to the next point in the path every tswitch. The final position

is held for 2tswitch to allow for the controller to settle at the position. The quasi-static paths
were compared to the same controller but with no path of intermediate positions (the goal
position is the final target from the initial time step) for the same average speed of reach as
the final controller.

The final accuracy (the distance from the average hand position over the final 0.3 sec
onds of a trial to the final target position) was recorded for each trial. For a grouping of
trials, the overall accuracy was determined by the mean of the accuracy for all trials in the

group. A t-test was used to compare the quasi-static controller to a simple PI controller
with no intermediate positions (referred to as the simple controller).
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Figure 16: A 2-D projection of the 3-D map of the feasible wrist positions in the modeled
workspace. Feasible points (green) are where the controller is able to determine predict a set of
muscle activations capable of achieving the model predicted static arm torques. The map was pro
duced with a 1 cm spaced grid of wrist positions. The image also shows an example reaching motion
completed by the final quasi-static controller. The intermediate points are shown by blue circles and
the triangles represent the start (blue) and end target positions (red). The reach shown was a 32 cm
reach with an accuracy of 9.5 cm. As seen, the reach has fairly good accuracy until the arm moves
to the edge of the feasible workspace.

5.3.2

Results

We have developed a quasi-static controller that is capable of moving the wrist of a simu

lated arm along a path between a starting position and target position. Using a controller
with a distance between positions of 6 cm and a time between switching points of 1.3 sec
onds, we were able to achieve a median accuracy of 6.8 cm (mean: 10.5 cm, standard de
viation: 9.4 cm) over a series of 200 reaches longer than 30 cm. This is significantly better

than the simple controller that does not use intermediate points (mean: 20 cm, p < 0.01).

Fig. 16 shows an example trial of the final controller achieving a 31 cm reach with an

accuracy of 0.6 cm.
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Figure 17: An example of a time history of the X position of the wrist for a reaching motion
controlled by the quasi-static controller (blue) and the simple controller where the target position
was always the final goal wrist position (red). The accuracy of the quasi-static controller was 1.1 cm
and the accuracy of the simple controller was 27.4 cm.

Fig.17 shows the time histories in the X direction of both the quasi-static controller and
the simple controller for achieving a 32 cm reach with accuracy of 1.1 cm and 27.4 cm re
spectively. The quasi-static controller achieved better accuracy, but required a significantly

longer period of time to reach its final position (nearly 10 s vs 3 s). Also, the quasi-static
controller results in a motion that stops and starts at each position.
To achieve the final controller, we first had to tune the parameters of the controller.
Tuning was performed at a static position with the goal of improving accuracy while lim
iting oscillations. As seen in Fig. 18, while tuning the controller, oscillations arose due to

the proportional gain. Adding derivative gain to the controller was unable to eliminate the

oscillations because of the 13 Hz frequency for changing neural excitations as well as the

muscle activation dynamics. Instead, 120 N-s/m of damping was added to the arm support
in each direction. This was effective in limiting oscillations during tuning.
We used the tuned controller to move the wrist over single point reaches of different

distances. The average accuracy and rise times of each distance are shown in Table IV.
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Figure 18: This figure compares the effect of using a PID controller (red) vs a PI controller with
mechanical damping (green). Both controllers use a damping constant of 120 N-s/m. The controller
used had a proportional gain of 250 N/m and an integral gain of 80 N/m-s and the goal position was
the starting position (black). Adding derivative control is unable to eliminate oscillations compared
to the undamped system (blue) because of the time delays in switching neural excitation inputs and
the muscle activation dynamics. The addition of physical damping to the arm support eliminates the
oscillations.

Table IV: Average results for point to point reaches

Reach distance
(cm)

Accuracy
(cm)

80% rise time
(s)

2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16

2.2
3.5
3.5
4.1
6.6
3.3
5.5
10.3

1.2
1.0
1.2
1.4
1.3
1.3
1.5
1.5
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Since the rise times were similar for all reach distances, we used the overall average value
of 1.3 s as the position switching time, tswitch for our quasi-static controller. To select a

distance between points, the goal was to select the largest distance possible while main
taining accuracy. With that goal in mind, we selected 6 cm spacing for our paths. (12 cm

spacing also produced low error with the point to point moves, however a few test trials of
paths with 12 cm spacing demonstrated that this accuracy was not maintained over several

steps.)
The final parameters selected for the controller were a distance between positions in the
path of d* = 6 cm, the switching time of tswitch = 1.3 s, and the mechanical damping of

120 N-s/m in all directions.
5.3.3

Discussion

We have presented a quasi-static control architecture which is capable of accurately control

ling the position of the wrist ofa simulated human arm during reaching movements. Using

a model-based, quasi-static method proved more accurate than a simple model-based PI
controller. The accuracy of the final controller is worse than the accuracy found in [11]

for holding static positions but similar. While this is a simulation and so does not have the
issues ofa practical experiment, maintaining a similar accuracy over the course ofan entire

reach is encouraging.
This paper determined the key parameters necessary which can be used as a starting

point to achieve reaching motions with a practically implemented quasi-static controller.

Further tuning of the parameters will be necessary when used with a human subject. A

relatively simple improvement prescribed by the results was the addition of a damper to
the passive arm support. Oscillation within a reaching motion can be discomforting to an
individual with a paralyzed limb controlled with FES. The inability to eliminate oscillations

using derivative control due to the delays in the system limited the ability to improve the

performance of the controller. More complex methods have been developed to compensate
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for the delays inherent in an electrically stimulated neuromuscular system, but these are

generally developed only for single joints or often require some knowledge (with some
uncertainty allowed) of the parameters of the system [13][14]. Our modeling method avoids

parametric modeling due to the difficulty in defining the parameters and therefore does not
fit these compensation methods well. The physical addition of the damper to the system is

a simple way to improve the system performance and achieve similar results.

The average speed of the reaching motions prescribed by this controller (4.6 cm/s) is
very slow compared to other controllers. A planar arm controlled by FES has been driven

with maximum velocities of 25 m/s [9]. Even the simple controller without intermediate

points much more quickly achieved its final position. Also, the simple controller produced

smoother motions without stopping and starting. However, for many every day motions,
slow arm movements are acceptable as accuracy is more important (for example, when
eating off a plate). However, it is still necessary to improve the speed and smoothness of
the movements to make the reaching similar to pre-injury abilities. Since the rise times

for all single point-to-point trials were similar, the best way to improve the speed of the
controller is to increase the distance between positions in the quasi-static path. However,

this change must be done carefully because the increase in distance between points in this
paper generally led to a decrease in accuracy.
There were many trials with larger distances that still had very good accuracy (and some

small distance trials with bad accuracy). These good accuracy trials often occurred when
the path was well within the feasible region. For many of the trials with bad accuracy, points
along the path were near the border of the feasible region. This can be seen in Fig. 16 where

the controller is accurate until the portion of the path near the boundary of the feasible space

where errors in the model are not well compensated for. Model errors on the border of the
feasible space could mean the point is actually infeasible or could cause the arm to move
to infeasible configuration which cannot be recovered from. Additionally, the ability of the

controller to compensate for errors is lower in this region as the muscles are able to achieve
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less compensatory forces. Also, because the feasible space is not convex, large distances
between points can lead to straight line paths which cross through infeasible regions. This is
most likely one reason that the smaller distances between points have better accuracy. The

current method of selecting a path is a simple nearest neighbor search. A more intelligent
path selection method which selected feasible points away from the boundary could allow

for larger distances between points and, in turn, higher speed of movement.
Overall, this work presents a quasi-static control architecture capable of achieving FESdriven reaching motions.
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CHAPTER VI

MODEL LEARNING FOR CONTROL OF A PARALYZED HUMAN ARM WITH

FUNCTIONAL ELECTRICAL STIMULATION
Our overall aim is to restore reaching motions to individuals with paralyzed limbs due to

spinal cord injuries. In previous chapters, I have presented our modelling method and

demonstrated the ability to use the model as the basis of a controller for holding static
wrist positions. With the improvements developed in Chapter V, we used this controller

to move the wrist along straight line reaching paths. This was the first demonstration of
a 3-dimensional, full-arm reaching motions driven by FES. The controller demonstrated

success in these motions, but it struggled to reach all targets. These results drove the

development of our final controller in Chapter VII.

Conference publication:

1. D. N. Wolf, Z. A. Hall and E. M. Schearer. Model Learning for Control of a Paralyzed Human
Arm with Functional Electrical Stimulation. In 2020 IEEE International Conference on Robotics and
Automation (ICRA), pages 10148-10154, 2020.
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ABSTRACT

Functional electrical stimulation (FES) is a promising technique for restoring reaching

ability to individuals with tetraplegia. To this point, the complexities of goal-directed reach
ing motions and the shoulder-arm complex have prevented the realization of this potential

in full-arm 3D reaching tasks. We trained a Gaussian process regression model to form the
basis of a feedforward-feedback control structure capable of achieving reaching motions

with a paralyzed upper limb. Over a series of 95 reaches of at least 10 cm in length, the
controller achieved an average accuracy (measured by the Euclidean distance of the wrist

to the final target position) of 3.8 cm and an average error along the path of 3.5 cm. This
controller is the first demonstration ofan accurate, complete-arm, FES-driven 3D reaching
controller to be implemented with an individual with tetraplegia.

6.1

Introduction

For the approximately 170,000 individuals with some level of tetraplegia due to spinal cord
injuries [1], the restoration of hand and arm function is their greatest priority to improving

their quality of life [2]. Functional electrical stimulation (FES) is a promising technique

for helping these individuals complete the reaching motions necessary for daily living.
Many approaches have been attempted for achieving arm function with FES by first
reducing the complexity of the arm-control problem. For repetitive tasks such as grasping,
the complexity of the system was reduced by using preprogrammed, repeated stimulation

patterns [3]. The extension of the repeated stimulation pattern method to full-arm reaching

[4] cannot achieve all daily reaching tasks because the ever changing, goal-directed nature
of reaching motions would require an infeasible amount of predetermined stimulation pat

terns. Any everyday reaching controller must be able to automatically select the stimulation
commands necessary to achieve any novel, feasible reach.

Another common approach to reducing the complexity of controlling reaching motions
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is to control each joint independently. FES controllers have demonstrated success in con
trolling individual joints such as elbow extension [5]. Extending this success to controlling

multiple joints separately, the MUNDUS program [6] used a lockable exoskeleton to lock
all uncontrolled joints while a single joint was driven with FES. The current state-of-the-art
FES-reaching system, the BrainGate2 clinical trials, controls each joint independently but

simultaneously [7]. Based on user intent, which was read by an intracortical brain computer

interface, the controller selected a position along a predefined stimulation pattern for each
of the joints. The controller had difficulties with multi-joint motions because the indepen

dent joint control could not account for joint interactions. The independent joint control

method also does not allow for using the kinematic redundancy of the arm to complete
tasks in different ways. In order to successfully control reaching motions, it is necessary to

treat the arm as a complete system and not as independent joints.
Various methods of controlling the complete arm have been attempted. In computer

simulations, optimized proportional-derivative control [8], feedforward-feedback control

[9], reinforcement learning [10], and threshold control [11] have all successfully controlled

reaching motions. Practically implementing these methods is difficult due to the real-world
arm dynamics differing from the simulation.
Model learning, which uses data-driven machine learning models rather than parame

terized physics-based models to predict the behavior of physical systems, has been used
extensively to control robots (see [12] for a review) and is especially suitable for using

FES to control the human arm. We intend to control multiple joints with multiple muscles
- a problem that grows significantly in complexity as more joints and muscles are added.

Using a physics-based model for FES control as in [13] may be effective for single joint
systems with one or two muscles. However, as system complexity increases, the number of
parameters needed to accurately model the arm increases. Further, guaranteeing parameter
identifiability (e.g. of joint inertias) is extremely difficult given the limitations on range of

motion and acceptable movement speeds for people with spinal cord injuries. Although
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model learning (with artificial neural networks) has been used for FES control of planar

reaching in healthy persons [14], it has not been demonstrated for 3D motions in people

with spinal cord injuries.
In our own prior research, we have used model learning approaches to complete steps

towards full-arm reaching. We have used semiparametric Gaussian process regression

(GPR) to predict joint torques produced by muscles [15]. We built on this success by
using nonparametric GPR models of the arm to form the basis of a feedforward-feedback

controller to hold static wrist positions [16]. With this controller, we attempted quasi-static
reaches with no intermediate points (used the model of the final position as the model for

the entire reach) with some success, but there was significant oscillation and large over

shoot in the reaching error [17]. In simulation, we showed that adding external damping
and quasi-static intermediate points improved the controller performance [18].

The purpose of the current study is to build upon our previous work and develop a con
trol structure capable of achieving full-arm, 3D reaching motions driven by FES. This is an
important step towards the use of FES in the home to restore the full-arm reaching motions

critical to completing many activities of daily living. We present a method of developing a
subject-specific model of an individual with tetraplegia’s arm and its response to electrical

stimulation. We use this model as the basis of a combined feedforward-feedback controller

capable of automatically determining the stimulation commands necessary to achieve de
sired reaching motions within the subject’s workspace.
We evaluated the performance of the controller for completing reaching tasks. In par

ticular we quantified the accuracy of the controller for moving the wrist to a desired final
position and determined if there was a difference in accuracy based on target location.
These results will guide the future developments of FES-driven reaching controllers.
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6.2

Methods

In this study, we used a model learning based control strategy to complete reaching motions

with an individual with high tetraplegia and an implanted FES neuroprosthesis. During the
experiment, we 1) developed a Gaussian process regression model for the force the muscles

produce as a function of the wrist position, and 2) used the model as the basis of an FES
controller to move the wrist along desired paths.

The experiment took place during a four-hour time block. Experimental set up and

identifying the model of the arm required approximately 1.5 hours. The participant took a
half-hour break for lunch. The remaining time of the session was used to attempt randomly
selected reaching motions. The participant was allowed breaks whenever requested.
6.2.1

Experimental Setup

We completed the experiments with a single human participant who has high tetraple

gia and lacks voluntary control of her right arm. The participant’s abdomen is implanted

with a stimulator-telemeter [19][20][21] that can deliver current to activate nine indepen
dent muscle groups: triceps, deltoids, latissimus dorsi, serratus anterior, biceps/brachialis,
supra/infraspinatus, rhomboids, lower pectoralis, and upper pectoralis. Muscle stimula

tion is delivered via bi-phasic, charge balanced pulses delivered at 13 Hz. The amplitude
of the pulses is constant for each muscle group. The activation of each muscle group is

controlled by varying the pulse-width (referred to as the stimulation input) from 0-250 ^s.
The participant’s wheelchair is equipped with a passive arm support that assists against the
force of gravity to create a comfortable and achievable workspace. More details can be

found in [22] (Subject 1) and [16]. Protocols used for this research were approved by the

institutional review boards at Cleveland State University (IRB NO. 30213-SCH-HS) and
MetroHealth Medical Center (IRB NO. 04-00014).
We gathered training data for using a HapticMaster (Moog FCS) robot with three de

grees of freedom. The robot was used to record the 3D forces of its end-effector. An
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Optotrak Certus Motion Capture System (Northern Digital, Inc.) was used to measure the
position of the wrist for data gathering for modeling and feedback during reaching.

Our previous research (and that of others) has demonstrated that significant oscilla
tions occur with feedback FES control due to the delays in the FES system (low frequency
of stimulation and electrical-muscular activation delays). In simulation, we were able to

improve the controller performance by adding physical damping to the arm support [18].

Due to this finding, we used the robot to create a damped environment (20 N-s/m in each
direction) during the reaching experiments.

The control and data collection occurred at 52 Hz, but stimulation inputs were updated
at 13 Hz.
6.2.2

Model Learning

Our model learning procedure was previously presented in [16]. We present a detailed

summary here for completeness. The basis of our controller (shown in Fig. 19) was a model

consisting of three parts: 1. arm statics (predicts the forces necessary to hold a desired wrist
position), 2. muscle force production (the mapping from wrist position to the maximum

forces produced at the wrist by each muscle), and 3. recruitment curves (the mapping from

muscle group electrical stimulation to muscle activation). Our controller inverts each part
of the model to determine the muscle group stimulation commands necessary to achieve a

desired wrist position.
To gather the model training data, a robot held the participant’s wrist at a series of static

positions within her comfortably reachable workspace. The connection of the participant’s
wrist to the robot was via a ball-in-socket joint that does not transmit torque. The robot was

equipped with a three-dimensional force sensor at its end-effector, and the force needed to
hold the wrist stationary, fr

G

R3, was recorded.

To determine the arm statics, the robot held the arm in a position with zero muscle
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stimulation, and, thus, all muscle activations, a

G

R9, were zero. Therefore,
(6.1)

frstatic = p(x)

where p(x)

G

R3 are the forces necessary to hold the wrist in the static position, x

G

R3.

To determine the force production of the jth muscle group, the muscle group was stim

ulated at its maximum stimulation command so that a(j) = 1. The forces required for the
robot to hold the wrist stationary, frstimj , are then defined by the difference of the forces

with zero stimulation (i.e. the required static forces) and the forces produced by the muscle

group,
frstim = p(x) - M(x)a,

where M(x)

G

(6.2)

R3x9 is the linear mapping of muscle activation to forces at the wrist

and p(x) are the forces when stimulating no muscles. Each column of M(x) represents

the forces produced in each Cartesian direction by 100% activation of the corresponding

muscle group. The jth column of M(x) is determined by subtracting frstimj , the recorded
force during stimulation of muscle group j, from the previously identified static forces,
frstatic ,

M(x)j = frstatic - frstimj.

(6.3)

At a previous experimental session, we gathered training data by measuring frstatic and
frstim for all muscle groups at 27 wrist positions, x, within the participant’s workspace. The

positions were selected to be spaced throughout the subject’s workspace at 3 levels (low,
medium, and high). The boundaries of the workspace were defined by the subject’s physical

comfort. We repeated the set of measurements three times with a random order of wrist
positions and muscle group activations. The data was used to train a set of GPR models with

the input being the wrist position and the output being the force in one direction measured

by the robot. A model was trained for the force produced in each degree of freedom for each

of the nine muscle groups as well as for the static arm (zero muscle activation) resulting
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in 30 total models. The squared exponential covariance function with automatic relevance
detection was used, and the optimal hyperparameters were identified [23]. Using the GPR
models, we can calculate frstatic and frstim and thus determine p(x) and M(x), via (6.3), at
any position in the subject’s workspace. In the controller (Fig. 19), the GPR models form

the basis of the “Inverse Arm Statics” and “Inverse Muscle Force.”

To account for changes in the arm and muscles from the time of modeling, we gathered

new training data from a single set of 27 wrist positions at the start of the reaching experi
ments session. We reused the previously found hyperparameters to train a new model with

less data and thus in less time. This method allows for identifying an accurate model the
day of the experiment which is critical for accurate control.

The recruitment curves, the mapping from stimulation input to muscle group activation,
for each muscle group were identified using the deconvolved ramp method [24].
6.2.3

Controller

The controller (Fig. 19) is a modified version of the controller used in [16] to hold static
wrist positions. We present the complete controller for thoroughness. The controller uses

the model presented in section 6.2.2 along with a feedback controller to determine the

forces and corresponding muscle group stimulations necessary to move the wrist along a
straight line path to a desired final position.

The controller first calculates the open-loop forces in each Cartesian direction, p(x*),
necessary to hold a desired wrist position, x,

e

R3, by using the GPR models of the

inverse arm statics. A positional proportional-integral feedback controller produces cor

rective forces to adjust the open-loop forces to get the desired forces, fdes . Next, the GPR
models of muscle force production and (6.3) are used to identify the elements of the map

ping from muscle group activations to wrist forces at the desired wrist position, M(x,).

After determining the desired forces and the muscle-force mapping, M(x,), we calculate
the muscle activations, a, that will produce the desired forces.
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Desired
Position

Figure 19: Controller block diagram: The controller automatically determines and applies the mus
cle stimulation commands to achieve a desired wrist position.

Determining the desired muscle activations during real-time feedback control requires
overcoming two main problems at this point: 1) the arm is a redundant system in that there
are more muscle groups than degrees of freedom (i.e. M(x*) is not square), and 2) the use

of feedback means we have no control over the forces that the controller calls for and thus
feedback overcompensation, the calling for forces above the greatest possible force, and

muscle activation saturation can occur. Solving the system redundancy can traditionally
be completed using a constrained optimization routine. However, in the case of feedback
overcompensation, which can happen with little feedback compensation in an individual

with tetraplegia due to muscle weakness from atrophy, constrained optimization routines
are unable to find a feasible solution, one where the muscle forces are between zero and
one, because one does not exist.

Our solution to these problems is to use the quasi-Newton method to find the set of
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activations, a, that minimizes the penalty function,

2

i

||a|| + c kM(x*)a - fdesk2 + C2K + C3T

a2 if ai < 0
(a - 1)2 ifai > 1

K = P ki where ki =

(6.4)

0 if 0 < ai < 1

T = fdes

where

x M(x*)a

2 minimizes the muscle activations,

||a||

||M(x*)a

— fdes|2

penalizes activations

that do not produce the desired force, K penalizes activations which do not belong to

ai

E [0,1],

and T penalizes activations that produce forces in an incorrect direction. The

penalty weights were chosen to be c1 = 100, c2 = 10, 000 and c3 = 1, 000 because they
produced feasible muscle activations with the forces in the right direction during offline
testing.

To account for feedback overcompensation, we modified the controller in [16] with
the aim of producing the largest possible force in the direction of the desired force. The

addition of the T term to the objective function penalizes forces not in the desired direction.

When the forces become significantly larger than the maximum possible forces in a given
wrist position, the penalty function solution breaks down and can lead to solutions which

are infeasible (activations greater than one or less than zero) or to an inability to find a

solution.
To improve these solutions, we developed a method to restrict the forces to within a

rectangular prism of the maximum forces that can be produced. The maximum force that

can be produced in each of the Cartesian directions (positive and negative directions) is

determined and recorded offline. In the force space, a rectangular prism is drawn with
faces at each of the maximum forces. If the desired force is greater than the maximum
force that can be produced in any of the Cartesian directions, the intersection of the force

vector and the rectangular prism is found, and this point becomes the new desired force.
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This scales the desired force back to a position closer to the feasible force space while

maintaining the desired direction. While this point is not guaranteed to be feasible, this
scaling resulted in more reasonable activations as a solution to (6.4). The combination of

this force scaling method with the T term in (6.4) leads to selecting significantly improved

activations over the controller in [16] when feedback overcompensation occurs.
Once the activations are found, the inverse recruitment curves block calculates the stim
ulation inputs.
6.2.4

Reaching Experiments and Data Analysis

To evaluate our controller’s ability to control reaching motions, we quantified the accu
racy of the controller over a series of reaches throughout the participant’s workspace. Each

reaching trial lasted for five seconds and consisted of a one-second hold at the starting
position, a two-second ramp from the starting position to the target position, and a two-

second hold at the target position. The straight-line ramp between positions was selected
because previous quasi-static experiments showed that planning a defined path of closely

spaced points between the target and goal would improve the performance (speed, smooth
ness, and accuracy of movement) [17][18], and a ramp is the limit of lowest spacing and

time between each quasi-static point. We use the term quasi-static because the controller is
based on a static model but is used to create reaching movement. An example of a desired

trajectory can be seen in Fig. 20.
Prior to completing the reaching experiments, the proportional-integral controller was

tuned using a series of 3 random reaching motions. The gains were manually tuned to
improve the final accuracy without increasing oscillations. The values of the proportional
and integral gains were selected to be 10 N/mm and 0.3 N/mm-s respectively.
During the reaching trials, the subject’s wrist was connected to a robot which moved

the subject’s wrist to the starting position for each trial and created a damped environment
during the reach. At the start of each trial, to limit the effects of the transient muscle dy
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namics and guarantee the controller starts at the correct point, the wrist was held stationary

for the first 0.5 seconds. For the rest of the reach, the wrist was allowed to move as driven
by the muscle stimulation.
To select the target reaching motions, we created a grid of wrist positions with 1 cm

spacing within the convex hull of the 27 positions visited during the gathering of the model
training data. On the day of the experiments, the subject’s workspace spread 14 cm in

the x direction, 23 cm in the y direction, and 11 cm in the z direction (see Fig. 20(a) for
the coordinate frame). Start and target positions were randomly selected from this wrist

position grid to create reaches of at least 10 cm in length. The average reach length was 13
cm. Once the start and target positions were selected, the complete desired reaching path

was determined. For each wrist position along the path, x*, the open-loop muscle forces,
p(x*), and the muscle force production matrix, M(x*) were determined offline before the

trials. At each time step, the controller used p(x*) and M(x*) for the current desired

position.

The final accuracy of the reach was determined by the Euclidean distance between the
average final wrist position over the final 0.5 seconds and the desired target position. We

also measured the accuracy over a complete reaching motion which we refer to as the path
accuracy. The path accuracy for a single trial is defined as the average Euclidean distance

from the wrist position to the desired target position over all time steps. We analyzed
the effects of the position of the target and whether the selected path had a feasible target

position on the controller performance. Feasible target positions are defined as positions

where the model can select muscle activations capable of achieving the predicted open-loop

forces. In an attempt to complete more possible reaches, non-feasible and feasible target
positions were tested. We completed as many unique reaches as possible in the allotted

time (95 total reaches). A 2-sample t-test was used to determine if these factors had an
effect on the controller.
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6.3

Results

Over 95 trials, our controller achieved reaching motions with an average final accuracy of

3.8 cm (standard deviation of 2.2 cm) and an average path accuracy of 3.5 cm (standard
deviation of 1.5 cm). Fig. 20 shows a representative reach with a final accuracy of 2.1

cm and a path accuracy of 1.9 cm. Fig. 3 shows the average accuracy at each point of
the trajectory for all trials normalized by the length of each trial. As seen in both figures,
the wrist position was generally able to track the desired reaching path and finish near
the desired position. These examples and the overall accuracy results demonstrate that the

controller successfully calculated the muscle stimulation commands required to achieve the

desired reaching motions.
Fig. 20 also shows that though there were some oscillations, the amount was limited and

generally low frequency which could be tolerated by the subject and would still be useful
for functional tasks. This experimentally demonstrates the efficacy of using a proportional
integral controller to produce reaching motions within a damped environment.
There was a significant difference (p < 0.001) in the final accuracy of reaching motions

with feasible target positions (^ = 2.1 cm, N=22) and the accuracy of reaches with infeasi
ble target positions (^ = 4.3 cm, N=73). There was also a significant difference (p < 0.01)

in the final accuracy of reaching motions to the extreme right of the subject’s workspace,

defined by the target being greater than 5 cm to the right of the center of the subject’s thorax
(^ =4.9 cm, N=25) and the rest of the workspace (^ =3.4 cm, N=70). Fig. 22 shows this
difference in accuracy based on target position.

6.4

Discussion

We have used model learning to develop a controller capable of achieving arbitrary reaching

motions with an FES-controlled paralyzed arm. Our controller accurately moves the wrist
along a desired path while accounting for the issues of a redundant system and feedback
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(a) Overhead view of the reach in the x-y plane

time (s)

time (s)
(c)

Figure 20: This figure shows the details of an example 10 cm reach with a final accuracy of 2.1
cm and path accuracy of 1.9 cm. (a) shows the overhead view in the x-y plane. (b) shows the time
history of the reach in each Cartesian direction (dashed lines). As seen, the wrist was able to track
the desired wrist position (solid lines). (c) shows the muscle group activations for the reach and
demonstrates that the the controller is able to automatically select muscle activations to compensate
for error. To move in the positive-y direction, the deltoids muscle group (highlighted) is activated.
This is expected because the deltoids abducts the shoulder and moves the hand away from the
subject’s midline.
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Figure 21: A plot of the average error and confidence intervals for all trials. The error for a single
point is defined as the Euclidean distance from the current desired point in the trajectory and is
displayed as a percentage of the total trajectory length. The path error for a given trial is the mean
of the errors at each point of the trajectory.

Figure 22: This figure shows the target position and relative accuracy (represented by the size and
color of each point) for all completed reaches. As seen, for targets to the right of the subject’s
workspace the accuracy is on average, worse than for the other target positions.
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overcompensation/muscle activation saturation due to muscle weakness in individuals with

spinal cord injuries. To our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of autonomouslyselected electrical muscle stimulation for integrated shoulder and elbow control to produce

3D reaching movements in an individual with tetraplegia.

The controller accurately completed reaches throughout the participant’s workspace.
The final accuracy of 3.8 cm is sufficient to complete many daily reaching tasks such as
grabbing a cup to drink. For points that our model predicted were feasible, the accuracy

of 2.1 cm is, to our knowledge, the best reported 3D reaching accuracy achieved by FES.

The improvement in accuracy for feasible points over the accuracy of infeasible points is
promising moving forward as the predicted feasible points can be used to select reaching
paths that will have better overall accuracy (i.e. only traveling through/to predicted feasible

points). The good overall accuracy for all points is also important as it is difficult to choose
paths that cross only feasible positions because of the limited workspace for individuals

with tetraplegia.

The achieved path accuracy of 3.5 cm shows that the controller is able to accurately
track a desired wrist path. This is important because when completing reaching tasks it is
necessary to be able to reach a desired final hand position via differing paths. For example,

when reaching out to pick up a fork off a table, the person may need to avoid bumping a cup

of water with the hand. With the achieved path accuracy, our controller has the potential to
achieve desired target positions while traveling along different paths.

Our accuracy was similar to the accuracy found in [14] of approximately 2 cm for planar
reaching motions with healthy subjects as well as to our previous work with holding static
wrist positions with an accuracy of 2.9 cm [16]. This is encouraging because maintaining a

similar accuracy while expanding to 3D reaching motions, controlling more muscles, and

working with an individual with tetraplegia is critical if our controller is to restore everyday

reaching motions outside of a laboratory environment.
Reaches to the extreme right hand side of the subject’s workspace were less accurate
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than those towards the middle of the workspace. It was observed during trials to the right

positions that the wrist would seem to reach a “sticking point” when trying to move out to
the right. Reaching these targets often involved moving near the boundary of the workspace
and sometimes a straight line to the target, as would be called for by the feedback controller,

could pass through an infeasible or unreachable space. Therefore, more advanced trajectory
selection that guides the wrist through only reachable points may improve the performance
to these extreme targets.

One major issue with any model-based FES controller is the changing muscle dynam
ics due to fatigue and atrophy. It is difficult to ensure that the model remains accurate
over time. The performance of our controller demonstrates that our new, faster modeling
procedure of developing new training data while maintaining the hyperparameters from a

previously trained model is a way to update the model to maintain accuracy. The com
plete modelling procedure takes approximately three hours to gather the data and train the

models. The day-of experiment update only requires 35 minutes. This increase in model

learning efficiency will allow the model to be updated more frequently and the controller
to maintain it’s performance over time. Additionally, the performance seen during this ex
periment validated our previously simulated result that a damped environment can improve

the performance of an FES controller [18]. It is relatively simple to create a damped en

vironment by adding physical damping to the arm support that individuals with tetraplegia

often require to assist against the force of gravity and create a functional workspace.

The performance of this controller is a positive step to using an FES-controlled arm to
restore everyday reaching tasks to individuals with high tetraplegia. To complete the goal
of completing all possible reaching tasks, the accuracy must be improved throughout the

workspace. This could be done through better path planning or through robotic assistance.
Robotic exoskeletons have been shown to work cooperatively with FES to improve the

accuracy of control for walking [25] and elbow flexion movements [26]. The robotic ex

oskeleton could be also used to replace the subject’s arm support and produce the necessary
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damped environment. Additionally, with an accurate low-level FES controller, a brain con
trol interface (or other input device), such as that used in the BrainGate2 study [7], could

be used to determine the desired reaching target. Our controller could then automatically

complete the desired reach. The subject’s intent during the BrainGate2 study was able to
be decoded, but controlling each joint independently made the reaching motions difficult.
Our controller could replace this low level independent joint control with a complete arm

controller. Combined with these possible solutions, an accurate FES-reaching controller is

a critical step to restoring the reaching ability to individuals with tetraplegia in the home.
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CHAPTER VII
TRAJECTORY OPTIMIZATION AND MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL FOR

PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF FES-CONTROLLED REACHING MOTIONS
IN INDIVIDUALS WITH SPINAL CORD INJURIES

In this chapter we present a novel control scheme for achieving FES-driven 3D reaching

motions in individuals with tetraplegia. We first complete a simulation study which demon
strates the importance of trajectory planning to account for the subject-specific muscle

capabilities of an individual with a spinal cord injury. We develop a trajectory optimiza
tion method to find feasible reaching trajectories. We then use a model predictive control

controller to drive the subject’s arm along the desired trajectory. This control scheme is
practically implemented in a subject with tetraplegia, and presents a major step towards
achieving FES-driven full-arm reaching motions.

Publication:

1.

Model Predictive Control for Achieving Functional Electrical Stimulation-Controlled Reaching in an
Individual with Tetraplegia. in preparation

2. Trajectory optimization for FES-Controlled Reaching Motions with Spinal Cord Injuries: A Simula
tion Study. in preparation
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7.1

Introduction

Functional electrical stimulation (FES) neuroprostheses are a promising technology for
restoring reaching functions to individuals with upper-limb paralysis caused by spinal cord
injury (SCI). In the United States, there are nearly 175,000 individuals who suffer from

some form of tetraplegia because of SCI alone [1], and for most of these individuals, re
gaining hand and arm function would most greatly improve their quality of life [2]. Un
fortunately, to date, FES has yet to achieve reaching at a level necessary for every day use

because of the complexity of the arm and the variability of every day reaching motions.

FES activates paralyzed muscles by applying electrical stimulation to the nerves or mus

cles. It has demonstrated success in restoring trunk control [3], some limited walking [4],
and grasping [5] mainly through the use of repeated stimulation patterns or repeated/cyclic
motions with learning and feedback. Additionally, many different techniques including re

inforcement learning [6, 7], optimized PID control [8], and iterative learning control [9]

have shown success in controlling a single, or even a couple degrees of freedom in the
arm. Extending these successes to control the entire arm through reaching movements has
proven difficult.
There have been successes in developing controllers for novel FES-driven reaching mo

tions; however, due to the unique actuation issues seen in the arms of individuals with SCI,
these techniques have found limited success in restoring reaching to the SCI population.

Reaching controllers have been implemented in simulation [8], in a rehabilitation setting
with subjects who have suffered a stroke [9], or with healthy subjects [10]. When working
to restore reaching to individuals who have suffered paralysis due to an SCI, a unique set
of characteristics arises due to the properties of their muscles. Individuals with SCI suf

fer from rapid muscle atrophy [11] which combines with increased muscle fatigue when
electrically stimulated [12]. Additionally, some muscles suffer a complete loss of function
even in the presence of stimulation because of lower motor neuron damage [13]. These

subject-specific actuation issues are especially important and must be accounted when con
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trolling full-arm reaching motions because the muscles of the arm cross multiple degrees

of freedom which must be actively controlled to accurately place the hand in space.
A common method of compensating for the issues in muscle actuation driven by FES

is to use robots to support the desired motions and simplify the complexity of controlling
multiple degrees of freedom [14]. In [15], the authors used a robotic exoskeleton to assist

with elbow extension when the electrically stimulated triceps was fatigued. For full-arm
reaching motions with FES, two seminal approaches are the MUNDUS [16] [17] and the

BrainGate2 studies [18] which both also compensated for these muscular actuation diffi
culties by using robots. The MUNDUS project controlled each joint one at a time with

FES while an exoskeleton locked the other joints in place. The BrainGate2 clinical study
used input from an intracortical brain computer interface to select the desired muscle FES

patterns for the elbow and wrist/hand, but it used a robotic arm support to control shoulder
elevation. While both the MUNDUS and BrainGate2 studies demonstrated some success,

each of these projects saw failures arise from the coupling of the robotic system with the
FES-actuated arm. The MUNDUS project saw major hand position errors arise from slip
ping in the locked joints, mainly shoulder rotation. For the BrainGate2 system, the major

errors in control arose due to the uncontrolled coupled motions produced in other degrees
of freedom by the robotic arm support. To better control the arm through reaching motions,

it is necessary to develop a controller that directly accounts for the actuation limitations in
an individual with SCI as well as the dynamics of the system.

To our knowledge, there have been two main attempts to control full-arm reaching mo

tions without robots actively controlling degrees of freedom, the Razavian controller [10]
and our own previous work [19]. Both controllers used model-learning methods to de

termine configuration dependent models of forces produced by the muscles along with a
feedback controller to move the wrist along a straight-line path to a desired wrist position.

Razavian achieved 2D reaching motions using FES in a healthy individual. Our own previ
ous work has achieved 3D reaching motions using straight line paths in a participant with
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a spinal cord injury with reasonable accuracy, but there were areas of the workspace where
the accuracy was limited [20].
Due to the limited muscular actuation of an individual with SCI, it is possible, and

more likely probable, that straight line paths are not feasible for all possible reaches in the

workspace. In [21], the authors found that there were many configurations in the workspace

which are not controllable due to the muscle weakness and lack of activation associated
with an individual with SCI. It is important to note that when we discuss controllability in

this dissertation, we are not discussing the mathematical, control theory definition of con
trollability. Instead, we are using itto discuss the related idea that the controller is unable to
move directly from the current state in the direction of the desired next state. When trying

to follow a path that includes a configuration that is not controllable, the muscle activations
quickly become saturated, the arm is unable to move closer to the target, and the accuracy

plummets. Muscle activation saturation is a frequent occurrence in feedback control of a
paralyzed arm due to the weakness and loss of function of the muscles. When using a

simple feedback controller with no knowledge of the dynamics of the system, there is not a
clear answer as to what muscle activation to apply when this saturation occurs and the arm

can fail to move closer to the target.
In this chapter, we present a simulation study that demonstrates the issues that arise

from the significant actuation weakness of the muscles of the arm of an individual with
SCI. We hypothesize that planning paths using both the knowledge of the subject’s muscles
and a model of the dynamics of the system will result in more accurate reaches throughout

the subject’s workspace. We present two new control structures, a traditional feedback con
troller with a pre-planned feedforward component and a model predictive control (MPC)
controller. These controllers attempt to better use the knowledge of the arm’s actuation and
dynamics to control 3D reaching motions in individuals with SCI.

After demonstrating the feasibility of using trajectory optimization to find feasible

reaching motions and the validity of the control schemes in simulation, we practically im
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plement the MPC control scheme in an individual with high tetraplegia due to SCI. MPC

control strategies have been used in FES control for lower limb movements [22, 23]. In
this study, however, we present the first implementation of an MPC control scheme for
FES-driven reaching movements in an individual with tetraplegia.

Trajectory optimization for FES-Controlled Reaching Motions with Spinal Cord

7.2

Injuries: A Simulation Study
7.2.1

Methods

In this paper, we develop a control strategy for 3D FES-driven reaching motions that ac

counts for subject-specific muscle weakness and loss of function. An illustration of our

control framework is seen in Fig. 23. We first identified a subject specific mathematical
model of a subject with high tetraplegia due to spinal cord injury’s arm and its response
to electrical stimulation. Using this muscle capability model, we developed a dynamic

simulation of the arm. We used the simulation to complete a trajectory optimization rou
tine to find feasible trajectories that account for the dynamics and subject-specific muscle
capabilities. Using these optimized trajectories, we then compared a feedback controller,

feedforward-feedback controller, and model predictive control (MPC) controller to drive
the arm along the desired trajectories and straight line paths.

Subject-specific muscle model

Details of our model identification procedures can be found in [21, 24]. We present a brief

summary of the procedure and resulting model here.
To identify the muscle capabilities of a specific individual with high tetraplegia due
to SCI, we completed a system identification experiment with a single human participant

with high tetraplegia. The subject sustained a hemisection of the spinal cord at the C1-C2
level. We worked with her right arm which she is unable to voluntarily move except for

limited shrugging of the shoulder. She exhibits normal to hypersensitive sensation on her
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tetraplegia
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Figure 23: Framework for our control structure presented in this paper. We identify a subject
specific model of an arm and its response to electrical stimulation. We then use this model of the
muscular capabilities of the subject to use a simulation of the arm to find optimal trajectories to
achieve a desired arm configuration. Our controller then drives the arm along the desired trajectory
to the target configuration.

right side and does exhibit hypertonia in some of her muscles. More details on the subject
can be found in [25] (Subject 1). Protocols used for this research were approved by the
institutional review boards at Cleveland State University (IRB NO. 30213-SCH-HS) and
MetroHealth Medical Center (IRB NO. 04-00014).

The subject is implanted with the IST-12 stimulator telemeter in her abdomen [26-28].
The device uses intramuscular electrodes [29] and nerve cuff electrodes [30] to activate

paralyzed muscles. Control signals are sent from the computer to the device via a radio
frequency link. We controlled nine muscle groups with the device: 1. triceps, 2. deltoids,

3. latissimus dorsi, 4. serratus anterior, 5. biceps and brachialis, 6. supraspinatus and in
fraspinatus, 7. rhomboids, 8. lower pectoralis, and 9. upper pectoralis. Muscle stimulation

uses bi-phasic, charge balanced pulses delivered at 13 Hz. The amplitude and maximum

pulse-width of the muscles were determined as the point when no additional muscle force
was achieved or when the participant reported discomfort. Safety limits were in place to

assure the safety of the stimulation.
To gather data for model-learning, we used a HapticMaster (Moog FCS) robot with

three degrees of freedom. The robot records the 3D forces at its end-effector. The sub
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ject’s wrist was attached to the robot via the ADL gimbal attachment (Moog FCS) which

transmits force but not torque to the robot. An Optotrak Certus Motion Capture System
(Northern Digital, Inc.) captured data used to calculate the arm’s configuration defined as

three rotations at the shoulder - shoulder plane of elevation, shoulder elevation, and shoul
der rotation - and two rotations at the elbow - flexion and pronation - as defined in [31]. At
27 positions spaced throughout the subject’s workspace, we measured the amount of force

produced by each muscle group when stimulated at their maximum pulse-width as well as

with no muscle groups stimulated with the wrist held statically by the robot. When multi
plied by the transpose of the Jacobian of the arm, the torques about each of four degrees of

freedom - shoulder elevation plane, shoulder elevation, shoulder rotation, and elbow flexion
(pronation does not create force at the wrist) - can be calculated. The process was repeated

three times, and the data was used to train a semiparametric Gaussian process regression

(GPR) model [32] for each muscle group. The input to the model is the configuration of
the arm and the output is the joint torque predicted to be measured by the robot when a

muscle group is stimulated. The difference between the predicted torque with no muscles
stimulated and with a muscle group stimulated is the predicted amount of torque produced

by the muscle group.
It is assumed that the torques produced by the muscle groups combine linearly, an
assumption that is supported by [21, 33]. Therefore, the torque, t

of muscle activations, a

g

R9 where a

g

t

where M(q~)

G

R4

x 9

g

R4 produced by a set

[0,1] for each muscle group, is determined by

= M (q)a

(7.1)

is the configuration dependent ((q) muscle torque production

matrix. The ith column of M corresponds to the torques produced by the ith muscle group
when stimulated at 100% activation.

Using the semiparametric GPR model, the capabilities of the subject’s muscles at any
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arm configuration in the subject’s workspace can be predicted by calculating the muscle
torque production matrix.

Dynamic arm simulation

For use in both the trajectory optimization and simulation of control of a paralyzed arm,
we developed a dynamic simulation of the subject’s arm that uses our previously described

muscle torque production models to simulate the true capabilities of an individual with high
tetraplegia due to SCI. The simulation consisted of two links, a humerus and a forearm, and
had four degrees of freedom. There were three rotations at the shoulder corresponding to
the shoulder plane of elevation, shoulder elevation, and shoulder rotation. There was an
additional degree of freedom at the elbow corresponding to elbow flexion. All rotations are

defined in [31]. Pronation was not included as a degree of freedom in the model as the mus
cle groups controlled in the subject do not include the groups which naturally control the

pronation angle which made it nearly impossible to find trajectories which included con
trolling elbow pronation. Additionally, the subject’s arm support greatly limits the freedom

of the arm along that degree of freedom and so removing pronation from the system does

not result in a loss of generality of our simulation. As the semiparametric GPR model re

quires pronation angle as an input, the system assumes a constant pronation angle of 163°,
the pronation angle at the equilibrium resting position of the subject.

The lengths of the segments were measured on our subject to be 0.315 m for the
humerus and 0.253 m for the forearm. The mass, moments of inertia, and position of
the center of masses for each link were estimated for our subject using the properties from

[34]. The equations of motions and the derivatives of the equations of motion were found

using Autolev [35]. The model was actuated using torques across each of the degrees of

freedom. The control inputs to the model were the set of nine muscle activations, and (7.1)
was used to determine the torque across each joint. These torques were then applied to the

arm.
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The simulation makes several assumptions regarding the dynamics of the real-life sys
tem. The simulation did not include gravity. The subject’s shoulder muscles are not strong
enough to support against the force of gravity. Due to this, the subject uses a mobile arm

support to support against the force of gravity. We made the assumption that the arm sup
port perfectly compensates for the force of gravity on the arm. The simulation also included

passive stiffness of 1 Nm/rad and damping of 1 Nms/rad on each degree of freedom. The

equilibrium configuration for the joint stiffness was the passive equilibrium configuration

measured with the research subject. The purpose of these parameters is to produce a unique
passive equilibrium point which is critical for the numerical simulation stability. The stiff

ness also adds some portion of the dynamics produced by the elasticity in the subject’s
mobile arm support. It is important to note, however, that the parameters and dynamics of

the arm support were not explicitly measured or determined, and the arm support was not

explicitly simulated by our model. When expanding the methods to practical implementa
tion in a human subject, the dynamics of the arm support may need to be more explicitly
modeled.
To simulate reaching motions driven by FES, the system was simulated using the back

wards Euler method with a time step of 0.02 seconds. Newton’s method was used to find
the next state of the system at the end of the time step. For each time step, the control

inputs were discretized and held constant across the entire time step which is realistic to

how the real stimulation systems work where the frequency of stimulation determines the
rate at which control inputs can change. The dynamics of the system and the muscle torque

production models were modeled as continuous systems which varied with the state of the
system, defined by the joint angles and joint velocities of the arm. This requires the deriva

tives of the equations of motions, which were obtained from Autolev, and the derivative of
the muscle torque production matrix with respect to the state to be calculated. To calculate
the derivative of the muscle torque production matrix, the derivative of the semiparametric

GPR models were calculated as presented in [36].
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The system was simulated using MATLAB.

Trajectory optimization

Using the dynamic arm simulation presented in 7.2.1, we used trajectory optimization

methods to determine feasible reaching trajectories that accounted for the subject-specific

muscle capabilities of our research subject with high tetraplegia due to SCI. We created
a grid of arm configurations with 20° spacing between the maximum and minimum joint
angles measured in the training data in section 7.2.1. This resulted in a grid of81 target con

figurations (see Fig. 24). The desired starting configuration for each reaching motion was

defined as the resting equilibrium configuration as measured while identifying the model.
This configuration placed the subject’s wrist near the center of the reachable workspace.

For each target configuration, we attempted to find a feasible trajectory from the start
ing configuration to the target. To do so, we use the trajectory optimization techniques

described for optimizing human gait in [37]. In this method, we use the direct collocation
method which transforms the optimal control problem of calculating the optimal muscle

activations to achieve the desired motion to a constrained nonlinear program. IPOPT [38]
was used to solve this nonlinear program.
With a known nonlinear model of the dynamics of the system, q(k +1) = f (q(k), a(k))

for each time-step, k, and for n nodes, the trajectory optimization problem can be written
as

minimize:

mean(a2raj) + Y mean((qtraj

- qtarg)2)

a,qtraj

subject to:

ai(k) G [0,1]

Vi G {1,2,..., 9} ,

qtraj (k + 1) = f (qtraj (k),a(k)),

Vk G {1, 2,..., n}

Vk G {1,2,. . .,n - 1}

qtraj(1) = q0
qtraj (n) = qtarg

qmin

—

qtraj(k)

— qmax,

Vk G {1,2, . . . , n}
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(7.2)

The first term of the objective function minimizes the average of the squared muscle acti
vations for all n nodes of the trajectory, atraj, and the second term attempts to minimize

the distance from each configuration across all n nodes of the trajectory, qtraj to the target
position, qtarg . Finding trajectories that minimize muscle activations is a desirable goal

because it limits fatigue in the subject and allows for greater control bandwidth for a feed
back controller to adjust activation before muscle saturation. The second term was added to

produce more physiologically realistic reaches. With only minimizing muscle activations,

the optimization found trajectories which involved swinging the arm the opposite direction

of the target configuration and allowing the stiffness in the joints to swing the arm to the

desired position. While straight line paths are not always reasonable, for most reaching
tasks, a subject will want to reach in the most direct path possible to achieve the desired

motion.

y is a weighting factor which was selected to be y = 1 rad-2 to achieve the overall

goal of the objective function to balance the goals of minimal activations and direct path
reaches.

The optimization problem includes constraints on the state (joint angles and joint ve
locities), muscle activations, dynamics, and task constraints. To guarantee the controller

found trajectories within the subject’s comfortable workspace, the joint angles were con

strained to be between the minimum and maximum joint angles seen during the system

model identification in 7.2.1 with an additional 11° of rotation in each direction to allow

for trajectories along the edge of the workspace. The range of motion was 89° to 143°

for the shoulder plane of elevation, 21° to 77° for shoulder elevation,

-124°

to

-78°

for

shoulder rotation, and 31° to 82° for elbow flexion. The joint velocities could have a max
imum magnitude of 10 rad/s. The combined state constraints are represented by qmin and

qmax. The muscle activations were required to remain between 0 and 1. Lastly, the dy

namics constraints ensured that the dynamics from the simulation developed in 7.2.1 were

satisfied throughout the trajectory. This dynamics constraint ensures that the trajectories

include the muscle capabilities specific to our subject with high tetraplegia. The dynamics
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are estimated using the semi-implicit Euler method with a time-step of 0.025 s (80 nodes).

The task constraints ensured that the first node began at the start configuration with zero

velocity, q0 , and the final node ended at the target configuration with zero velocity, qtarg .

For each target position, we completed the trajectory optimization with 80 nodes. In
creasing the number of nodes increases the computational load but improves the estimation

of the system dynamics. To select a number of nodes, an optimization was completed with

200 nodes, and this trajectory was accepted as the ground truth. Starting with ten nodes,

for a trajectory for which the optimization found a feasible solution, the rms error of the
predicted trajectory to the ground truth trajectory was calculated. The number of nodes was

increased until the trajectory was determined with acceptable error from the ground truth

optimal trajectory.

The duration of each trajectory was 2 seconds. For the first attempt at finding a trajec
tory for a given target position, we used an initial guess ofa straight line trajectory with zero
activation. If IPOPT was unable to find an acceptable solution in 1500 iterations, we would

try to find a feasible trajectory for the target position one additional time with a random
initial guess. If a feasible trajectory was still not found, the target position was abandoned
and the next target configuration was attempted. It is important to note that not finding a

feasible trajectory does not guarantee that one does not exist as the optimization may con
verge to an infeasible local minimum. For all targets, the amount of time to complete the

optimization ranged from 9 seconds to 1,486 seconds with an average time of 221 seconds.

For targets which found a feasible trajectory, the average amount of time to complete the
optimization routine was 113 seconds.

Controlling simulated reaching motions

To test our trajectories found with the optimization methods in 7.2.1 and to prepare for

practically implementing these methods in controlling FES-driven reaching motions in an
individual with high tetraplegia, we compared three controllers: 1. a feedback controller, 2.
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a combined feedforward-feedback controller (referred to as “FF+FB” in figures and tables),
and 3. a model predictive control (MPC) controller.

The feedback controller in the first two controllers is similar to the controller presented
in [20] used for straight line reaching and is used to provide a baseline comparison to the
new controllers developed in this paper. The controller uses a PID controller to transform

errors in joint-position and velocity to desired control torques, tdes

G

R4, across each

degree of freedom. For the current configuration of the arm, q, the muscle force production
matrix, M (q), is predicted using the subject specific model developed in 7.2.1. For the

feedback only controller, to solve for the desired muscle activations, a, we then solve the
following quadratic programming problem using the quadprog function in MATLAB,

minimize:

||a||2

a

subject to:

M(q)a = tdes

ai

G [0,1]

(7.3)

.

Vi G {1, 2,..., 9}

For the feedforward-feedback controller, we have to add the optimal activations found via
the trajectory optimization to the commands produced by the feedback control, aff and
ensure that the total activation for each muscle is between 0 and 1. The new optimization

problem becomes

minimize:

||a||2

subject to:

M(q)a = tdes

a

ai + af f,i G [0, 1]

.

(7.4)

Vi G {1, 2, . . . , 9}

If overcompensation occurs and the feedback controller calls for torques which are infeasi
ble due to the muscle capabilities of our subject, the controller attempts to find the muscle

activations which produce the maximum torque in the desired direction of tdes. We achieve
this by asking for 70% of the requested torque. If no feasible solution is found with the

new requested torque, we continue to scale down the requested torqued to 70% of the pre
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vious requested torque for up to 10 iterations to attempt to find a set of muscle activations

which produce torque in the desired direction. If after 10 iterations no solution is found,
the controller outputs zero muscle activation.

The parameters of the PID controller were manually tuned on several trajectories with
the goal of producing accurate reaches with smooth activation profiles. For the feedforward

feedback controller, the proportional gain was 4 N/mm, derivative gain was 1 N-s/mm, and
integral gain was 1 N/mm-s.
We also developed an MPC control scheme with the hypothesis that including knowl

edge of the system dynamics more explicitly in the controller would produce more accurate

reaches. Additionally, MPC controllers are able to explicitly account for the constraints of
the system and thus eliminate the issue of overcompensation. The MPC control scheme we

developed is based on the incremental MPC formulation presented in [39] which incorpo
rates the benefits of integral control to the MPC control scheme. To develop the discrete

state-space matrices, the autolev equations of motion were used to linearize the system

about the current state. The MATLAB function c2d was used to create a discretized state
space system. The state of the system included the joint angles and joint velocities. The
output of the system and the reference trajectory included only the joint angles.

For a given time-step, k, the discretized state-space model of the system can be written
as

x(k + 1) = Ax(k) + Bu(k)

(7.5)

y(k) = Cx(k) + Du(k)

(7.6)

, which can be used to predict the next state of the system, x(k + 1), and the current system

output, y(k). For the controller developed in this dissertation, it is assumed that D = 0. To
add integral action to the controller, the state is augmented with the current control input,
and the new control input is defined as the change in control input, Au. The state-space
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system becomes

x(k + 1)

A

x(k)

B

B

^u(k)

(7.7)

+ DAu(k).

(7.8)

+
u(k)

0

I

u(k - 1)

I

x(k)

y(k) = [CD]

u(k - 1)

These state-space matrices are assumed constant for the control calculations. The con
troller aims to select the input commands which minimize the objective function
ny

1

nu -

J = Xe(k + i)Te(k + i) + A X Au(k + i)TAu(k + i).

(7.9)

=0

=1

i

i

The first term of the equation minimizes the error, e(k + i), for a given time-step which

is defined as the estimated output as calculated by equations (7.8) subtracted from the
reference trajectory. The prediction horizon, ny , determines for how many time steps for

ward the model predicts states and system error. The control horizon, nu , determines the
number of time steps forward that the controller optimizes control inputs. For time steps
nu < i < ny, Au = 0. The lumped scalar weighting A acts as a muscle group activa

tion smoothness parameter by weighting the amount that the activation commands change
during a time-step.

The parameters of the MPC controller were tuned on several trajectories with the goal
of producing accurate reaches along with smooth activation profiles. The time step of the
simulation was 0.02 seconds. The prediction horizon was selected to be 4 time steps, and
the control horizon was 2 time steps. This weighting on the change in muscle activations,
A, was selected to be 0.001 which was the highest value that did not see a large drop

in accurately achieving desired arm configurations. We selected this highest value of the

control input weighting to create smoother activation profiles which are more comfortable
for subjects.
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The feedback and MPC controllers were tested while trying to follow straight line tra
jectories (in joint space), and all three controllers were tested while trying to follow the op

timized trajectories found in 7.2.1 to determine the effect path planning has on the accuracy
of the system. The straight line paths were determined by fitting a fifth-order polynomial

between the starting and target arm configurations. The controllers were first tested using
the “perfect model” condition where the muscle capability model used by the controller
and the dynamics simulation were identical. Additionally, each controller was also tested

with an “uncertain model” condition to determine their robustness to uncertainty in the sys
tem. In this condition, the muscle force capability model of the dynamics simulation was

different than the model used by the controller. The uncertain muscle models were created
by developing a new set of training data for the models produced in 7.2.1. The training
data were randomly pulled from the predicted distribution (mean and variance) calculated

by the semiparametric GPR models. We repeated the control with uncertain models for
all trajectories 10 times to a wide selection of uncertain muscle capability matrices. This

uncertain model would produce changes in both the magnitude of the torque production as

well as the torque-space direction of each muscle. Another realistic scenario is the pres
ence of fatigue in the subject which would affect the magnitude of torque created but not
the direction. To test the controller’s response to fatigue, a “fatigued model” was created

by limiting the muscle force production matrix to 90% of the predicted value.
7.2.2

Results

Planning optimal trajectories which account for the capabilities of the muscles of a subject
with tetraplegia due to SCI produced improved accuracy and the ability to reach more po
sitions throughout the subject’s workspace. Table V presents the average accuracy, defined

as the Euclidean distance from the final position of the simulation’s hand (calculated by

forward kinematics) to the target wrist position. While the controllers drove the arm in
joint-space, for a subject, the most important measure for completing functional tasks is
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controller

trajectory

perfect model
mean accuracy (std)
cm

uncertain model
mean accuracy (std)
cm

fatigued model
mean accuracy (std)
cm

FF+FB
MPC

planned
planned
straight
planned
straight

1.4 (1.6)
3.0 (2.2)
7.3 (5.6)
12.5 (9.7)
16(10.1)

8.5 (4.4)
9.8 (4.0)
10.9 (4.9)
15.5 (8.5)
18.2 (7.9)

2.3 (2.5)
6.8 (2.9)
7.8 (4.3)
13.7 (10.6)
16.2 (9.9)

Feedback

Table V: Average final wrist position error from the target position for each controller

the ability to place the subject’s hand at a target; therefore, we use hand position as the

measurement of success.

On average, the feedforward-feedback and MPC control schemes with planned trajec
tories performed with improved accuracy over the other three methods when using a perfect

model. Additionally, these two methods demonstrated greater ability in reaching more po
sitions throughout the workspace. Fig. 24 shows the positions that were achieved by each

controller with better than 5 cm accuracy. Fig. 25(a) shows the number of targets that

were reached with at least the benchmark level of accuracy for benchmark accuracies rang
ing from 2 to 20 cm. There is not a large improvement in the accuracy nor the number

of points reached with straight line paths or planned paths with the feedback controller.
These results demonstrate that both planning trajectories and incorporating knowledge of

the capabilities of the subject’s muscles more directly into the control scheme, either via

feedforward activation commands or through a model in MPC control, are critical to pro
ducing accurate reaching motions in an individual with SCI. When adding uncertainty to the

model, the average accuracy across all controllers drops significantly (see Table V). How

ever, the feedforward-feedback and MPC control schemes are still able to achieve more
target wrist positions than the control methods without planning or without feedforward

activations for the Feedback controller (see Fig.25(b). With the fatigued muscle model,
the accuracy is again worse than with the perfect model, but the feedforward-feedback and

MPC control schemes still perform the best overall at achieving target positions.

Fig. 26 and Fig. 27 show an example of a trial with a perfect model for which planning
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and including knowledge of the muscle capabilities produced a significant improvement

accuracy and provides a good comparison of the different control strategies. For straight
trajectories, the feedback controller produced an accuracy of 15.0 cm, and the MPC con

troller achieved an accuracy of 5.1 cm. For the planned trajectories, the feedback controller

produced an accuracy of 7.6 cm, the feedforward-feedback controller achieved 0.1 cm of

accuracy, and the MPC controller achieved an accuracy of 0.7 cm. At around t=1 s, the
feedback controller in both the straight line and planned trajectories reached uncontrollable

configurations and asked for torques in a direction which is not feasible. Due to this sit
uation of overcompensation, the controller, unable to find activations to produce torque in
the desired direction, requests zero muscle activation, and the arm does not move. The

MPC controller, on the other hand, is able to avoid this situation by using its knowledge of
the dynamics and muscle capabilities of the system to determine the best feasible torque

space direction to apply torque. For example, due to the muscle capability matrix, it may
not be possible in a given configuration to apply positive torque to both the shoulder el

evation and shoulder rotation degrees of freedom. Though not seen in this example, this
issue of overcompensation and a feedback controller applying zero torque also occurs in
the feedforward-feedback controller. With a perfect model, we would expect to see the

feedforward-feedback controller achieve perfect tracking. However, for several trials that

were not achieved with perfect accuracy (see Fig. 25(a)), the sampling time difference and
difference in dynamics approximation methods (semi-implicit Euler method vs. backward

Euler method) between the trajectory optimization and the control simulation produced

small differences in motion while in an uncontrollable configuration, and the feedback was
unable to compensate for it. The feedback controller in this situation will ask for zero
torque. However, the MPC controller can predict if applying positive torque to one of the

degrees of freedom will improve the accuracy of the controller along the desired trajectory.

Errors which do develop in the MPC controller are due to the linearization of a nonlinear

dynamical system.
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★ FF+FB
M MPC

FB FB

Figure 24: This figures shows the target hand positions of targets which are achieved with at least
5 cm accuracy using the planned trajectories and each of the three control strategies. The FF+FB
controller achieves all 30 targets, the MPC controller achieves 24 targets, and the FB controller
achieves nine target hand positions.
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(a) perfect model

(b) uncertain model

(c) fatigued model

Figure 25: This plot shows the number of trajectories for each controller which achieved at least
the benchmark accuracy on the horizontal axis when using a (a) perfect model, (b) uncertain model
(average of 10 trials is shown), and (c) fatigued model.
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Figure 26: This figure shows the movement and activation patterns for controlling a simulated arm
along a desired straight trajectory (dashed line) for all three control strategies. To better show the
movement of all four joints, the joint angles relative to the starting configuration are plotted.
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Figure 27: This figure shows the movement and activation patterns for controlling a simulated arm
along a desired optimized trajectory (dashed line) for all three control strategies. To better show the
movement of all four joints, the joint angles relative to the starting configuration are plotted.
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7.2.3

Discussion

We have presented a framework for controlling an FES-driven human arm through desired

reaching trajectories. We use trajectory optimization techniques to determine feasible tra
jectories which account for the subject-specific muscle capabilities as well as the dynamics
of the arm. With the feasible trajectories, we demonstrate that using the knowledge of the

arm’s muscles and dynamics, either by using feedforward activations or in an MPC control

strategy, produces improved accuracy and the ability to reach target positions throughout
the workspace.

Reaching all portions of the subject’s workspace was found to be difficult with straight

line paths in [40], and we confirmed that result with the straight line trajectories in this
study including demonstrating situations where simple PID feedback controllers will fail

to produce activations. As had been observed in [21], due to the unique muscle capability

characteristics of individuals with tetraplegia due to SCI, including muscle atrophy and
lower motor neuron damage, the workspace of the subject will include configurations that
are not controllable in that the muscles are unable to drive the arm in the direction of

the next desired state. The need to account for these unique, subject-specific capabilities

prevents straight line feedback controllers such as the one presented in [10] from being
successfully implemented in individuals with SCI. Even in the presence of no uncertainty

in the controller, if these configurations are not avoided and planned for, as seen in this
paper, the reaching motion will not be successful. This point bears repeating, even with a
perfect model of the subject’s muscle capabilities and the dynamics of the system, trajectory

optimization is necessary to avoid paths which include uncontrollable configurations and

produce accurate reaches.
While we attempted to model some level of uncertainty, the dynamic simulation pre

sented in this study is very basic and does not include many nonlinearities and sources
of uncertainty which exist in individuals with SCI including electro-mechanical delays,

muscle activation dynamics, rapid fatigue, and the nonlinear elasticity of the arm-support.
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When practically implementing the control framework in an individual with SCI, the in
creased uncertainty makes it even more critical to avoid uncontrollable configurations.
While the feedfoward-feedback controller produced the best accuracy in this study, there

were still situations where the arm would get stuck in an uncontrollable configuration and
zero muscle activation would be requested for all muscle groups. The use of an MPC
controller offers a solution to this specific issue, but it did not perform as well overall in
the presence of model errors. One improvement to the system could be to combine the

feedforward command with an MPC feedback controller [41].
Other methods of trajectory optimization could also be used to better avoid uncontrol

lable locations to improve the performance of all controllers. Some of the found trajectories

were on the edge of controllability and even small deviations would lead to large errors.
This can be seen by the small sampling differences in activation leading to several trials

with perfect feedforward control to end up not near the target. One possible solution to

this would be to map the controllability of the configuration workspace. Our own previous

work has attempted to do a form of mapping the configuration dependent capabilities of
the workspace for rehabilitation purposes [42]. With a similar mapping, additional terms

could be added to the trajectory optimization or a trajectory optimization algorithm such as
CHOMP [43] could be used to bias the trajectories away from uncontrollable locations.
To our knowledge, the framework developed in this paper is the first attempt to search

for and control optimized, feasible trajectories using a subject-specific model of the muscle
capabilities for FES-driven reaching motions.

7.3

Model Predictive Control for Achieving Functional Electrical Stimulation-Controlled

Reaching in an Individual with Tetraplegia
7.3.1

Methods

We develop a control framework to drive the arm of an individual with high tetraplegia

due to SCI along desired reaching trajectories within her workspace (see Fig. 23). In
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these experiments we largely follow the procedures developed in section 7.2.1 with some

adjustment due to practical implementation differences. We first identify a subject-specific
model of our subject’s arm and its response to stimulation. We then use this model and

our trajectory optimization scheme to find feasible reaching motions throughout the target

workspace. Using an MPC control scheme, we then attempt to move the subject’s arm
along desired trajectories within the workspace.

The experimental session took place over a single 3.5 hour experiment. Initial set-up
(attaching motion capture markers and setting up coordinate frames and finding comfort

able arm configurations) took 40 minutes. Data gathering for the day of model identifi
cation and training the new model required 30 minutes. Finding feasible trajectories with
trajectory optimization required an additional 20 minutes. We spent 15 minutes tuning
the MPC controller, and the remainder of the time was used for completing reaches. The
subject was allowed breaks whenever requested.

Experimental setup

We worked with a single subject with high tetraplegia due to SCI. The subject, as previously

described in section 7.2.1, sustained a hemisection of the spinal cord at the C1-C2 level.
We worked with her right arm which is unable to voluntarily move her right arm except for

limited shrugging of the shoulder. She exhibits normal to hypersensitive sensation on her

right side and does exhibit hypertonia in some of her muscles. Her wheelchair is equipped
with a passive arm support which uses elastic bands to assist against the force of gravity
and maintain a comfortable arm configuration for achieving reaching motions. The arm

support produces a resting equilibrium position at about the center of the subject’s torso.
More details on the subject can be found in [25] (Subject 1). Protocols used for this research

were approved by the institutional review boards at Cleveland State University (IRB NO.
30213-SCH-HS) and MetroHealth Medical Center (IRB NO. 04-00014).

The subject is implanted with the IST-12 stimulator telemeter in her abdomen [26-28].
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The device uses intramuscular electrodes [29] and nerve cuff electrodes [30] to activate
paralyzed muscles. Control signals are sent from the computer to the device via a radio
frequency link. We controlled nine muscle groups with the device: 1. triceps, 2. deltoids,

3. latissimus dorsi, 4. serratus anterior, 5. biceps and brachialis, 6. supraspinatus and in
fraspinatus, 7. rhomboids, 8. lower pectoralis, and 9. upper pectoralis. Muscle stimulation
uses a bi-phasic, charge balanced pulse delivered at 13 Hz. The amplitude and maximum

pulse-width of the muscles were determined as the point when no additional muscle force
was achieved or when the participant reported discomfort. To change the amount of muscle

activation achieved, we adjust the pulse-width of the stimulation. We refer to this as the
stimulation input. Safety limits were in place to assure the safety of the stimulation.
We gathered training data for using a HapticMaster (Moog FCS) robot with three de

grees of freedom. The robot was used to record the 3D forces of its end-effector. The
subject’s wrist was attached the robot via a ball and socket joint. The subject’s muscles are

often not strong enough to move the arm against the elasticity of the arm support. There
fore, the robot was used to provide a supporting force which countered the arm support and
the force of gravity to allow the subject’s arm to move more freely. The robot was also
used to create a haptic bounding box around the edge of the workspace to ensure patient

comfort and safety. An Optotrak Certus Motion Capture System (Northern Digital, Inc.)
was used to measure the arm configuration for data gathering for modeling and feedback
during reaching.

The control and data collection occurred at 52 Hz, but stimulation inputs were updated
at the stimulation frequency of 13 Hz. The experiment was controlled using MATLAB

xPC target on a Dell Dimension 8400 PC with a Pentium 4 3.20 GHz processor. Trajectory
optimization was completed using MATLAB 2019b and IPOPT [38].
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Day of model identification

Our initial subject-specific, muscle capability model was developed on October 13, 2020

and is described in section 7.2.1. Our reaching experiments took place one month later, on

November 12, 2020. To account for changes in the subject’s muscle force capability due
to atrophy/hypertrophy, changes in muscle tone, or other day-to-day fluctuation in muscle
strength, we developed a “day of” model update.

To create the day of model, we followed the procedure described in section 7.2.1 to

gather model training data. We first moved the subject’s arm to 13 targets spread through
out the subject’s comfortable 3D workspace. The first target was selected to be a central

target near the equilibrium resting point produced by the arm support. For each target,

we recorded the configuration of arm - defined as the shoulder elevation plane, shoulder

elevation, shoulder rotation, elbow flexion - and the torque produced about each degree of
freedom. Pronation torque was not measured as pronation does not affect the position of
the subject’s hand and so we did not aim to directly control it. Additionally, the subject’s

arm support limits the freedom of the pronation angle. Due to this, pronation was assumed
constant in our models and our arm simulation for trajectory optimization. With the new
training data, defined by the arm configuration and torque production pair, we developed

new semiparametric Gaussian process regression models [32] by updating the training in
formation but maintaining the hyperparameters from the previous model. This allowed us
to update our model efficiently without the need to repeat each target multiple times nor

the need to use significant computation time recomputing the hyperparameters.
Day of models allow us to achieve better accuracy by updating our model for changes

in the subject’s muscle capabilities due to day-to-day fatigue, atrophy, muscle-tone, etc.

Additionally, there will always be some bias error in the measurement of the joint angles
using rigid bodies because of day-to-day identification differences of bony landmarks on

the subject to which the coordinate frames are referenced. A day of model will incorporate
these errors and allow for better predictions than if a model from a previous day was used.
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However, there are some trade-offs in order to achieve this new model. The main negative

of completing a day of model update is the time needed to complete the day-of modeling
process which is nearly 30 minutes. Additionally, by maintaining the hyperparameters

from a previous day, there may be some errors because these parameters will not be based

on the joint measurements of the current day.

The system model was used to produce muscle torque capability matrices (see (7.3)) as
well as predict the passive force needed to hold the wrist at a static position. This predicted
force was then applied by the robot to allow the arm to move more freely against the elastic
force of the arm support. This force did not actively control the arm and only provided

support against the forces of gravity and the arm support.
An additional requirement of the model when practically implementing the controller

is to map the stimulation input to the muscle activations. This mapping is known as the
recruitment curves. The mapping was identified using the deconvolved ramp method [44].

Trajectory optimization

Using the day of model, we used the trajectory optimization scheme and simulation of

arm dynamics developed in section 7.2.1 to find feasible trajectories which accounted to
the subject’s muscle capabilities and the simulated dynamics of the system. The starting

configuration for all trajectories was selected to be the central resting position as defined

by the first target of the day of model identification. The remaining 12 training configu

rations were used as target configurations. This allowed us to have a known, comfortable
configuration at the start and end of the trajectory.

As described in section 7.2.1, for each target configuration, we attempted to find a fea
sible two-second trajectory using direct collocation to formulate the trajectory optimization
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as the the following nonlinear optimization problem,

minimize:

mean(a2raj ) + Y mean((qtraj

- qtarg)2)

a,qtraj

subject to:

ai(k) G [0,1]

Vi G {1, 2,..., 9} ,

qtraj (k + 1) = f (qtraj (k),a(k)),
qtraj (1) = q

Vk G {1,2, ...,n}

Vk G {1, 2,...,n - 1}

(7.10)

0

qtraj (n) = qtarg

qmin

—

qtraj (k)

— qmax,

Vk G {1, 2, . . . , n}

The first term in the objective function minimizes the average of the squared muscle activa
tions throughout the entire trajectory, atraj, and the second term attempts to minimize the

distance from each configuration in the trajectory, qtraj to the target position, qtarg . To en
sure subject comfort, the trajectories were constrained to remain inside the configurations
seen during model training. This range was expanded by 11.5 degrees in each direction to
ensure the target positions were within the range. The second term of the objective function

was also introduced with subject comfort in mind. Due to time constraints, each trajectory

optimization was only completed one time. Y was selected to be Y = 1 rad-2 to achieve
the overall goal of balancing the objectives of minimal activations and direct path reaches.
There were also constraints ensuring feasible muscle activations and the trajectory would

start and end at the desired configurations with zero velocity. If a trajectory was not found,
the target was removed, and the next target was attempted. For the 12 possible reaches, we

were able to find 11 feasible reaching trajectories. The process of finding the 11 trajectories
required approximately 15 minutes.
Once a trajectory was found, a full-reach trajectory was created. The full trajectory was
five seconds long. First, the starting position was held for one second. By using the robot,
the subject’s hand would always start in the same position. However, the configuration

was not guaranteed to be the correct starting position. By holding the starting position

for one second, the controller had a chance to correct for initial errors and start its motion
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Figure 28: MPC controller block diagram

near the correct configuration. The next two seconds of the trajectory were the optimized

trajectory found above. Finally, the final two seconds of the trajectory were to hold the
target configuration to allow for the controller time to correct for errors.

Controller

We use our subject-specific model as the basis of an MPC controller to drive the arm of a

subject with high tetraplegia along a desired trajectory to a target configuration (see Fig.

28). The input to the controller is the optimized desired trajectory and the current state of
the arm. The MPC controller then calculates the desired muscle activations to best achieve
the desired trajectory. The inverse recruitment curves block then determines the stimulation
commands that correspond to the desired muscle activations, and the stimulation is applied

to the arm.

The state of the arm is defined by the arm configuration - shoulder elevation plane,
shoulder elevation, shoulder rotation, elbow flexion - and the joint velocities. The state

of the arm was measured with motion capture and a 5th order moving average filter was
applied to limit the noise. The velocities were calculated using numerical differentiation.

The MPC controller was developed in the same method as presented in 7.2.1, how
ever, adjustments were made for practical implementation on the stimulation hardware and
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subject comfort. We developed an MPC control scheme based on the incremental MPC for

mulation presented in [39] which incorporates the benefits of integral control to the MPC

control scheme. The parameters of the MPC controller were tuned on several trajectories
with the goal of producing accurate reaches along with comfortable stimulation profiles
and motions. Based on the limitations of the system hardware, the prediction horizon was
selected to be ny = 3 and the control horizon was nu = 2. This allowed the MPC opti

mization problem to be solved within the 52 Hz control loop using the active-set method.

The key features for subject comfort were limiting oscillation of the arm and smooth
stimulation profiles. To create a smooth stimulation pattern, we selected a scalar weighting
on the change in input, A = 1. During our initial tuning, it became clear that oscillations

would be an issue with the controller. Our previous research (and that of others) has demon
strated that significant oscillations occur with feedback FES control due to the delays in the

FES system (low frequency of stimulation and electrical-muscular activation delays). In
simulation, we were able to improve the controller performance by adding physical damp
ing to the arm support [40]. Due to this finding, we used the robot to create a damped

environment during the reaching experiments. We tuned the damping force to 70 Nm/s in
all directions.
Due to the time constraints of the control loop, we linearized the system offline along

the desired trajectory. To develop the state-space matrices, the Autolev equations of motion

were used to linearize the system about the desired state at the current time. The MATLAB
function c2d was used to discretize the state-space systems. The output of the state-space
models were the joint angles and the reference trajectory included only the discretized de
sired joint angles as a function of time-step. At each point during the reaching experiment,

the controller would use the linearized system matrices from the desired reference state

of the arm at the next time step. The reference signal for the controller was the desired
arm configuration. Joint velocities were not including in the reference signal due to the

aforementioned issues with system delays leading to derivative control instability.
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Experiments and data analysis

For each target reach, the subject’s arm was moved by the robot to the desired starting
position. By only having a robot connected to the subject’s wrist to move to the starting
position, we could not ensure that the starting configuration was correct. For the first second

of each reach the desired configuration was the starting configuration to allow the controller

to attempt to obtain the correct starting configuration. For the duration of the five second
reach, the arm was allowed move freely as driven by the muscle stimulations. The robot

provided only a damped environment and support against the predicted passive forces at
the wrist during the movement. The set of 11 reaching motions was repeated nine times

based on the amount of time defined by the subject’s schedule. A total of 99 reaches were

completed.
To analyze the effectiveness of the controller, we calculated the accuracy as defined

as the Euclidean distance away from the desired position/configuration. To ensure that

oscillations around the target position are accounted for, the accuracy was defined as the
mean Euclidean distance error over the final second of each trial. During the final second

the controller is trying to maintain the desired target configuration. The accuracy of the

controller was recorded based on the wrist position as placing the hand at a desired location

in space is the most important goal of a reaching controller. The wrist position of both the

desired position and experimental measurements were calculated using forward kinematics.
To determine the controller’s effectiveness throughout the workspace, a two-sample

t-test was completed for each grouping of targets to determine if there was improved ac
curacy to the left or right side of the workspace, up or down, and forward or backwards in
the subject’s workspace. The targets were grouped based on their position relative to the
average position of all the targets.
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7.3.2

Results

Overall, over 99 reaching motions to 11 different targets, the controller achieved an average
wrist position accuracy of 8.5 cm (standard deviation of 2.8 cm). Table VI shows the

accuracy results for all trials including a breakdown of the accuracy based on the position
of the targets. The controller was able to reach targets throughout the workspace, but it

was more accurate to targets on the right side (p < 0.001), targets forward(p < 0.001), and

targets down in the workspace(p = 0.002). These differences in accuracy based on target
position are illustrated in Fig. 29. The image shows the average accuracy over the nine sets
of reaches for each target position. The size and color of each point represents the relative

accuracy for each target position.
A representative reaching trial with an accuracy of 8.5 cm is shown in Fig. 30. The

target position is denoted by the red arrow in Fig. 24. The reach is able to move in the
correct direction, but there is significant amounts of oscillation near the target position.

Shoulder rotation is the joint with the largest error that the controller is unable to correct.
As this joint moves away from the desired target, the wrist position also moves away from

the desired target.

Fig. 30(c) shows the muscle activation commands for the triceps, biceps/brachialis,
and the upper pectoralis muscle groups. These activations demonstrate the ability of the

MPC controller built on our muscle capability models to select muscle activations which

make sense physiologically. For the elbow flexion angle, the reach first requires elbow
extension so the triceps, the main elbow extensor muscle, is activated. As the position

overshoots, the biceps/brachialis turn on to stop the elbow extension. These two muscle
groups vary in activation to control the elbow flexion as it oscillates around the desired
position. Additionally, as the shoulder rotation moves away from the desired target, the

integral action of the MPC controller is noticeable as the upper pectoralis, an internal rotator

of the arm, increases in activation. While this is a simplified explanation of the reach (the

biceps/brachialis and triceps also produce torques about the shoulder), this example reach
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Target location

| All |

Left

mean accuracy (cm)
standard deviation (cm)
p-value

8.5
2.8

10.0
2.2

| Right | Forward | Back |

Up

| Down

7.2
2.4

9.4
2.3

7.7
2.9

6.7
2.2

< 0.001

< 0.001

10.0
2.3

0.002

Table VI: Wrist position error for all targets and broken down by the position of the targets

demonstrates the potential of the control strategy to achieve reaching motions throughout
the workspace.
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11 cm

7 cm

9 cm

5 cm

Figure 29: This figures shows the average accuracy of each target position over nine sets of reaching
trials. The desired starting position for every reach is denoted by the red star. The accuracy of the
target is denoted by both the size and color of the circle. The accuracy of the reaches improved for
targets to the right, to the front, and down in the workspace. The red arrow denotes the representative
target position which is shown in Fig. 30. The coordinate frame and origin of the reaching Cartesian
workspace is also shown at the subject’s right shoulder.
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desired trajectory
elevation plane
elevation
rotation
elbow flexion

(a) configuration

(b) wrist postion

triceps
biceps, brachialis
upper pcctoralis

(c) muscle activations

Figure 30: This figure shows a representative example of a FES-driven reaching motion controlled
by our MPC scheme in both (a) configuration space and (b) Cartesian wrist position space. (c)
shows the muscle activation commands for three muscle groups, the triceps, biceps/brachialis, and
the upper pectoralis. These muscle group activations demonstrate the ability of the MPC control
scheme to select muscle activations which make sense physiologically and are able to control the
motion of the arm.
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7.3.3

Discussion

We present a novel control structure that is capable of achieving FES-driven reaching mo

tions throughout the workspace of a subject with high tetraplegia due to SCI. The use of

trajectory optimization and an MPC controller to directly account for the subject’s muscle

capabilities resulted in significant improvements to the performance compared to past FES
reaching controllers. First, though there were differences in accuracy based on the target
position in the workspace, the control strategy was able to move the arm throughout the

space. The MPC controller was able to avoid getting stuck in uncontrollable configurations
as seen by the straight-line feedback controller in [20]. Also, we achieved similar accu
racy to the accuracy achieved by our simulation study with model uncertainty presented in

section 7.2 (10.9 cm accuracy for the simulated MPC controller and 8.5 cm accuracy for
the implemented MPC controller). This is encouraging for using the simulation to guide

further development of the control structure including using the simulation study to better

understand the types of uncertainty which the MPC controller is robust to. Additionally, by

controlling the whole arm, we are able to produce more natural motions than the reaches
achieved by MUNDUS [17] once a trajectory is found. However, trajectory optimization

can take a significant amount of time (from about ten seconds at a minimum and up to five
minutes if 1,500 iterations occur). To complete daily reaching tasks using trajectory opti

mization for each reach, the optimization needs to occur significantly faster to be practical.
While the positives are significant, there were important limitations to the study. The

overall accuracy of 8.5 cm is worse than the accuracy produced by our own previous work

in [20] and other controllers [10, 17, 18]. This accuracy is not good enough to complete
many activities of daily living including eating off a plate though some compensatory torso
movements could assist these errors. A much greater issue is the oscillation which makes

completing daily tasks difficult (consider eating off a fork that is shaking) and can become
uncomfortable for the user. To improve both the oscillation and the accuracy of the con

troller, the model at the basis of the MPC control strategy needs to be improved. Our current
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simulation of the arm only accounts for basic multi-body dynamics of the arm with esti
mated mass properties and the capabilities of the muscles. A more advanced model which

explicitly included muscle activation dynamics, the stiffness introduced by the arm sup
port, and delays in control inputs because of the stimulation frequency could significantly
improve the model. Our previous simulation study [40] has shown that these nonlinearities

produce instability and oscillation that derivative gain cannot account for. By improving
the modeling of these sources of error, the reference trajectory could include velocity and
the controller could better use that information to eliminate oscillation.

Identifying the parameters of the subject’s arm dynamics is a difficult process which
requires gathering a significant amount of data. One potential option would be to use

semiparametric models of the muscle capabilities, similar to those presented in this paper
for isometric positions, that include the arm dynamics [21]. With this model of the arm
dynamics and muscle force production matrices, we could better predict the dynamics of

the arm and achieve more accurate trajectories. A similar method has been shown to work

in robotic simulations using a receding horizon LQR controller and a GPR model of the
robot dynamics [36].

This study represents the first implementation of an MPC controller for FES-controlled

reaching motions. The use of trajectory optimization and MPC control creates a control

scheme which can account for the unique muscle capabilities of individuals with SCI in
cluding muscle weakness due to fatigue and atrophy as well as complete loss of muscle

function due to lower motor neuron damage. With an improved model, this control scheme
has the potential to unlock many activities of daily living that require reaching motions for
individuals with SCI.
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CHAPTER VIII

CONCLUSION
8.1

Contributions

Functional electrical stimulation (FES) is a promising technology for restoring reaching
motions to individuals with tetraplegia due to spinal cord injury (SCI). While FES has

been successful at restoring some function to individuals with SCI including grasping [1]
and walking [2], these successes have yet to be fully transmitted to full-arm reaching mo
tions. The state-of-the-art systems either do not control the arm as a complete system [3, 4]

which leads to unnatural movements and errors in the system, or work with healthy sub
jects in planar motions [5] which cannot be directly translated to individuals with SCI. This

dissertation developed a control scheme which included learning subject-specific muscle

capability models, using trajectory optimization to determine feasible trajectories, and ap
plying a model predictive control (MPC) controller to achieve full-arm reaching motions
in individuals with high tetraplegia due to SCI. I defined two main aims:
Aim 1: Develop a complete-arm FES-driven reaching controller that is capable of holding

static hand positions for an individual with high tetraplegia due to SCI.
Aim 2: Develop a subject-specific model-based control strategy to use FES to drive the

arm of an individual with high tetraplegia due to SCI along a desired path in the subject’s

workspace.
In Chapter III, I developed a subject-specific model of the arm of an individual with
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tetraplegia and its static response to stimulation. The model was validated by using it for
open-loop control of static wrist positions. This subject-specific model is the key founda

tion to the controllers developed in this dissertation. In Chapter IV, we built on the open
loop control structure by adding feedback control which used the subject-specific muscle

capability models. With this addition, we completed Aim 1 and were able to control static
wrist positions throughout the subject’s workspace. This work demonstrated the poten

tial for a subject-specific model to be used as the basis of a controller for FES-controlled
reaching.
In Chapter V, we developed a series of improvements to the controller to allow for

reaching motions to be completed. First, reaching motions with no planned trajectory were

attempted. The oscillation and errors from this process demonstrated the need for some
level of path planning. Next, in a simulation study, straight line, quasi-static paths were

simulated to determine the conditions and environment in which successful FES-controlled

reaching could occur. It became clear from this study that the delays in the system due to the
ability to switch control inputs only at the stimulation frequency of 13 Hz lead to instability

which cannot be fixed with simple derivative control. The solution was to create a damped

environment using a mobile arm support. Building on these results, in Chapter VI, we
attempted to control the arm along straight line reaching paths using a subject-specific,
model-based feedback controller. The controller was able to achieve fairly good accuracy,
but it would get “stuck” due to ending up in uncontrollable locations in the workspace

which resulted in feedback overcompensation, the asking of more torque than is possible.
To try to avoid the uncontrollable arm configurations, in Chapter VII, we developed

a trajectory optimization scheme to determine feasible trajectories to achieve target wrist
positions. We then developed an MPC controller that capable of controlling the arm in sim
ulation and practically implemented the control scheme in an individual with tetraplegia.

This Chapter completed Aim 2. The main contribution of this Chapter is the clear demon
stration of the need for both trajectory planning and for the controller to explicitly take
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into account the muscle capabilities of an individual with tetraplegia in order to achieve
accurate FES-controlled reaching motions.

Future Work

8.2

While the controller developed in this dissertation presents a significant step towards the
goal of restoring reaching motions to individuals with tetraplegia, there are still several key

areas of improvement that are needed. The framework for FES control presented by Lynch
and Popovic [6] is a good source to identify these needed improvements, “The FES system

must:

1. compensate for the nonlinear, time-varying, and coupled nature of the muscle being
controlled, including the effects of fatigue and training.

2. be stable in the presence of the time delays and perturbations (reflex contractions)
that are inherenet to the system.

3. be implemented in portable, battery powered electronics, and should be designed for
at least 16 hours of operation each day...
4. be compatible with efficient setup and calibration procedures that are simple enough

to be performed by a therapist or patient...”
Working with a subject with SCI (as is recommended by Lynch and Popovic because of

the unique muscle characteristics of individuals with SCI), the work in this dissertation has

attempted to meet the first two goals. The model based control strategy offers a framework
that is capable of controlling the full-arm and accounting for the coupled dynamics of the

system. However, the accuracy of our controller was not sufficient for every day use and

there were oscillations in the motion. To fully meet the first two requirements of the frame

work using our MPC control scheme, a more sophisticated model which better includes the
nonlinear dynamics and time delays inherent to the system needs to be developed.
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Additionally, our model identification procedures and trajectory optimization methods
take too long to be used for everyday reaching tasks. Even our current day of model update
procedure requires nearly 30 minutes to gather data and develop the new model. There is a

critical need to develop modeling methods which ideally can update in real-time as reaches
occur compensating for the rapid fatigue seen in individuals with SCI. At the very least,

there needs to be a model update procedure that can be quickly and easily performed by a
caregiver.

Our trajectory optimization routine is also too slow for everyday use. While some tra
jectories are found in less than 10 seconds, others take several minutes. Since there is no

way to know in advance how long a single optimization will take, or if a feasible solution
even exists, it is impractical to implement this method as it is currently developed for every
day reaching control. A subject will be unwilling to use the system if every time they want
to complete a reach, there is a chance that it will take three minutes before the reach can
begin. Additionally, some optimized trajectories were near the edge of the controllability

and errors in the model resulted in feedback overcompensation. While the MPC controller

is better able to deal with this situation than the original feedback controller, there is room
to improve the controller by better avoiding uncontrollable configurations. Further research

should be completed to determine if additional terms should be added to our optimization
objective function to bias the system towards controllable configurations, or if an entirely

new trajectory planning method should be used.
While the major reaching goal of this paper was to place the subject’s wrist at the de
sired location. For achieving everyday reaching tasks, the subject may have additional

task-specific goals including the orientation of the hand or stiffness of the arm. Adding
these target outcomes to the control structure developed here will result in a dramatic in
crease in complexity. The additional task constraints will make it more difficult to find

feasible trajectories, and the additional degrees of freedom will substantially increase the
complexity of control.
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Lastly, it is important to gain a clinical understanding of the capabilities of the con
troller. The best way to do this would be to work with a clinician to implement testing such

as the Capabilities of Upper Extremities Test (CUE-T) [7]. Doing so will provide a better

understanding of the feasibility of implementing the current controller and what key areas
of improvement are needed for everyday use of the system.

Improvements in modeling, trajectory planning, and a greater range of target outcomes

would be significant developments towards the implementation of the control scheme de

veloped in this dissertation to restore everyday reaching motions in individuals with tetraple
gia due to spinal cord injuries.

8.3
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